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Dr. Reed treats all chronic diseases that flesh Is
heir to; all cases that are given up as incurable
I
by the allopathic and homoeopathic physicians.
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can
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The indications for New England and
New Hampshire for the next 24 hours are
fair weather, followed by local rains, north-

westerly winds, nearly stationary temperature.
For Vermont are local
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Make the blood pare and you drive sickness away.
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diseased blood is deficient. It removes the cause of and
thus cures Blood Humors and Skin Diseases*
and as a tonic in Nervous Debility it has no equal.

The Best
Liver Pills.

Cure Sick Headache, Constipation and Piles·
in operaAre Purely Vegetable. Gentle yet thorough
tion. 2b cents; δ boxes, $1.00. By Druggists and by
Mall.
Geo. Pierce & Co., 30 Hanover St., Boston*
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NEURALGIA!
lias dis
DU. C. W. BENSON, of Baltimore, Mil.,and the
covered tnat the Extract ol Celery heed
combined
Flowers
Extract of German Chamomile
In the form of Pills, is the most wonderful nervine
in the world and invariably cures

Hick Hendache, IVervou. Headache, Neuralgia, Nerv.imiirM, NlrrillfKRnenH,
Paraly.i., Ml. Vim»' Dance,
and all nervous troubles, as they act directly upon
the nervous system as a nerve food and exciter of
nerve matter. They are invaluable to all uervous
people, and Dr. Benson's reputation as a specialist in the treatment of uervous diseases at once
standard. Sold bv all druggists,
gives them a liich
or sent to any address on receipt of price—50c a
box, or β boxes for »2.50. Office 154 N. Howard
apr8d6mnrmcTh
St., Baltimore.
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Kennebec

County Republican

Con-

vention.

Augusta, Aug. 10.—The Kepublican county convention of Kennebec met in Augusta
today, 132 delegates, the full number, being
in attendance. Captain Charles Nash was
chosen chairman. The following nominations were made:
Senators—Herbert M. Heath, Augusta ; George A.
Russell, ReadflelU.
Commissioners—Geo. H. Andrews, Monmouth ;
James W. Carpenter.
Sheriff—C. It McFadden, Waterville.

Attorney—L. T. Carleton, Wintlirop.
Register of Deeds—Prentiss M. Fogler, Augusta.
The resolutions adopted endorse in ^letter
and spirit the platform of the Republican
State convention, and aï supporters of the
prohibitory liquor law and labor reform, the
best and constant efforts of the party in Kennebec are pledged to the promotion of both
The platform also contains the folcauses.

Resolved, That the interest in temperance Imperatively demands the complete union of all sincere friends of prohibition, and that we view with
profound regret the efforts of a minority of its
supporters to form a separate organization, thereby creating factional division in the presence of
the enemy and injuring a cause loved by all good
citizens.

The Maine State Fair.
Lewiston, Aug 10.—The trustees of the
State Agricultural Society held a meeting today and arranged for new trotting premiums.
The first is $300 for the 2.28 class ; the second
$500, free to all, and open to all horses. They
offer a purse of $50 for boys under seventeen
for a three mile race, to saddle; the first mile
to walk, the second to trot, the third to run.
The prospects are that the coming fair will
exceed even the other great fairs the society
has held, In making a grand exhibit of the
productions of the State.
Meetings at Old Orchard.
Old Orchard, Aug. 10.—At 2 o'clock in
the Free Baptist Convention a lecture was
delivered by Eev. L. T. Townsend, D D., of
Boston University. His subject was "Les
sons for young men from the life of Joseph.'
The closing meeting of the faith convention at Old Orchard was held this afternoon,
with addresses by A. B. Simpson and Dr.
Simpson.
Democrats.

Bath, Aug. 10.—The Sagadahoc County
Democratic convention was held in this city
this afternoon and the following nominations
were made :
Senator—Cliarles W. Larrabec,;of Bath.

Clerk of Courts—Edward W. Larrabee, Bath.
Sheriff—John I'. Cobb, Bowdoinham.
Treasurer—Levi S. Alexander, Bath.
Register of Deeds—.Mrnest F. Kelly, Bath.
County Commissioners—Thomas Minotts, Plilpsburg ; C. S. Gotten, Bowdoin.
□Resolutions on the death ot maen, ana endorsing the platform of the Democratic State

adopted.

convention,

were

Portland

District
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Campmeet-

PitEss.]
Fkyebukg, Aug. 10—This meeting opened
Tuesday evening, with general exercises of a
It is to be at Martha's
devotianal nature.
Grove, where the very successful Chautauqua Assembly for Northern New England
lias just closed. The direction of affairs is
in the hands of the presiding elder, Rev.
W. S. Jones.
The Troy (Ν. Y.) Praying Band, consisting of 12 members, all line singers, have arrived and will remain throughout the meeting. This is expected to be one of the largest and most interesting campmeetings ever

in
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Grove
the
at
furnished
board
the excellent
attract
House for Si per day, will doubtless
interested in the
many who are not specially
services.
audiThe meetings will be held in the new
and S. S.
torium built for the Chautauqua
Assembly, instead as heretofore in the open
grove.

Nominated for Congress.
ProhibiWaterville, Aug. 10.—Fifteen
Good
tionists met in mass convention at
a
Templars' Hall yesterday, to nominate
candidate for Congress in the Third District.
of
They selected the Rev. Erwin Dennet

Wayne.
Somerset

County Democrats.

Skowhegan, Aug. 10.—Tlie Democratic
followCounty Convention today made the
:
nominations
ing
For Senator—B. 1). Itice, of Fairfield.
Skowhegan.
For Sheriff—William llolbrook, of of SkowheFor Begister of Deeds—E. 0. lleald
gan.
of Anson.
For County Attorney—A. A. Wilber,of Canaan.
For Treasurer—George \V. Johnson,
o£

For County Commissioners—P. I'-.1'11!0'1]
of Fittsfield.
Brighton; and Oeorge II. Hunter,
S. Brown
E. F. Pillsbury of Boston, and S.
this
meetings
mass
addrosced
of Waterville,
afternoon and evening.
a Mad Horse.

Injured by

Wednesday
Whitefield, Aug. 10.—On
this place met
last Mr. Miles Cunningham of
ending his
with an accident which came near
stallion
life. Ile was driving a 1400 pound
in a field of
machine
a
mowing
to
attached
kicked
became enraged,
grass. The animal
Mr. Cunhimself.
the thills and then threw
and attempted
ningham leaped upon his head
the mad brute
to hold him down, but
calf of one leg and
grabbed the man by the
the farmer
dragging
arose from the ground,
the limb in a
and chewing and lacerating
Finally the man's cries

shocking way.
was so sebrought aid. Mr. Cunningham
life was despaired of,
his
that
verely injured
but he is

now on

Wells ; Samuel Hanson, Buxton ; Oliver C. Clark,
: Ksreff H. Banks, Biddeford : Ivory FenderPursonsfield; Benj, Sawtelle, Limerick.
Secretaries—Seth E. Bryant, Kennebunk; Fred
S. Bootbby, Saco; Walter L. Dane, Kennebunk;
Samuel H. Garvin, Acton.
Upon assuming the chair Mr. Safford adSaco
soil,

dressed the convention

Fair

the road to recovery.

B.

[Special to the Press.]
Alfkkd, Aug. 10.—The Republican county
convention for York county, for the nomination of candidates for three Senator.*, two
County Commissioners, Register of Deeds,
Clerk of Courts,Sheriff,County Attorney and
CountyTreasurer convened in the TownHall
at this place this morning. This was one of
the largest attended
conventions of the
Republicans of York county that has been
held in many years, and the proceedings
were characterized by the utmost good feeling throughout. The Waterboro and Hollis
and Sanford Cornet bands were in attendance, and furnished excellent music. Among
the prominent Republicans in attendance
were :
Col. Mark M. Wentworth and Moses
A. Safford of Kittery; Hon. Ernest M.
Goodall of Sanford ; Dr. J. W. Dearborn,
Usher B. Thompson and Ivory Fenderson
of Parsonsfield ; County Attorney F. M.
Higgins, Jeremiah M. Mason and Wm. W.
Mason of Limerick; Walter P. Perkins,Esq.,
and B. P. Bease of Cornish, George Getchell
of Wells, Dr. C. E. Hussey, Ε. H. Banks, B.
F. Hamilton, S. C. Hamilton, Jr., A.!;S.
Ricker, Ebon Emerson of Biddeford ; Hon.
C. M. Moses, Hon. R.% L. Bowers, Willis T.
Emmons, H. H. Burbank of Saco, Judge N.
Hobbs and A. L. Prescott of North Berwick,
and C. S. Hamilton of Biddeford.
The convention was called to order shortly after 10 o'cleck by Col. M. F. Wentworth,
chairman of the county committee. Prayer
was offered by the Rev. Mr. Snyder of the
First Baptist church. Col. Wentworth then
read the call for the convention, and in beannounced
half of the county committee
the temporary organization as follows :
President—Moses A. Safford, Kittery.
Vice Presidents—John B. Fernald,
York;
Barak Maxwell,
Thomas Mitchell, Newfleld;

Cloudy
Cloudy
Cloudy
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Cen. James A. Hall.
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briefly,

and was

credentials reported
county represented and
contesting delegations from York, with a
a recommendation admitting both delegations.
Amos L. Allen of Alfred, W. J. Bradford
of Saco, W. H. Rich of Berwick, L. H. Ken-,
dall of Biddeford, and J. Y. Rodman of
Sanford were made a committee on resolutions. F. L. Durgin of Sanford was substituted for Mr. Rodman, who was absent.
Sylvester Bartlett of Eliot was nominated
for Senator from the Southwestern district
by acclamation.
The convention then proceeded to ballot
for candidate from the Southeastern district
with the following result:
The committee

on

every town in the

148
Whole numli«r ol votes cast,
75
Necessary for a choice
18
Warren J. Conlan had
130
Cyril P. Harmon had
And Mr. Harmon was declared nominated.

William W. Mason was nominated for
Senator from the Northern district by
acclamation.
On motion of J. F. Brackett of Limerick,
B. F. Fease of Cornish was nominated by
acclamation for Commissioner from the
Northern district.
The ballot for Commissioner from the
Southern district resulted as follows:
145
Whole number of votes
'a
Necessary toa choice...
William Hill had...
J
«
James H. Fogg liad....
117
Simon S. Andrews had
And Simon S. Andrews was declared the

nominee.
motion of Amos L. Allen of Alfred,
Justin M. Leavitt of Limerick was nominated for Register of Deeds by acclamation.
On motion of F. M. Higgins, James E.
On

Hewey was nominated for Clerk of Courts
by acclamation.
The convention then proceeded to ballot
for candidate for Sheriff, with the following
result :
Whole number of ballots
Necessary for a choice
Samuel C. Hamilton had
Isaae N. Deerlng

177
89
141

.'. 32
1

Scattering
Mr. Hamilton was declared the nominee
amidst great applause.
The convention then proceeded to ballot
for candidate for County Attorney with the
following result:
Whole number of votes
Necessary for choice
Addison S. Haley had
Horace H. Burbank

sympathy with them.
That Speaker appointed a committee of ways
and means which had charge of all tariff
questions. They presented two different
bills for action on the part of the House.
These bills, both of them, menaced the interests of the people of the State of Maine.
These bills put the products of the farmer,
his hay, his potatoes and everything he
free
raises, with few exceptions, upon the have
list. Had these bills passed, they must
been the greatest blow which the farming
have
interests of the State of Maine could
received. They proposed to place lumber
our
at
blow
a
upon the free list. That was
the
forests. They proposed to put fish upon and
free list. That was a blow at our coast,
had
just
it was a peculiarly cruel blow. We
abrogated the treaty of Washington—a
can
as
you
the
Canadians,
which
treaty of
from tlieir efforts since, were exceedjudge fond.
They desired our markets for
ingly
their fish. Our fishermen caused the treaty
our
to be abrogated because they wanted
of
markets. Fish free of duty means control
with
Fish
our markets by the Canadians.
for our
duty upon them means our marketswilling,
The Canadians were
fishermen.
us
and they would be willing today, to give
all the fisheries about which the squabble is
have our
now going on, provided they could
market free ; and yet, the committee on ways
and
means, organized by a Democratic
House, proposed to give them our market
for nothing ! What they were ready to pay
to
for, our Democratic brethren were ready
pass,
fling to them. But that bill did not
number
a
certain
and it did not pass because
of Democrats voted with the Republican
on the
party. Yet those bills now remain
calendar as a standing menace against the
to
for
is
It
you
State.
industries of this
you think of such
carefully consider what
proceedings and bring in your verdict.
We have had trouble about tne fisheries,
and much blame has been bestowed upon the
Secretary of State because he has not finishBut consider what
ed up those questions.
condition he is in. We have no navy, no fortifications. You cannot assume a very firm
It
tone against a nation that has both.
therefore became a plain duty on the part
of Congress to provide, if not for the present,
Speaker who was in

Large and Enthusiastic Convention
at lAlfred.

Speeches by Hon.

Washington, Auk. 11.
The indications for Maine, New Hampshire are fair weather, followed by local
raine, nearly stationary temperature.
For Vermont are local rains, slightly

ANNUAL SALE, 10 MILLIONS.

]u39

YORK REPUBLICANS.

153
77

59
94

And Mr. Burbank was declared nominated.
Mr. Charles H. Prescott of Biddeford was
nominated for County Treasurer by acclamation.

Leroy F. Pike of Cornish, George
Mitchell of Newfield, C. II. Adams of Limerick, ; James E. Hewey of Alfred, Ilosea
Willard of Sanford, F. A. Hobson of Limington, Willis T. Emmons of Saco, Charles
H. Prescott of Biddeford, and Frank J.
Leavitt of Buxton was selected for members
of the county committee.
Mr. Allen of Alfred then read the following report of the committee on resolutions,
which was accepted and adopted.
Iiesolved, That the Republicans of York county
in convention assembled, approve and endorse
the platform of principles adopted at the late KeE.

nnhfin.an State Convention at Lewiston, and that
«ecu
Joseph Κ. Bodweu lor Governor, rnomas n.
for Congress, and all the nominees of this convention, shall have their earnest support at the polls.
Shortly before 1 o'clock the convention ad-

journed.

Long before 2 o'clock a very large audience had assembled upon the lawn in front
of the court house to listen to addresses by
Hon. Thomas B. Reed of Portland, and Gen.
James A. Hall of Damariscotta, who were
announced to speak there at that hour.

Promptly at 2 o'clock, the meeting was called
to order by Mr. Moses A. Safford, the chair-

Mr. Safford
of the late convention.
introduced Congressman Reed, who
Mr. Reed
as received with great applause.
spoke as follows :
sir. reed'· speech.
Fellow Citizens, Ladies and Gentlemen:
I am very glad to have my biennial opportunity to meet the citizens of York county.
I am always delighted to meet this audience,
because I am sure to see in front of me earnest and brave workers in the cause of constitutional liberty and good government.
I shall endeavor, in what I say to you toliving issues. The
day, to address myself to stand
with its face
Republican party must
toward the future if it means to obtain the
suffrages and support of the American people. Our past history has been noble and
worthy of us, but it is of no account unless
For
our present history be a match for it.
the first time in a quarter of a century we
ourselves
to
not
defend
have an opportunity,
as being responsible for the government, but
to criticise our opponents, who have themI propose to
selves become responsible.
make my criticisms in a candid fashion, so
that no man here, if he be a Democrat, can
complain that I treat him or his party unfairly. I shall endeavor to be candid ; I do
not know whether I shall appear so (laughter), becanse it always happens that when
finds
you carefully state the facts, and a man
the facts make against him, he always chargif
But
you
and
it
to
es
feeling.
prejudice
watch my words carefully, I am sure you will
see that whatever seems harsh comes out of
the fact and not out of the spirit with which
I utter them.
The Democratic party have had charge of
the administration since March 4th, 1885.
They have had forty majority in the Ilouse
of Representatives, aud I want your minds
to dwell upon that last fact. There are maman

then

jorities, and then there are majorities.
(Laughter.) A majority of one does not import such influence and control as a majority

of forty. Other Congresses than the one
last pa*t have been hindered by the stringent
rules of the House, and have been unable to
work their full will and power; but this Congress, with the assistance of the Republican
every
members, has been emancipated from
could arise from the rules

hindrance which
of procedure. They have had full opportuand
nity to do everything which wasuswise
see what
best in their judgment. Now, let
and their
they have done. With their doings,
has
attempted doings, the State of Maineother
than any
had, perhaps, a larger interestinterests
have
Its
State in the Union.
their
been more severely menaced by
than any
acts and by their omissions
other State. In the first place, the majority
is in
of the Democratic party in Congress
favor of free trade or an approximation
a
elected
thereto. That majority in caucus

at least that in the future we should not be
Now, the common ansin that condition.
wer that has been given on the floor of Concongress is, "Why, you Kepublicans had
trol of this country, you didn't furnish a
navy ; you did not fortify, and therefore you
That answer forgets history.
are to blame."
In 1865 we came out of the war, and we
in as fine condition as to a
it
out
of
came
navy with guns as large and powerful as
All along the coast
existed in the world.
we had planned and begun fortifications,
and you will now find near Portland the beginnings of fortifications which would have

defended that city at the time they
tered upon. But in the year 1874, the House
of Representatives was carried by the Democratic party, and, with a single exception,
they have had every House since. All pro-

were en-

positions

for

appropriations

in the

general

bills ; all propositions for apappropriationfor
and all approprithe

propriations

navy

ations for fortifications must come from the
House, because the House is the immediate
representative of the American people. But
during that time there has been but one
thought reigning in the Democratic party,
and that thought was to produce the appearance of economy in the expenditures. Now,
I am not here to deny that, after the close of
the war. it became necessary to economize
in our expenditures, and I think that the
Democratic party in the House did the country some good service in that direction. But
long after the war, long after the limit was
XUiU'IlCU
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cutting down expenditures or rather the
every
figures of expenditures. True economy
true
favor of, but what is
man is in
on
the
lower
economy? Is it toor is it thefigures
honest expenbills,
appropriation
diture of the public money for public pur? With an overflowing treasury, ought
îe United States to be defenceless on the
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sea
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and on the coast.

The very first Republican House, and the
only one, since 1874, began the work of creating a navy. You mustïrecollect that navies
like everything else in this world, wear out,
and our navy had been not only worn out,
but it had become obsolete. Wooden ships
in other countries had passed away, and iron
ships had taken their places. Under Secre-

tary Chandler the first effort was made to
give us some iron ships, and I remember how
fierce the fight was before we were able to
get the bill through, for in that Congress we
had only one majority instead of forty as the
What has
Democrats have in this House.
this Congress done in regard to fortifications ?
What has it done in regard to the navy?
Mr. Randall reported a bill for six hundred
and twenty thousand dollars to keep in repair the old fortifications which are of no
use, and half a million which was included
in the six hundred and twenty thousand, for
guns, for torpedoes and munitions of war.
Think of it ! six hundred thousand dollars.
Why, it would not fortify the town of AlIt takes two years to
fred. [Laughter.]
make a gun. You cannot now-a-days pour
metal into a mould and have a gun. A gun
is as complicated, almost, as a steam engine,
and it has got to Delbuilt up, first a tube, and
then rings around it, and a jacket and then
another covering, and still another, for you
cannot cast steel in large masses and have it
solid. It takes two years at least to build a
great gun. We have got, perhaps, half a
dozen guns, the largest of winch is an eight
inch. The largest gun which they make
abroad is a sixteen inch. Abroad they mount
We have got
twelve inch guns on vessels.
eight inch guns to meet them with six, perno fortificahave
haps, in number ; but we
tions to put them upon. [Laughter.] We
have not even gun carriages to mount them.
We have had investigating committees;
we have had commissions ; of one of which
Mr. Randall was at the head, to investigate
this question whether we could build ordnance at all in the United States, and we
discovered that if we gave a sufficient order

could build guns here ; and having diswe concluded not to give the
order. (Laughter). When that bill went up
to the Senate, the Senate promptly multiplied
it by ten, and they did not add half enough.
They proposed to appropriate $0,800,000, and
Mr. Randall let the whole bill fail. So we
have not a single cent appropriated for the
building of guns. We have not even begun
Is that the condion the two years' work.
tion in which this country ought to be
if there be a war with Great Britain? What
do vou suppose Mr. Randall said about it?
"Why," said he, "we will invade Canada;
The last time we
that is what we will do."
invaded Canada we did not make a great
we could do
no
doubt
have
deal by it, but I
better now ; yet, in the meantime, half a dozen English iron-clads could lay every city on
our coast under tribute, and while we were
marching on Canada they would be firing
think it would be a good
upon New York.onI Canada
; but after all I
plan to march
should prefer that they should not have New
York wnne we were aoing it. uuus ι»»
reached such perfection that they can now
be stationed seven or eight miles away, and
with precision
shells
throw enormous
the
in
Union, and
into
city
any
there is not a single city that has any decould lie off
iron-clad
fence. The English
our coast in perfect security and absolute
safety, and bombard our cities. Is that the
has
right condition of things? And yet that
been the judgment of the Democratic Houses
I am bound to say to you that
since 1874.
Samuel J. Tilden advised most earnestly,
we

covered that

most strenuously and repeatedly, that we
should fortify and build guns, but even the
influence of that great sage of Democracyhad no effect upon their desire to have smaller appropriation bills.
Have I stated anything about this that is
not a fact ? And if these things art) facte, are
What
they not startling condemnations?
The naval
have we done about the navy?
500,000, aiufthe DemocraticTead'ers told the
chairman of the committee—and he acknowlHouse—that
edged it upon the floor of the
of
they never would permit him to pass ainbill
it
cut
him
two,'
made
and
they
that size,
then made him reduce it to the sum of $3,there is
500,000, and that in a country where
today.
$80,000,000 of surplus in the treasury
and
We promised every Republican vote
vote for the $6,500,gave every Republican
cut
to
leaders
the
000. and yet he voted with
it down to $3,500,000, and they told our Senbill
ate that if they raised the sum the whole
would be lost, and we had to take the 83,500,Two
them.
for
excuse
one
000. Well, there is
money enough to
years ago we appropriated
build two iron snips, and the Democratic Secthe
retary of the Navy has not yet advertised
if we did applans ! I suppose they thoughtadministration
this
propriate the money
But we believe the
would never expend it.
were ready
money ought to be expended, and
rest
to vote it and then let the responsibility
it
where the people of this country would put
the
of
That is one
Was that a wise action?
verrender
must
your
things upon which you
redict.
During the last campaign you will
member that the Democratic orator, in prosum
portion to his size, figured the enormous Mr.
that was hoarded up in the treasury. that
Hendricks is charged with having stated Mr.
there was $400,000,000 in the treasury.
Randall acknowledged upon the floor of the
House that at Nashville he said there was
out upon
$300,000,000 which could be poured
a rejoicing world if a Democratic administraHas that surplus been
tration was elected.
Why, the very first thing
put out?
the Democratic Secretary of the Treasury
statenew
a
did was to
prepare
which showed that
ment of accounts,
in
there was only eight million of surplus
left
the treasury when the Republican party
has
he
it, and his last statement shows that
multiplied that surplus by ten, and has
seventy-two millions more there, eighty
millions in all ; that was rather an unpleasinant showing, and the Democratic leader
troduced a bill to get out of the Treasury,
the
not the three hundred millions which
Republicans were alleged to have left there,
but the eighty millions that the Democrats
had hoarded since. The Senate modified it,
in the
so as to reserve one hundred millions
Treasury as a redemption fund for the greenback and twenty millions as a working capiif
tal, and giving discretion to the Secretary,
it was necessary, to suspend the act. To
this Mr. Morrison consented, and it passed
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the House, and the President now has it in
his official pocket.
Now, mind you, I do not complain of this.
The United States Treasury is a banking institution as well as a Treasury. The changes
in our financial condition have been such
that the Treasury is not a mere place to receive revenues and pay them out. It has
connected itself with the banking interests
of the country. It has connected itself, to
speak mor· properly, with the financial sysAt present a silver
tem of this country.
basis it threatened, and the Secretary of the
Treasury has determined that every dollar in
the Treasury shall be the equal of every

other dollar,

and

therefore is hoarding

money in the Treasury in addition to what
the Republican party had reserved there for
the purpose of maintaining the equality of
the various kinds of dollars. This I am not
complaining of. What I am pointing out to
you is the tremendous difference between
Democracy before election and Democracy
after election. That is all. (Laughter.)
There has been another subject with
which Congress ought to have dealt; one of
the most important subjects for a free peoIn addition to the States which we
ple.
nave there is a vast region beyond the Mississippi which is owned by the United States
and which is being rapidly settled by our
people. That region is divided into territories. There are the Territories of Dakota,
of Washington, and of Montana, knocking
Five hundred
at the door of the Union.
thousand inhabitants people the Territory of
Dakota ; five hundred thousand American
citizens in one territory are today without a
vote in the American Union. It nas always
been the policy of this country when a sufficient number of people occupied a territory
so as to form a State, to give them admission
The Territory of Dakota
into the Union.
has not only been refused admission ; it has
even been refused a hearing in the House of
It has been smothered in
Reoresentatives.
the committees. The same is true of Washington, and of Montana also. Here are people in these growing territories fit to become
members of the sisterhood of States, and
they are refused admission. But the action
concerning another territory has been a more
serious offence against the good sense and
feeling of the people of the United States.
A great many years ago, when almost all the

territory beyond the

ploughed wilderness,

was
Mississippi set

an un-

of religa certain
ionists gut possession of what is now the
Territory of Utah.
Perhaps there never
was a more cunning and skillful man than
All of the
the head of the Mormon church.
valuable land in that territory was skillfully
seized upon by that far-seeing statesman, as
I should call him if his purpose had been
In that land which
worthy of his skill.
needs irrigation, every stream and every bit
of land capable of irrigation was taken posThe leader of
session of by the church.
this church made only one omission ; he left
He had no idea of
out the mineral lands.
mines, and no idea of their value. But for
that there would not be today a Gentile in
the Territory of Utah. ;When mines came
to be discovered, when the sacred thirst
for gold took possession of men, the
Gentiles came in, and they now live in large
numbers in that territory. As the population of the whole country began to extend
westward, people began to investigate this
question of the condition of affairs in Utah,
and the first Republican convention declared
itself against those twin relics of barbarism,
slavery and polygamy, nevertheless the solution of the problem was exceedingly difficult,
but in the last Congress Senator Edmunds
hit upon a plan and passed a bill the good results of which are now visible in the territnrv.
That nointpri out the wav for the futurc, and in this last Congress he introduced
and passed a stringent bill throngh the Senate. It came into the House. After lying a
long time in the committee on judiciary, that
bill was brought into the House with amendments which made it better, I am bound to
say. But there It rested ; upon the calendar
it stands to-day. It never was reached;
there never was an effort made to reach it.
Instead of passing that stringent bill ; instead of accomplishing that good work for
that territory ; instead of wiping out the
crime of polygamy in that fair land, the
crime remains; the criminals rear their
heads uublushingly, and it is the honest men
in the territory who are put to open shame.
That was one action. With ample opportunity ; ample control of time, and Avith forty
pretense of doing
majority, there is the olddone.
something and nothing
I have seen in the newspapers much glory
claimed for the forfeiture of lands formerly
allotted to railroads. No credit of that sort
belongs to this last Congress. The question
I
was first agitated iu the 47tli Congress.
myself reported the bill forfeiting 13,000,000
acres ef land claimed by the Texas and Pacific. It was a most just forfeiture and passed
This vast tract of land
the last Congress.
had been offered to tlie Texas and Pacific to
induce it to build a Southern line. It refused
to build the road for the land, demanding a
subsidy in addition. While the Texas and
Pacific was thus urging its demand for a
subsidy another company loudly proclaiming that it needed neither subsidy nor land
Then this second
to complete the road.
company and the Texas and Pacific traded
and tried to hand over the land. But Congress said no and did righteously.
As to the Northern Pacific the courts long
ago determined that the offer made to railroads with a limitation of time remained
open until Congress actually acted. Congress did not act upon the faith of this the
road went on and built from Bismarck West.
Every section of road was examined and approved by the President then in office, by
President Cleveland as well as his predecessors.
Money had been borrowed in large
sums on the faith of this non-action of Conthis
positive action on the
gress and
the
President.
In the exDart of
ofthe
west
road
had
some
treme
been built. The land
coterminous
not
with this unbuilt portion of the road the
Senate voted to forefeit. This bill expressly
reserved the right to make any other forfeiture deemed legal. Instead of passing this
bill, which would have restored to the public
domain lands about the legal title of which
there wonld have been no dispute, for the
company would not have contested, the
Honse substituted a bill toforeit all the lands
west of Bismarck earned as well asuuearned.
Such a forfeiture would have merely been a
harvest for the lawyers. That greatest of all
curses, a disputed land title, would have settled upon the whole of that vast region, just
No other
now the resort of hardy settlers.
result could have followed except a complete
of
the
the
to
country. What
progress
stop
was the result? No lands at all were forfeited and the whole matter is liung up in
conference committee. The people of the
United States want the land which belongs
to them and nothing more, least of all do
they want a pretense of forfeiture which
brings no land into the market for the settler.
There has been much talk lately about this
„.m
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scheme was entered upon it had the approval
of both national conventions. The first land
had the support of the great name of
tephen A. Douglass, and is not to be condemned because at first it was a Democratic
The land was then all offered at
measure.
SI.25 per acre and nobody wanted it. Nobody
The alternate sections were
could get at it.
offered to railroads, but the other sections
were reserved and have since been sold at
Hence the United States re$2.50 an acrc.
ceived the same money for half the land that
The treasit would have got for the whole.
Did the settler?
ury then did not suffer.
his
land, but it was
True he paid more for
worth more, because of the railroad. Lands
which settlers bought for $2.50 per acre now
sell for $10, $20 and even $30 an acre. As to
the effect on the country, compare a map of
tbe lands beyond the Mississippi in I860 with
the map of the same lands today. Avast empire lias sprung up with thriving towns and
villages. The rusult has justified the expen-

frants

not be blind to its advantages nor to the wisdom of that early day which projected it.
Perhaps you think the President has done
his whole duty. There are Democrats who
do not. As they look upon the Republican
officials which survive they are sure he has
not. (Laughter). His action, if I may venture to criticise it,—although I don't really
feel that it belongs to me to do it.
(Laughter). His line of action has been to avoid
his party as conscientiously as he could. On
the silver question the Democratic party
On all phases of the
votes against him.
money question they vote against him.
that
I do not know
they sustain him
in anything,
except his pension vetoes.
do
not
like
to open that
I
(Laughter).
because each case turns upon
subject,
its own facts, and I do not profess to have
known them all, or to have known a great
many of them, but I do want to tell you of
I had occasion to preone that I do know.
sent to the House a bill for a man whom I do
I
not know, and whom have never seen, but
his case seemed to me to be just. It was the
case of a soldier who had come out of the
war apparently sound, but a number of years
afterward was stricken with a nervous dis-

order which entirely prostrated him for
years. During the period of his prostration,

the arrears of pensions aet was passed.
That arrears of pensions act gave to every
man three years more or less in which to
present his claim for a pension, and it provided that if a man was insane his mental
incapacity should prevent the limitation of
time from running against him. New, during
this whole period this man had not been
technically insane, but he was suffering
from nervous depression to such an extent
that it was utterly impossible for hiin to
make the application, and that fact was certified to, not by any stray physicians, but by
two well known physicians of repute in
Washington. There was also a decision of
the Pension Office that any insane pensioner
who afterwards proves his claim should be
understood to have proved it June 18th, 1881,
which would give nim $70 a month in certain severe cases. Now this man proved his
case before the Pension Office and received
his pension under the adjudication of the
Pension Office, but he wanted his pension
for the past, and lie said: "Here I am, in
just the condition for which Congress lias
1 was mentally incapable of makprovided.
ing the application, but the Pension office said
'You are not exactly insane, and we do not
dare to do this ; you had best go to Con-

The case was presented to the
ouse, anil the bill passed. Now, you will
perceive there were only two points upon
which that case could turn : First, was he
mentally incapacitated ; second, ought his
name to have been considered as upon the
rolls upon the 18th of June. Those two facts
About those two facts there never
were all.
The case hinged upon
was any dispute.
them and could have hinged upon no others.
And yet, when the President came to veto
that bill, those were the two facts that he
left out of his statement of facts. Whether
the other cases were all like this it is impossible to say. I know that one, and 1 say it
was an unjust thing, and I hope that, when
the time comes, under a proper presentation
of facts after election, that no partisan desire to sustatn anybody will prevent justice
his
being done to that man, for he deserves
and
pension, and his condition requires it,
he should have it.
Now, Gentlemen, 1 have about linished
what I have to say ; not because there were
not a great many more tilings which I could
afsay, and would say, but I came here this
ternoon without the slightest idea of speakhere
simping to you at this length. I came
"

Ses.'

camly to greet you at the beginning of a usual
paign which I believe will end in the in this
victory for the district. I see nothing
last year's history of the Democracy which
causes me to change my opinion of them.
I see a great many things which should induce every candid Democrat who believes in
the welfare of his country, who think that
country should be rightly governed, to
his mind and to go with us. This is
change and
a plain
simple account of the doings and
omissions of a Democratic House having a
majority of forty, backed up by a Democratic administration of twelve nundred majority. [Laughter and loud applause.]

The chairman then introduced Gen. James
Hall, who was received with hearty ap-

A.

plause.

Gen. Hall said that he could
he should occupy a great deal of time
after the able presentation of the present issee no

reason

why

by the distinguished representative
from this district. Ile believed there was
not a Republican in tlie Pine Tree State—
and he was inclined to think there were
many Democrats who felt the same way—
who was not proud of the fact that he lives
that sends Tom Reed to
in the State
Congress. (Cheers, and cries of "good") "If
he were not here, within the sound of my
voice said lie, I should say what you
each well know to be true that he
is the ablest man who occupies a seat in the
Congress of the United States at this time.
(Loud applause.) I should feel that I were
insulting the intelligence of an audience in
the county of York to make any appeal in
his behalf, and I have no more doubt than I
have that I am standing here today, that on
the 13th of September next, he will again be
re-elected to represent this district. (Cheers.)
If you want an attorney to plead your case
in court, and you know you have the best
one there is in the county, one who always
wins his cases, you feel safe about it. Every Republican in this county remembers
with pride who represents in Congress the
first district of Maine ; and he knows that no
sues
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the issue may be.

or

no

mnt.t.pr

who presents it,

may be sprung upon the
the case will be well taken care of."

suddenly it

what

or

how

House,

Gen. Hall then referred to the depression
now resting upon the lumber, and the great
iron industries and many other industries of
the land, by
the tariff question

of the manner in which
of this country has been

reason

handled by the Democratic party, and reviewed in scathing terms the action of the
Democratic Executive in vetoing the pension
bills of the Union soldiers and their widowsGen. Hall made a splendid, ringing speech,
as he always does, and was frequently interrupted by loud applause. We regret that
space will not permit a full report.
The meeting was then adjourned.
NEW YORK'S CREAT SCANDAL.

Commissioner ISqulre Testifies
His Own Behalf.

Squire

and

Flynn

Indicted

in

by the

Crand IJury.

They

PRICE

SHSHMSSX

11, 1886.

are

Bailed in the Sum of $10,OOO Each.

New Yobk, Aug. 10.—The hearing before
Mayor Grace of the charges against Commissioner of Public Works Squire was continuThe prosecution ended its case
ed today.
yesterday. The Mayor's office was crowded
with anxious spectators who were looking
for more developments. The announcement
Flynn
was made early that Maurice B.
would appear and testify. Flynn was present, accompanied by Col. Robert G. Ingersoll and R. S. Newcomb. Commissioner
Mr. Squire
Squire was also in attendance. sworn.
He
was the first witness called and
testified that he was appointed CommissionHe had
er of Public Works on Dec. 31, 1884.
known Hubert 0. Thompson since 1883, and
He
Mr.
to
Introduced
Flynn.
afterward
was
formed an intimate acquaintance with
tiio
to
went
Thompson, and at his request
Chicago convention. He wanted to use my
services in securing the vote of the MassaHe acted as a go-bechusetts delegation.
tween between Gen. Butler, Collector Simwhatever mescarried
and
others,
and
mons
On returning to New
sages were desired.
York he was more or less engaged in trying
to bring Butler to terms, as Thompson wanted Butler to support his nominee.
Lawyer Strahan—"Who was his nominee?"
Α.—Cleveland ; the first time the proposi-

tion was made that witness should be apof Public Works was
Thompson's office.
on Dec. 24, 1884. in
Thnmrwnn said. "I think vou can be of service to me." I said, liow? Thompson saiu,
"You are aware that politics are very muddied at present. Edson lias nominated a
Public Works
man as Commissioner of
whom we don't want and we have stopped
me.
won't
it. Edson
appoint
Mayor Grace
has been with me and has desired me to
nomination
his
get behind him and
pledging me at the same time that if eluded
of
Commissioner
me
as
nominate
he would
Public Works. Grace has gone back on me,
and 1 won't have it. I said, let me know
what you want and I will assist you.Thompson then advised me to go and see Mayor
Edson, and tell him that we had been school
I called on Mayor Edson at
boys together.
his house on December 24th, 1884, and said
"Mr. Mayor, my excuse for callto him :
ing must be found iu the fact that I have a
have a message from Thompson I told him
what Thompson had said, and referred to an
old school teaDher, 15. E- Perry of Boston.
The mayor had not yet understood who
Thompson had wanted made commissioner,
and lie said, "Who is
'Vl_am the

pointed Commissioner

this_manj>lL

Christmas, and I dined with the Mayor
to
anxious
was
he
and
(Edson),
his
with
talk
would
I
hear rif
I
didn't
that
told
him
I
his brother-in-law.
want to talk with Col. Wood or any one else.
After that on the same day I met Flynn and
Thompson at the Worth House and after
conversation Thompson and I went over to
the Hotel Brunswick and entered the reading room there. We talked about consulting
with Charles P. Miller as the most pliant
man in New York in case we should require
legal advice, and as a man who has had his
finger in every pie. Then Thompson said :
"It seems to me that from the tone of your
conversation with Edson that you may seBut
cure his consent to your nomination.
the consummation of the act of confirmation
a
Now
we
must
have
are
after.
is what we
little writing from you. "I don't approve of
little writings" was my reply. He said you
do as I want you to do and it will be all right.
Now write "Decembec 25, 1884." No, this is
a holiday, make it 27th or 2Gth. You don't
want a promissory note, I said. No, write
Maurice B. Flynn, Esq. You had better address it to Flynn, as 1 am Commissioner of
Public Works. You needn't be afraid to
write that which 1 dictate, for it shan't be of
an incriminating nature. I said, Mr. Thompson this is a dangerous business, and you are
displaying witli fire and after some further 1884.
cussion I wrote the letter of Dec. 26,
of
Afterletter
famous
resignation.]
[The
"Now, that's all
ward Thompson said:
right. Leave the rest to me."
Mr.
Squires said: Flynn handContinuing,
ed me a letter which 1 showed to Mr. Brown,
who was present, and then I lit a match and
I was
burned the letter up, as 1 supposed.

afterwards nominated and confirmed by the
votes of all of those who chose to vote for
me.
Mayor Edson afterwards asked me if I
had made any promises or pledges, and 1
told him 1 had made one rather expensive
one but the letter which comprised it had
Some time afterwards Mr.
been burned.
Thompson called upon me, when I had become commissioner of public works, and asked me if I would resign in his favor. I said if
Mayor Grace will appoint you I will get out.
The next day Mr. Thompson called and said
I
the Mayor had agreed to appoint him.
wrote my resignation and handed it R. H.
instructions that it was to
the event of|Mr. Thompson's
first heard that the letter of
I
nomination.
Dec. 26, 1884, was in existence through Lawwho told me in June, 1885,
yer Newcomb
that Thompson had told hint he had it. I

Newconib with
be used only in

told Flynn of this and he said, if that is so
I'm afraid he will make trouble for von.
deceived
Flynn claimed that Thompson had
I said such conduct Is both cruel
us both.
and shameful, and went to see Thompson.
all.
Oh, well, he said, its only politics after
Politics be damned, I told him, from this day
henceforth you go your way and I'll go mine.
And I have.
New Yokk, August 11—At 1. 25 p. m. the
Grand Jury came into court and handed up
to Judge Cowing a batch of indictments
which included two against Squire and
Flynn.
Rollin Squire and Maurice B. Flynn were
arrested this afternoon, charged with misdewhich
meanor in entering into a compact by
of the deSquire was to conduct the businessinterest
of
in the
partment of public works in
810,000 each.
Flynn. They were held
became
Flynn's father-in-law, Then. Moss,
his bondsman, Squire obtaining bonds later.
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The Annual Session Held at

Brldgton

Yesterday.
Election of Officers and the Annual
Statistical and Financial Reports.
Bkidgton, Aug. lo.—The Grand Lodge of

Maine, Independent Order of Odd Fellows,
opened its forty-second annual session at

Odd Fellows Hall, Bridcton, this morning.
The attendance is quite large, including representatives from about two-thirds of the
lodges in Maine. Among the most distinI'ast Grand

Odd Fellows present are
guished
Masters Cumniings, I>yer, Callahan,

Reed,
Conant, Weymouth, Whittier, Cox, CrockPatriGrand
I'ast
Kimball.
ett, Stone, and
archs Smith, Chamberlain and Reed, Grand
Secretary Davis, Treasurer Nash. Among
the veteran Odd Fellows present are Reuben
Ball of Bridgton, 85 years old, who joined
the grand lodge 20 years ago, and Hon. W.
W. Cross of Bridgton, whose grand lodge
membership extends back to 1847. The committee on credentials reported about 225 past
grands in attendance. The Grand Lodge degrees were conferred upon seventy-one past
grands this morning.
The report of Grand Master Capen tersely
reviewed the work of the year, representing
the order in a healthy ana vigorous condition. The report of Grand Secretrrv Davis
gives as the present number of lodges 112
and the number of contributing members
15,811, an increase of three lodges and 824
members.

The following officers
ensuing year:

were elected for the

Grand Master—T. Freeman, Portland.
Deputy Grand Master—George W. Goss, Lewiston.
Grand Warden— Judson B. Dunbar, Portland.
Grand Secretary—Joshua Davis, Portlaud.
Grand Treasurer—Stephen K. Dyer, Portland.
Grand Representative—Kodney B. Capen, Au-

CENTS.

THREE

A B1C YACHTINC EVENT.
and Puritan Lead the

Mayflower

The

New York Yacht Fleet.

Reception Clven on
Flagship Last Evening.

A

the

Crand

Cottage City, Mass., Aug. 10.—At 8.30
o'clock this morning the Royal Northern
Club, of which Lieut Henn is a member,
A Hag was
was saluted at New Bedford.
hoisted on the Electra and saluted with a
gun. At 9 o'clock Commodore Gerry paid
his respects to the Galatea, and the yachts of
the New York squadroη began making sail
for the race to the Vineyard.
At 9.15 o'clock the fleet proceeded down
the harbor, the Fortune being tho first out,
followed by the Atlantic and a general
movement of the fleet. There was a light
breeze fiom the southwest. At 9.45 o'clock
they made sail for Vineyard Haven, and at
10.25 o'clock the Electra steamed out with
the Galatea in tow. At 10.45 o'clock the
Lieut.
yachts arrived at Clark's l'oint.
Henn expressed admiration of the squadron.
The following table shows the time made
in the run
by the New York yacht fleet
today :
East
Clark's
Klapsed
Point.
Chop.

fô
lioooo

America,

63 19
11 0110

129 20

50

138 11
i54 4i>
1 67 40
20
^
a95
1 54 10
1 54 02
2 02 36

ΛΟ 57

America
"*

11

04 30

11

01 50

57 54

Estelle....···
Dreadnaught

11
OC 04
1106

Speranza
Halcyon

ιο

*2 30 01

2 30 09
2 38 07

13115
138 07

i« aj

Wanderer
Miranda·...
Water W^itch
wave Ore*

time.

Finish.

Start.

Schoouers.
Sachem..
Montauk

2 40 21
45
10

2 43
53
2 53
2 54
2

30
55

2 52 20
2 56 08
2 56 32

3 0153
15742 30500
20248 3 <>«17
20515 3 ο» 44

teal·
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Mayflower

Puritan
Prisma
Atlantic
Fannie
Gracie...
Stranger
Hurou
Cinderella

1 ο 53 05

114 40 2 2235

»

01
ao
127 55
1 30 00
1 31 20
1 32 47

10 56 57
52 56
10 57 21
55

»

10!57
JJJ
g'

Hiltfegard
Bertie

Athlone

34

140 55

59 48
10 5') 34
10 52 4·'.
10 54 21

1 47 27
1 48 40
1 49 25
14(130
2 02 00
2 01 12

IS |l is

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

26 42
30 68
37 14
40 02
42 52
4321
48 31
18 52
49 51
2 53 44
3 0139
3 15 45

i0 55ï8 207*5 smss
Thus the Mayflower defeats
AUan2m. 358., the
Priscillajm.
tic 4m. 50s. The Sachem beats the MontauK
Ί.11· i'annj
«.J
anil the Fort una 7m. 63.
The America
beats the Gracie 2m. 48s.
8m.
24s.
beat the Wanderer

mfi"wayï.v:::::::::.
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The Grand Lodge of Odd Fellows continued its session this afternoon,adjourning tinally at five o'clock.
The session has been very harmonious and
interesting.
The whole number of Past Grands present
Ί he Grand Lodge officers were inwas 230.
stalled by Grand Master T. Merrill. The

officers are as follows :
Marshal—Henry C. Bagley, Portland.
Grand Conductor—Francis C. Simonds, Kenne
bunk.
Grand Chaplain—Rev. Marion Crosley, Portland
Grand Guardian—Kussei G. Dyer, Belfast.
Grand Herald—William H, Austin. North Berwick.

appointed
Grand

MASTER'S REPORT.
The Grand Master's report states that the
order is firmly established in the State, and
that the growth in numbers, while it has not
been phenomenal, has been perfectly satisfactory. Three subordinate lodges, and |one
llebekah lodge have been instituted during
the year. Financially, the jurisdiction is on
a footing surpassed by few, if any, in the
country. As a rule, lodge finances are well
managed, Jfunds carefully invested, fees,
dues and benefits proportionately adjusted.
The supervision of this grand lodge over
GRAND

the funds and finances of its subordinates
has had a salutary effect, and the Grand
Master recommends a still farther exercise
of this function by the Grand Lodge. Uniformity in ritual work and accuracy in the
secret work are especially recommended.
Lodges for instruction in this respect have
been held at Fort Fairfield, Bangor, Skowhegan, Norway and Biddeford, with excel-

lent results.
The lodges instituted this year are : BanNo. 8, at Bangor, with 29 charter mem>ers; Wesserunsett, No. 113 at Athens, with
43 charter members ; Fraternity No. 6 at
Woodfords, with five charter members, and
Colfax, No. 27, Daughters ef Kebekali, at
Mechanic Falls, with 47 charter members.
Charters have been reclaimed from Prospect No. 14, Daughters of Rebekah, and Judith, No. 0, Daughters of Rebekah.
During the year the following District
Deputy Grand Masters have been appointed :
District No. 42—E. Davis in place of J. R. Potter, resigned.
District No. 51-D. W. Pratt, in place of P. W.
Hubbard, resigned.
District No. 57—Amos Learned, in place of Simeon Merrill, resigned.
District No. 70—N. A. Nickerson, in place nf

f;or

Warren Nickerson. resigned.
District No. 74—S. W. Bragg, in place of J. A.
Rooks, resigned.
District No. 77—R. C. Green in place of Η. M.
Ross, resigned.

The report recommends a re-districting of
the State, making the districts larger : that
subordinate lodges be prohibited from loaning their funds on a note of promise ; that
the grand lodge provide a list of securities
in which subordinates may invest their
funds ; that the annual reports of subordinates be required to show how the funds are
invested ; that a Grand Instructor be selected
to visit subordinate lodges ; and that several
other minor reforms be inaugurated.
GRAND SECRETARY'S REPORT.
The report of the Grand Secretary shows :
112

Number of lodges at this date
of members as per last report
"
of initiations during the year
"
admitted by card
"
reinstated to membership

14,087
1,149

123
64

16,313

120
Number members deceased
"
"
withdrawn by card... 168
"
"
207
suspended
"
"
8—502
expelled

Present number contributing members —15,811
824
members since last report.
181
Number of rejections
Net increase of
Number

ot

rasi

urauus

Relief Jleiiort for the year ending December 31,
1885.
1,277
Number of brothers relieved
36
"
relieved
families
widowed
of
'·
181
of brothers buried
"
benwhich
for
sickness
of weeks'
11.736
efits were paid
for the relief of brothers.$39,087.57
Amount paid
"
"
"
'*
widowed
1,367.30
families
Amount paid for education of orphans
1,817.46
and special relief
4,748.18
Amount paid for burying the dead

$47,020.51
Total amount paid for relief
$109,274,47
Amount of annual receipts
benefrom
Current expenses separate
34,651.02
fits and cnarities
Invested funds, including real estate
445,346.71
and hall property
Degree Lodges of the Daughters of llebekah.
24
Number of lodges as per last report
"
1
of lodges instituted
·'
2
of charters surrendered
"
23
this
of lodges
date,
(brothers),.1,076
No. members Jan. 1,'85
"
(sisters),...1,167—2,243

admitted during
year (brothers). 119
"
"
(sisters),... 135— 254
2,497
Total
From which deduct—
Withdrawn or dropped, brothers 67 : sis65
ters
5—146
Deceased, brothers, 9; sisters,
"

"

2,351
In membership January 1, 1886
108
of members since last report,
$36.00
Total amount paid for relief
Current expenses separate from benefits
966.77
and charities,
1,169.51
Amount of annual receipts
1.918.99
Total amount of assets

Net increase

ORAM TREASURER'S
The Grand Treasurer's report shows available assets of the par value of $8,Cfi«.ll anil
market value of $10,071.11
REPORT.

Finances.

The following statement will show the source
with
of revenue, from whence obtained, together
for
the amount and nature of the disbursements
:
the year ending August 1,1886
$2,044.95
For dues from lodges
613.05
For supplies to lodges and individuals..
190.00
For charters
478.55
For interest on investments

Making the total amount of

$3,236.55

revenue

Disbursements.
$
instituting new lodges
representative tax
For supplies
For printing
For rent of office, postage, stationery,
For
For

106.25
150.00
522.70
245.20
164.13

expressage, etc
1,000.00
For salaries
122.53
Grand Master's expenses
80.1-O
District Deputies expenses
For donation to Norway Lodge Degree
80.00
Γ
Stall
15.00
For janitor
31.14
For sundry bills

For
For

Making the total amount of disburse-

$2,517.10

ments
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VESSELS

BOARDED

Crews from the Dominion Cruiser
Terror.

Halifax, Aug. 10.—Yesterday while the
American schooner Shiloh, Captain Neut,
and Julia Ellen, Captain Burns, were proorceeding up Liverpool harbor they were Terdered by Captain Quigley of the cruiser
ror to come to. The order not being complied
bow and
a gun was tired across the
the vessel immediately came to anchor. Capt.

with,

guard on board both vessels
until tney sailed, not allowing any communication with the shore. The Julin Ellen was
from North Bay with a cargo of mackerel

Quigley kept

a

bound for home.

BASE BALL.

England League.

The New

BBOCKTONS, 6; PORTLANDS, 3.
The game at Brockton yesterday between
the Brocktons and Portlands was very inter-

batting
esting andjclesely contested. The of
Patevenly divided. The field work
ton, McCarthy and Kearns were the special
Below
features. The attendance was «00.
we give the score :
was

BBOCKTONS.
IB. TB. TO.
AB.
1 12
1
3
4
2
2
4
a
1
3
a
a
4
s
2
4
ι
1
4
Ο
a
4
ο
ο
3
ο
ο
3

Hawes, lb

McCarthy,»

Patton,

Thayer,

ss
c

Meister, 2b
CudwortU, cf
Tuckerman.rf

Coughlin, 3b
McGunnigk), ρ

Galligan,

0

8

β

32

Totals

27

Β.
υ
υ
ο

s
ο
1
ο

1
s
13

7

A.

I.

Ο
1

Ο
1

KMtTLANDS.
AB. R. In. IB. PO.
Ο
Ο
ο
5
1
Ο
3
ο
ο
4
Ο
Ο
4
1
4
2
1
0
4
1
Ο
4
2 10
2
4
0
0
2
11
4

If

Kearns, 2b
Wheelock, ss
Hatfield, 3b
Shefiter, cf
O'Rourke, ri
Ketlly, c
Shoeneck. lb
Haley, ρ

0
7

7
3
7 10 24 IS
36
1 2346878»
2 000010 3 x— G
Brocktons
0 10110000-3
Portlands
Earned runs—Brocktons 3, Portlands 1. Bases
stolen—Hawes (2), Meister (2), Sheffler. Two
Passbase hits—Kearns, ShefHer. Haley, TJiayer.
First base on balls
ad balls—Thayer 2, Kielly 2.
erou
hase
First
2.
—Portlands 1, Brocktons
rors—Portlands 4, Brocktons 4. Struck out—by
IS.
Double
plays—PatMcGuunigle 2, by Haley
ton, Meister and Hawes. Left on hases—Brocktons 4, Portlands 0. Umpire—Holland. Time—
1 hour, 60 minutes.
Totals

Innings

STANDING.

THE

The Portlands were defeated by the
Brocktons yesterday, but are left in the first
place in the list with a good prospect of retaining their lead. The standing of the clubs
in the league is as follows :
c ?
51 «
*
g

Ils
is
Β

Clubs.

X

10

Portlands
Haverhills

6|
7

.684

7

.678

6

•61Γ.
.608
.too

Newburyports...
Brocktons

41 G

Lawrences
Bostons

61

Games lost..

.308

1

27127

33 81

Other Games.
At liockland—Rocklands, 13; Belfast, 8.
At Boston—Kansas City8, 3; Bostons, 7.
Base hits—Kansas Citys, 10;iBostons, 15. Errors—Kansas Citys, 6; Bostons, 0.
At New York—New Yorks, 10; Détroits,
9.
Base hits—New Yorks, 19; Détroits,
Errors—New Yorks, 3; Détroits, 3.
7.

At Washington—St. Louis, 3; Washing7
Washingtons, (i. Base hits -St. Louts, ;
tons, 8. Errors—St. Louis, 9; Wasliingtons,
five.
Philadehihias, 2; ChiAt Philadelphia
6; Chicagos, 3. Base hits—Philadelphias, ChicaErrors—Philadelphias, 2;
cagos, 7.
—

14 ; Athletics, 7.
BaitiAt Cincinnati—Cincinnatis, 14;
niores, 7.
Brooklyn*,
At Louisville—Louisvilles, 10;

Àt Pittsburg—Pittsburgs,

none.

4.
At Marlboro—llaverhills, Κ ; Marlboros,
At New Bedford—Boston Blues, 10; New
Bedfords, 2.
Notes.

The Lawrences have signed Fay, of Brook
lyn, as first baseman, and Fanning, ol the
same place, as a pitcher.
A director of tiie Brockton Association is
reported to have stated that unless the labor
troubles in that city were speedily adjusted,
the Brockton base ball club would have to
disband.
A Card from the Deaf Mutes.

To the Editor of the Press :
The deaf mutes assembled in this beautiful city of Portland to hold their loth biennial convention, desire through your paper
to convey their thanks and acknowledg-

uicuiio

lui'viuiuiicnj auuwu

uy

nit)

lltMltieiptrr

authorities, and by the General Secretary of
the Y. M. C. Α., Kev. Henry I'. Winter, who

has been indefatigable in his efforts to promote the pleasure of the members. We
would also like to publicly express our acknowledgments to the various hotels for reduced rates and polite attention. We appreciate the consideration shown by those of
the citizens of Portland whom we nave met,
and are grateful for the encouraging and

truthful reports of our business proceeding
that have been printed In your influential
I am
paper. In behalf of the deaf mutes,
Very respectfully yours,
John F. Donnelly,
Secretary.

Larceny.
The captain of a vessel lying at Union
wharf, while helping part of his crew on the
wharf yesterday forenoon left a bundle containing a hat and a number of collars, cuffs
and handkerchiefs, worth in all about six
dollars, on a doorstep near by. When the
captain next looked for his goods they were
facts to the pogone and he telephoned the
lice station. Officer Skillins took the matter in charge and being given the description
of a woman who had been seen around the
wharf, recognized lier as a person by the
The officer searched the
name of Kennedy.
woman's house and in various hiding places
found all the articles except the handkerchiefs.
Lost Her Foretopmast.
The three masted schooner George V. Jordan, Captain Lyman, arrvied in .this harbor
yesterday noon with a cargo of icoal on
board. While on the route to this [port the
Sordan encountered a heavy gale carrying
away her foretopmast.

Death of Rufus Stanley.
Rufus Stanley, of this city, who has been
sick for a long time, died at 11.43 last nightof
Bright's disease.
of Gloucester,
Capt. Frank D. Langsford
sword fish MonMass., went out fishing forwhich
rose to the
one
day and liar)>ooiied
surface and drove its sword through the
abdomen of
Capt.
boat penetrating the
Langsford, so that he will probably die.
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We do nut read anonymous letters and commun·
eiiions. The nanie and address of the writer are
li all cases indispensable, not necessarily for publication but as a guarantee of good faith.
We cannot uudertake to return or preserve
communications that are not used.

FOR

COVERNOR,
JOSEPH R. BODWELL,
OP

UALLOWKLX.

For Representatives to Congress :
Mril Dhtriet—THOMAS B. KEED, of Portland.
Mecmtid DiMrl*t
NELSON DINGLEY, Jr., of
—

tion to their followers, while the Protestant
Orange leaders seem to have followed Lord
Randolph Churchill's example in preaching
to Ulster resistance by force to any attempts
When Lord
to secure liberty for Ireland.
Churchill visited Ulster a few months ago,
he did everything he could to stir up the old
animosity between Ulstermen and their
Catholic neighbors. The old feuds, from the
Boyne onward, were recalled, and the Ulster
heart was fired by stirring allusions to the
old valor which kept Belfast, Londonderry
and Ënniskillen from the Catholic kerns.
These utterances may not be the cause of
the present riots, but they certainly did
much to embitter the relations between the
two

parties.

THINCS TO BE REMEMBERED.

I/ewlston.
TOrf IHMriet—SETH L. MILLIKEN, of Belfast.
riirth DUtrM—CHARLES A. BOUTELLE, of
Bangor.

It should be kept before the farmers of
Maine that a very large majority of the Democratic House voted for a bill which, had it
passed, would have placed them in direct
competition with the Canadians across the

CAMPAIGN PRESS.

border in many of the staple products of
their farms. It should be kept before the
farmers that this bill was defeated mainly
by Republican votes.
It should be kept before the fishermen of
Maine that the Morrison bill which neaily
all the Democrats voted for would have
opened American markets to Canadian fish-

For tb· purpose of furthering the good cause In
coining political campaign, the publishers of
Uie PRESS propose to Issue their Weekly and
Daily Editions at the following extraordinarily
low rates, barely covering the cost of material
uid postage.
Ui·

Tlie Maine State Press,
Weekly,

will be

fumishod, beginning

v.

ith the

number Issued next after the receipt of the order
each ease, and closing with the issue Septemher l«th, containing a report of the Maine elec-

tion,

SINCLE

COPIES,

THE DAILY

25 CENTS.

PRESS,

Will b· furnished, beginning with tne number Issued next after the receipt of the order in each
«as·, and closing with the issue September JGtli,
with full returns from Maine Election,

SINCLE COPIES, $1.00.
Postage will, In all cases be prepaid 1,y the publshers.
Tb· Press will contain complete political news
•nd Information,—besides the customary general
■ewe, business and miscellaneous matter.
Republican Committees and others desirous of
the triumph of the right, can do no more useful
service than to aid in dissemination of good read■g matter. Address
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.,
PORTLAND, MK.
APPOINTMENTS.
HON. JAMES G.BLAINE and HON. WM.

GIBSON, of Ohio, will speak at mass meetings in
the afternoon, as follows ;
Sebago Lake, Tuesday, August 24.
North Berwick, Wednesday, August 25.
South Paris, Thursday, August 26.
Lewiston, Friday, August 27.
Houlton, Tuesday, August 31.
HON. EUGENE HALE will speak as follows :
Lincoln County Convention,
Dan.ariscotta,

Thursday

1*.

M., August

12.

Somerset County Convention, Skowhegan, Tuesday afternoon, August 17.
Franklin County Convention, Farmington, Wednesday afternoon August 18.
HON. WM.P. FltYE will speak as follows:
Fort Fairfield, Wednesday, August 18.
Presque Isle, Thursday, August 19.
Caribou, Friday, August 20.
Houlton, Saturday, August 21.

Calais, Monday, August 23.
Eastport, Tuesday, August 24.
Washington County Convention, Macluas, Wednesday afternoon, August 25.
Rockland, Thursday. August 26,
Richmond, Friday, August 27.
August 28.
Hoothbay, Saturday afternoon,
Auburn. Monday, August 30.
Canton, Tuesday afternoon. August 31.
Bethel. Wednesday, September 1.

HON. NELSON DINGLEY, Jr., will speak at
Lincoln County Con» ention, Damariscotta,Thursday afternoon, August 12.
HON. S. L. MILLIKEN will speak at

Skowhegan, Tuesday evening, August

17.

HON. K. G. HORR, of Michigan, will speak
follows
Biddeford, Saturday evening, August 28.
Portland, Monday evening, August 30.
Bath, Tuesday evening, August 31.
Gardiner, Wednesday evening, Sept. 1.
Buckeport, Friday evening, Sept. 3.

as

Ellsworth, Saturday evening, Sept. 4.
HON. WM. GIBSON will speak at
Dexter, August 28.
Oldtown, August 30.

that he has to live on eight
half cents a day in his Mexican
prison. As the common expression is, he is
likely to get some of the "sarce" taken out
of liim.

Cutting reports

and one

Among the last things to he done by the
House of Representatives before it took Its
rest, was the passage of the bill to pension
the widow of the Vermont soldier, General
Stannard. The Senate fixed the sum at one
hundred dollars per month, but the House
scaled it down to fifty dollars, the sum finally approved by the President. Mrs. Stannard is a confirmed invalid, unable to raise
her hand to her head, and requiring the constant care of another person.
She has an
Genunmarried daughter, also an invalid.
eral Stannard himself, though his distinguished servloes in the civil war earned him
high rank, was left with but one arm, and
shattered health at the end of his service In
the army. When he died he is said to have
left but one hundred dollars, his monthly salary as a doorkeeper for one of the galleries
in the Capitol. When ψβ bill was under discussion in the Hcuse of Representatives, it
was recalled with some feeling by one member that, while Gen. Stannard was wounded
on the field at Gettysburg by the side of Gen.
Hancock, Mrs. Stannard, an invalid, must

have but fifty dollars a month, while the
House had given a pension of two thousand
dollar» a year to Mrs. Hancock, though there
was brought to the attention of the House
no evidence that Mrs. Hancock is not a person in full possession of her physical faculties and in every respect in good health. Buj
Mrs. Hancock is the widow of a Democratic
soldier.
nruue tue

rignts

ana

privileges

free of duty, and thus have given the
latter all the privileges they enjoyed under
the Treaty of Washington, without even the
poor return to our fishermen of the privilege
of fishing within the three mile limit.
It
should be borne in mind that this killing
blow at our fishing industry was averted by
Republican votes.
ermen

01 our nsn-

to all appearances as much In dispute as ever, the people of Calais are having
a skirmish of their own with the cantankerous Bluenoses.
There is a .bridge between
Calais and St. Stephen over which, until recently, the people of the two places have
wended their way undisturbed on their
peaceful missions. But last winter, by the
sluing of a team on the bridge, a young lady
of Calais was seriously hurt. Her father
ermen are

brought suit against the bridge company,
and damages were awarded him. In default
of paymen t the bridge, or the right to take
tolls, was sold, a Mr. Maloney becoming
purchaser. But he had no sooner begun to
exercise his profitable right at the Calais end
than the Bluenose stockholders, refusing to
recognize the decree of an American court,
boarded np the St. Stephen entrance. Mr.

S
down again. Then the Canadian who put up
the barricade* was incautious enough to venture over to Calais, where it is reported that
he was promptly seized on a writ issued
against him for damages. This has stirred
up the Canadian stockholders still more, and
they say that Mr. Maloney will be arrested
for tearing the barricades down if he dares
venture over to St. Stephen. The most fortunate thing about the fracas, however, is

that Secretary Bayard has not heard of it·
Unless he comes upon the scene with suggestions of a commission or a treaty, Mr. Maloney stands a fair chance to enjoy the tolls
which the court has allowed to him.

It should be remembered by the laboring
men, who work in the woods in the winter
and saw mills in summer, that had the Morrison bill passed, the industry from which

they gain their livelihood would have passed,
large extent, into the hands of the Cana-

to a

dians.
It should be borne in mind that the party
that attempted to do these things is now posing as the friend of the laboring man, and inviting him into the Democratic temple.
MR. BAYARD'S BLUNDERS.
Mr. Bayard has been in the habit of attributing all his woes in the fishery dispute to
Mr. Frye, who was largely instrumental in

strangling tthe commission scheme. His
woes in the Mexican imbroglio he attributes
to "Mr. Blaine's friends," who, he alleges,
have been urging the Mexican government
to resist his!demand for the surrender of Cutting. Mr. Bayard is hardly to be blamed for
looking round for a scapegoat, for his administration has been an exceedingly unfortunate one from the beginning, and it is only
natural that he should seek to show that its
misfortunes have been due to the machinations of enemies rather than to his own
blundering. Its first misfortune was the
sending of Keiley to a government which he
had denounced

promptly

he thinks greatly to blame for continually preaching to the artisan Orangemen in the cities that the Pope is coming to

Ulster,

rule in Ireland and perhaps reside in Belfast
if Parnell succeeds in getting an Irish Parliament; while the rural Orangemen are
kept in a state of panic by the dismal proph-

ecies that the Catholic farmers whose ancestors have been despoiled and driven to the
mountains in the turmoils of the past, will
come down and take the rich lands from the
Protestant occupants. If such teachings are
believed, it is no wonder that the Orangemen of Belfast are very bitter, and there is
goed reason to suppose that they are largely
to blame for the present troubles. But the
accounts of the riots show very bad blood on
When two mobs retire to the
both sides.
fields and have a battle, out of reach of the
police, neither side can be very much the aggressors. The trouble In Belfast seems to be
that the rougher elements in both Protestant
and Catholic parties had rather fight than
not. It is to the credit of the Irish leaders,

however, that they have preached modéra-

usurpation,

our

and which

government that it

would not receive him. Its second was the
sending of Keiley to another government,

which also would not receive him. These
misfortunes we believe Mr. Bayard admits
Neither
were brought about by himself.
Mr. Blaine nor Mr. Blaine's friends have
ever been charged with digging up Keiley
and foisting him upon the innocent and unsuspecting Secretary.
But if it hadn't been for Mr. Frye and the
Senate there would hare been no fishery dispute, says Mr. Bayard. Probably that is so,
because the State department would
have conceded everything which the Canadians demanded. Mr. Frye
and the Senate
are undoubtedly guilty of putting an end to
the shrewd diplomacy that was going to settle the fishery dispute by opening our
markets to the Canadian fishermen and driv.
ing our fishermen out of business.
But to charge that in this Mexican busi-

simply

ness

Mr. Blaine's friends

are

responsible

for the Secretary's unfortunate predicament
is simply nonsense. The House of Representatives with forty Democratic majority
is probably not under control of Mr. Blaine
or Mr. Blaine's friends, yet the House of
Representatives refused to endorse the resolutions on this matter which Mr. Bayard

prepared with his own hand and pushed
through the committee on foreign relations.
The fact is Mr. Bayard in this Cutting affair made just the opposite blunder from the
one he made in the fishery dispute.
In the
latter he was too slow and in the former too
fast. Before moving in the fishery dispute
he took great pains to have the facts thor-

oughly investigated,

while in the Cutting
matter he moved while the facts were in
doubt, and as it turns out, was guided by a
version of them which was incorrect. In a
letter to the House of Representatives he
announced that the question at issue was

American citizen could be tried
and punished in Mexico for an act committed in this country. To such a question
there could be but one answer. Our government without a pusillanimous abandonment
of self-respect could not admit such a claim
as that.
But the facts of the ease raise no
such question. The act for which Cutting
was tried and sentenced was not committed
in this country, but in Mexico.

whether

an

It is true the libel complained of was printed in this country. But the mere printing of
slander does not of itself constitute libel
Circulation is the essence of the crime. Cutting procured the publication of the slanderous matter on the American side in the

then carried the papers containing it into Mexico and circulated them there. He procured his weapon on
American territory, he used it on Mexican
soil. Had he been arrested for murder it
would have been just as sound for him to
have denied the jurisdiction of the Mexican
c«urt on the ground that the crime was committed by means of a pistol bought on the
American side, as to say when caught circulating a libel on a Mexican court and arraigned
for contempt, that the libel was printed in
Texas, and therefore, though he circulated it

Spanish language,

and

in Mexico he was not amenable to the
Mexican law.
Cutting has violated Mexican law upon Mexican territory, and is amenable to Mexican courts.
Perhaps his punishment has been harsh, and perhaps his
case may be one where our government may
very properly ask a mitigation of sentence,
but there is nothing in it that calls for our
State department to bristle up and play the
part of a bully.
CURRENT COMMENT.
RUNNING THE GOVEBNlfENT ON BUSINESS
PBINCIPX.ES.

Cincinnati Commercial-Gazette.

George William Curtis and his rhetoricians

who were eloquent over reform that put the
Democratic party on top, should have been
at the Cincinnati post office today, when the
Western mail was returned to the post office,

owlng^^h^^l^no^ena^mca^acity^of^t^e

New York.

TREATMENT OF THE BATTLER.
St. John Sun.
The report furnished to the press (concernthe detention of the American fishing
ing
schooner Rattler, by the cruiser Terror, may
be defective. From the facts furnished no
sufficient reason for the holding of the
schooner appears. Capt. Quigley's account
of the transaction has not been given to the
public, and it is too soon to form an opinion
as tojthe merits of the case.
We do not understand the regulations to require that
American fishing vessels homeward bound
fish laden, seeking shelter from the storm in
Canadian waters, must report at Canadian
custom houses, even though these are a long
way oif, as the captain of this fishing schooner says he was compelled to do.
THE

PERILOUS

THE BELFAST RIOTS.

Michael Davitt, the Irish agitator, who has
just arrived in this country, lays the blame
of the sanguinary riots now going on in Belfast, Ireland, to the Orangemen, whom he
The Protestant clergy of
calls fanatics.

as an

notified

NEGLECT.

Lewiston Journal.;
The (action of

the Democratic House, in

refusing to fortify the coasts of this country,
is something in which Maine is especially

interested, both because she is so near the
Canadian frontier and because of her large
extent of sea coast. The city of Portland,
for instance, with its population of thirtyfive thousand, could be shelled by any modern ship of war lying three or four miles
from the city in more than thirty feet of
water either from the northeast or southeast
of the city. Does any one think the forts
now supposed to protect the harbor would be
any adequate defence? and where is the city
or town along the whole coast from Kittery
to Eastport, that would not be similarly exposed in case of war Iwitli any foreign nation?
An

Improbable Story.

Coatesville (Pa.) Times·
A Coatesville girl has steady company in
the person of a young man who is forever
and forever a kissing her. She likes a share
of this sort of sweetmeats, but quite freher
quently it palls on her taste. Helnvited
to ride the other moonlight night, and she
accepted, fully realizing that sne would be
made the target of no end of peculatory practice. Out on the road, in the moonlight, the
his
young man handed her the reins, placed
nearer
arm about her waist and then drew
the
back
toiler. She said nothing. Handing
lines, from somewhere beneath her wrap she
drew out a base ball catcher's mask, strapped it to her face and reached out for the

lines.

OUR FOREIGN LETTER.
(Special Correspondence

of tlie Pkess.)

THE APPIAN WAY.
the path of the

Appian
The pictures along
will reWay, as far as the ninth milestone,
to
main clearest in our memory in the years
of
last
night
the
on
come.
Here Paul tarried
his toilsome journey of one hundred and
from
seventy miles over the Appian Way,
Puteoli to Iîouie.
This Appian Way was a straight cut of
three hundred miles from Home to Brindisi,
with roads branching in several directions,
one of which extended to Capua, by which
Paul entered the main thoroughfare. Like
all roads outside the gates, it was for miles
the street of the tombs, but was by no means

gloomy ; on the contrary it was a continuous
triumphal way.
The Pagau saw no light beyond^tlie grave ;
and labored hard to surround death and his
dead with every external attraction, to cover
up their unsightliness. Paul tells us that

"when the brethren heard of

they

came

us

(at Puteoli)

te meet us as far as the

Appii

Fo-

Some of these may have been Paul's
friends in Caesar's household or at least pros-

rum."

All these urns have long since been emptied oi their atoms of human dust ; but each
name, and the service by which the laurels
were won, are written in tables of stone,
that the stranger may know in what way
each earned so worthy a burial.
Here Tryphena records her affection for
her mother, in a memorial tablet.
Her own
name and Tryphoea's are found in another
tomb, where are interred the servants of Livia

Augustus.
In this

colombaria were recorded many
which are familiar to us in Paul's letter to the Romans, such as Hermes, Patrobus. Julia, Nereus and Epaphras. It seems
reasonable to take these as Paul's friends,
and the supporters of the early Christian
church at Home.
As Paul drew nearer the city, he could not
fail to admire the stately tomb of Priscilla,
not the iriend whom he associates with
Aquila, but most likely a Pagan woman of
names

patrician

There

would calculate that the soldiers would put
up for the night. Here we drove to meet
Paul in imagination and join the caravan on
its march to Kome. Many of these brethren

might leave him approaching the Capena
Gate, where the whole of Rome's magnifiThe Temple of Jupicence burst upon him.
ter, on the Capitoline Hill, the Tabularium,
and the Basilica, on the Palatine Hill, where
probably he afterwards faced Nero, all rose
up in their grandeur to his view as he entered
the city. If he cared to linger he would not

must have been unknown to Paul, except by
the bonds of Christian fellowship, and yet

when we read these simple words: "He
thanked God and took courage,·' we can
easily picture the joyful meeting of the
Apostle and these co-laborers and members
with him of the household of faith.
Julius would surely be in a hurry, after his
long absence, to get back to his home, and
would rouse his men by the break of day.
We can fancy Paul, amidst the hubbub of
the starting of" this goodly company of soldiers both of Caesar and of Christ, looking
backward to see the road in the morning
light, over which lie had plodded too wearily
the evening before to appreciate its beauties.
We stood on a little elevation of landi
probably a mound over some ruin, and wondered if it did not look to us very much as it
did to Paul. To-day, as then, the Appian
Way stretches its white thread over the Pon.
tine marshes, up hill and down dale, and
far away where the blue sky drops down.
The Sabine and Alban Hills must have
looked vague and blue to him as to us, ior
the rich villas, which are in ruins now, were
too far off to be clearly seen by the naked
eye ; the old aqueducts are too hard ever to
ptaw

nlil and wrinïrlprï. and t.hft finft.

otpati
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the Campagna is renewed, year by year ; so
excepting the tombs of Pompey and Aruns
and a few villas, which are no more, w e
could see all that Paul saw. Turning about
towards Kome, we wished we might look
upon the

masterpieces of Roman handiwork
as they appeared to his eyes, and not be
obliged to make them out from the scrapings
of old walls, bits of worm-eaten parchment,
and the ;foul'lodgings of dead men's bones·
From here the whole way was a continual
line of tombs, like castles adorned with
gigantic statues and varied only by arches,
villas and temples. How full of interest the
walk must have been to him, for he was a
Roman, and full of Roman pride ; he could
not be ignorant of the legends and history of
his boasted birthright, from the stories of
the muses to the enthronement of the

reign-

ing Csesars.
The shepherds have kept the legends till
now, which mark the masonry of the one, of
the Three Shops, where Paul spent the
night. A little way on their march he would
see the tomb of Alexander Severus, standing
in the grounds of the villa of Gallienus. Not
far from here is a tomb which must have impressed Paul with its beauty ; in this Perseus was interred that same year.
A little
farther on he would pass the temple of Hercules, and next the groves and shrine of
Diana came into view. We can imagine as
he passed these Pagan temples, that his soul
was stirred by the sight of these buildings

and their blinded worshippers, and that he
involuntarily delivered his first sermon to the

Romans with great power; for he never
failed to preach the Gospel when he saw an
opportunity to awake dead souls or put in a
timely testimony to the glory of his only sovereign, the King of kings. Soon loomed up
before his vision the tumuli of the Horatii,
marking the very spot where the memorable
contest took place between the
Roman
brothers and the l^atin Curiatii, whose sepulchres were farther on. These mounds today are fresh as military earthworks and
crowned with forest trees. Near here Paul
saw the Castel Rotunda, which Marcus Aurelius, one of tiie Cotta family, had just finished without regard to cost. His onward
tramp led him in sight of Seneca's lovely
villa, where a few months later the philoso-

pher, perhaps to test his nerve, received the
imperial favor from Nero of choosing in
what form he would meet his inevitable
doom of death. Seneca was not disturbed,
and deliberately accepted the offer, and re-

bled to death in his bath
which was accomplished here.
Soon his eye rested on Cecilia Metella's
tomb, the wife of Lucius Cornelius Sylla.
These last tombs are the most imposing
ruins on the road, and were once filled with
rare treasures.
The inner chamber of the
ruin, probably a funereal banqueting hall,
was well adapted for the gorgeous and costly

quested

to be

iunerai entertainments tnat

bylla is said to
We can imagine as the enthusiastic Paul left all this grandeur behind and
then passed under the victorious Arch of
Drusus that he often thrilled with emotion
on hearing his companions recount the deeds
and events these monuments of victory commemorated ; but as soon as she cast a glance
at the Columbaria, where rested the ashes of
Caesar's household, we think he had many
things of more importance than military
glory to hear and tell.
The mention of Caesar's name would rouse
his desire to learn all he ceuld of the man
who held his destiny in his hand. Paul was

have given.

brave and hopeful, and wanted to see Citsar,
for he doubtless had never cherished a misgiving but thct he should come off victorious,
if he could only be heard. Neither were
Ca>sar's servants strangers to him. Paul
only saw the outside ; but we descended into
the chambers of the dead. Of all the burial
mi

UCLUieS
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served. We descended about thirty stairs
into this square edifice, built mostly underground. This Colombaria takes its name
from the fact that in mostjof them the receptacles of the urns are modelled precisely like
the arched sections of a dovecote, but it varies somewhat from the usual plan. From
the floor to the top of the ceiling, and around
the pillar in the center which supports the
•ioof, it is arranged like bookcases, with the
alternate shelves boxed in. These tiers are
divided into sections holding two urns each.

The urns for the ashes are much like our
potters' bean pots ; and are sunk into the
shelves like inkstands in a school desk, and
covered with lids. Ilere rested the ashes of
a thousand cremated mortals, many of whomj
judging from the inscriptions, rendered
faithful service to the Caesars, from Augustus to Nero.
The first inscription we read was that ο
M. Valerius, of Antioch, marking a handful
of dust, which was all that remained of "the
man who shaved Cajsar." Near this was a
tiny relief in marble of a little child, engraven by bereaved parents, with this simple
tribute to her loving ways : "Valeria, Vitalis,
most sweet." We queried if this very barber, a stranger in Rome, had not buried his
all in this casket. Could he not take the
same delight and pride in this puny effort to
immortalize the charms of his dear one, as
did the magnates in the palace, in their stupendous piles and imposing figures ? Among
the faithful and true of this honored household, we find the name of Cœsar's champooer.
Here also reposed in peace for centuries
the ashes of the butcher, the baker, and the
court fool, each of whom, by the arts peculiar to his craft, strove to tickle the palate of
his imperial master and his favored guests.
A member of the Collegio Symphonia has
his name written indelibly among the rest.
Well may he deserve the honor, if his
strains of harmony could wile away the
ennui, or disgust that might be the natural
sequel of most of their revellings.

SWAN & BARRETT,

Bankers and Brokers
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name

the familiar
quotation, "Touch not, Ο mortals, revere the
This was an appeal to
shades of the dead."
the passer-by not to despoil the mortuary
chambers of the relics and offerings, which
were exposed and entirely trusted to the honor of visitors to the tombs.
We had determined, before returning at
night to see the catacombs of St. Calixtus
thoroughly, which are a short distance from
this gate, but, after taking counsel of the
side of one of these tombs was

Keeper, wno assured us

» ram-

couiu iiiuko

we

ble oi fifty miles in them, we contented ourselves with taking a wax taper, and humbly
walking behind the guide. Only the week
before a party went in, when a brainless fellow thought it a smart thing to play a joke
on his companions.
Stepping aside into a
deep shadow, he misled a few, who become
alarmed and were lost for many hours. The
guides always count the flock as they go in,
and if anyone of the company finds himself
astray he is commanded to stand still until
he is recovered, as an effort to extricate yourThere is
self would be almost hopeless.
nothing left in these chambers of the dead
but the rude frescoes and a few bits of sculpture. When these burial places were first
opened, the Church exalted all the silent
dwellers therein to saints and martyrs, and
removed their sacred bones to the crypts of
the churches. They stripped off everything
which would now make the place interesting. If the fathers had allowed these revered remains to rest in peace, their own
flocks

enjoyed greater
health. Some of the crypts of

to-day might

have

blessings of
the churches, from some connection with the
Tiber not understood, are wet all the year,
and in the Spring inundations are flooded,
sending forth most deadly exhalations to be
inhaled by the worshippers.
These catacombs were all of them the extensions of Pagan tombs, when they became
Often the
too small for the interments.
tomb itself has fallen into decay. The winding paths are lined on either side with tiers
of receptacles dug out of the rock, adapted
both for children and adults.
Occasionally
we turned into small rooms or circles, which
were the family cubicula ; and here we find
the walls frescoed and sarcophagi encased in
the wall. Biblical incidents are painted on
the sides, and also the trades of the deceased.
To represent a figure in perspective was a
feat the early Christian artists did not attempt. In the representation of the baptism
It is a
of John, Jesus is made a tiny man.
trite saying—there is nothing new. Ilere wn
see the palsied man, in whom the Lord puts
new life, carrying off a wire mattres» or an
The Christians
old-fashioned corded bed.
and pagans were mixed up in these tombs ;
but it was generally easy to tell the grave of
a Christian, who could afford a sarcophagus
or a tablet, as they used the wavy lines, representing water, to show the friend had been
baptized. This figure of running water was
not original with the Christians ; for we saw
precisely the same thing on the fountains at
Ostia and Pompeii. Little by little they discarded pagan types, and adopted new forms
in art to express their new ideas.
In the
frescoes of these tombs we never see the
Christians kneeling at prayer, but always
standing with their arms outstretched
to heaven.
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These lines should all apptar equally black to a normal eye. Persons to whom the above lines do
appear equally black at live or ten feet, have a visual imperfection which common spectacle» will
improve. They must have special lenses ground to correct the deformity of their corneas. This
defect is called ASTIGMATISM;
not
not

Spectacles
"

for 25 cents.
"

Eye glasses

so

for 25 cents.
"
50

A.
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FULL LINE OF GENUINE PEBBLES.

tastic toe.
While at dinner that

we reviewed
til
the recoiiectf
us a fresh sym-

night,

Konie,'

■*

■

·■

ο I our stay in Kome, tKeïe'coift&tij'iï ÎÎ
which would hereafter give
with the labors and sufferings of

(Tay1

pathy

PEBBLE SPECTACLES for $1.50 each. PEBBLE EYE θ LASSES for $1.60 each.
Always cool. Never become Scratched, and more durable than Glass.
A Large Variety of 6o!d Spectacles and Eye Glasses, best quality, at $4.00, $5.00 and $6.00 each

GEORGlT C7 FRYE,
and Franklin Streets.

Corner
augC

Congress

eodtf

MEN'S AND YOUNG MEN'S

Bankers and Brokers,
NO. 33 EXCHANCE STREET.
Member* of the If. Y. Siorl £xt hange.
Private Wire to New York and Boston.

INVESTMENT SECURITIES FOR SALE.
YORK CORRESPONDENTS,

PRINCE & CO.
Quotations constantly displayed.

SUITS.

Stanley

deel

T. Pullen,

Frank C. Cbocker.
eodtl

Those who take notice of this announcement will, upon examining our stock, find much more than they
think for in Neat, Good Style Suits,

ESI
TPFMHMT ST.
CT»
631 TREMONT
UNO FOR CATJttQBUE IND PRlEtS-

"AT VERY LOW PRICES.''
closing out daily many very desirable lots of
Business Suits, Coats and Vests, Sacks, Odd Tests, Pantaloons, Thin Coats, &c., &c.
We

are

C. Β.

Prf»-| and
Lock Box

Jlnn'r,

Minneapoli·, nionsola.

392,

eb2i

CO·

W-NTION PAPER.

eodly

AUCUST II.

MABEN,

FOR ALL ADMIRERS OF THE HORSE !

eod&wlni

jy28

Entertaining

Fascinating,

Instructive.

Securities

Investment

OSCAR"». GLEASON,

PROF,

World's Greatest Horse Educator.
In Ills Marvelous Exhibition of
Educating and Training

and Sold.

Bought

ST.

£XCHAH€r£

eodtf

]y28

WOODBllRÏ & MOULTOS,

BANKERS
Street.

Cor. Middle and

WILD AND VICIOUS
HORSES.
Prof. Gleason will Handle any Horse that Kicks, Runs
Away, Balks, Bad to Ride, Hard to Shoe, Afraid
of Top Wagons, Flags, Buffalo Robes, Cars,
Bicycles, Fire Arms, Fire Crackers, Halter Pullers, Bolters, Shlers, &c.

Exchange
Our All Wool Suits for Gentlemen at $8.00 and $10.00
are remarkable bargains, and at the prices are fully ap- Choice Securities, snitable for
Parties owning Horses with any of the afcoie habits can
We are offering Special inducements in Genhave them educated and handled withSayings Banks and Trust
Lemen's Fine Grade All Wool Suits at $15.00, $18.00
out harshness or cruelty
Funds constantly on band.
eodtt
and $20.00.
Janl3
FREE OF CHARCE
Real E.tate Mortgage Securitie..
YOUNG MEN'S SUITS at $6.00, $8.00, $10.00, $12.00,
real estate
I am sending First Mortgage,
parties, netting tneu seven per cent,
$15.00 and $18.00 are selling rapidly, many of them topereastern
By booking them at the Rink any day betweed 10 a. m.
annum, witli the interest payable «eaai-nnWe are nually.
and 5 p. m.
I loan only one-third of the value ot the
are goods that cannot possibly be duplicated.
security, and attend to all collections of both inin the
and principal. The mortgages
closing out the entire lot at from 25 to 40 per cent un- terest
NEW SUBJECTS EVERT EYENING.
form of Bonds wftli Interest coupons attached.
der regular retail prices.
I will be pleased to correspond with parties and
Address,
full
particulars.
BOYS' and CHILDREN'S SUITS, PANTS, BLOUSES, give 8. II. H I K.\IIΛ.II, Lincoln, Neb. The public trust bear in mind that the Professor does
References
not see the horses he is to handle until they
&e., in large variety at the lowest possible prices that Judge
W. W. VIIÎGIN,
)
Me.
are brought into the arena that evening.
II.
JOSIAH
Hon.
Portland,
l>IiUMMOND,}
KNEE
of
can be named this season.
Large variety
Ho.v. C. F. LIBliY,
)
Me.
H.
M.
BEARCE
Hon.
je7eod3m
Norway,
4
16
PANTS for Boys to
EVERY EVENING AT 8.15.
years.
Bargains in BOYS' FINE SUITS at much Reduced
25 CENTS.
Prices, especially for Boys 10 to 14 years ; Knee and Members of the Ν. Y. Stock&Exchange and Proprie ADMISSION
dlw
augt)
tors of
Long Pants.

Sreciated.

on

are

POORTWHITE

Boston & Portland Clothing Co.,
255 MIDDLE

POOR'S 9IANII1L· OF RAILROADS.
Railway Bonds a specialty. Choice Investments
Orders executed for cash or on

Interest allowed on deposits. Correspondenee
nvited.
45 Wall Street. New lark.
apCdtim

BONDS!
6s & 4s

No. Pacific Gold..«s

STREET, PORTLAND, MAINE.

GREENOUGH,

always on hand.
margin.

Rockland

4s

Anson

Cs & 4s
Bath
Maine Central.-7s & 5s
P. & O. R. R....6S

ARETAS SHURTLEFF,
W. C. WARE,

Mniingor.
dtf
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HellmuthLadies Collegeifiil
Μ.

jly24

104 IIIDDLE STREET, Portland.
1anl<ltf
January 1.1884.

No.

PER CENT BONDS GUARANTEED

London. Canada. High Class

Α., Principal.
S&W3W

1

by the Showalter mortgage.

More

Co.

than fifty Savings Banks in New Hampshire
Vermont and Rhode Island, also Insurance
Companies, Societies au<l Irdividuals are
investing in this class of securities. Call or
address for illustrated pamphlet,

JOHN M. FREEMAN, Agent.
NO. 11 EXCHANGE ST., PORTLAND. ME.
d6m·

mar6

(fcOlN BBOST&COJ
81 ΠϋαΊοι St. Rnstnn. flans.
84
Hawlej SU, Boston, lass.

UPHOLSTERY GOODS,
Turcoman

MEN'S! YOUTHS'

CHILDREN'S

t

lid Silk

Curtains,

Window Sharif Curtain Fixtures,

Friday Evening,Aus;, 13,
under the auspices of Portland St. Andrew·
Society·

FIRST SCOTCH CONCERT HELD IN PORTLAND
FOR 25 YEARS !
for

which has been secured the services of the
world renowned Scotch Vocalists, the

Bairnsfather Family!
Mrotland's

My stock is all new, and selectshowing some very
handsome Suitings in this depart- ed from the best manufactures,
ment, both in Fancy Checks and and a perfect tit and well made
Plain Mixtures, Whipcords and garments are always to be found
Diagonals. Also a very fine line on my counter. Also all the late
of SPRING OVERCOATS at low- styles in NECK WEAR, COLLARS
I

uow

am

antt

for

same

kind of

goods.

ΟΤΤΓΓΒ, TTOWTEirr, σίΛΤΤΒβ,

&c.

BROCKTONS¥ PORTLANDS,
Friday and Saturday, Aug. 13 and 14.

Tuesday and Wednesday, August 17 and lg.
Game called at 3 o'clock,
Admission 25 cents.
dlw
au9
Lnwrencen

EVERGREEN DISCING HALL.
There will be a social dance at Evergreen Landing, Peak's Island, on

Monday, Wednesday and Saturday Evenings.

Tickets to dance 25 cents. Ladies tree. Steamer
will leave Evergreen Wharf at the close of dance
lor the city, touching at all intermediate landings.
dtf
Jly27
CITY ADVEHTUEnEKTK.

CITY OF PORTLAND.

GENUINE
and onr Stop Roller is Manda <1.
tWAak your Dealer for them, take no other.

[WHOLESALE.]
eodly

ap21

HOTEL
Embracing

MRECTORYT

tfte leading
Pbkss may

Hotels at whicn tlie Daily
always be found.

AlBIKV.
ELM HOUSE, Court St.-W. S. & A. Young, Pro-

prietors.

The Clothier and

Furnisher,

under Falmouth

Hotel,

208 MIDDLE STREET, PORTLAND.

myl

—

Regulation· of the Board of
Health, respecting; Privy "Vault* Oh.
Pool·, &€, Jkc.

Kit If* and

BATH.

SHANNON'S HOTEL-Jerry Shannon, Proprie

Jïivi'n rtoiEI^C. ai. nummer,

Troprletgr.
BETBEL.
BETnEL HOUSE-W. F. Lovojoy & Son, Pro■ιιιι,ΝΓ ι: κ\h mills.
HANCOCK HOUSE—M. Hancock, Proprietor.

FRED R. FÂRRINGTON,

BOSTON.

QUINCY HOUSE-J. Vf. Johnson & Co., Proprie
tor.

Kice &

BRIJNMWItK.
P. & K. DINING BOOMS—W. K. Field, Proprietor.
CANTON.
CANTON HOUSE-N. L. MANDS, Proprietor.
HUAM.
Μτ. CUTLER HOUSE—Freemani Fugsley,Proprietor.
CORNISH
LINCOLN HOUSE-C. E. Woodbury, Proprietor
CALAIS.
AMERICAN HOUSE-M. D. Gardiner, Proprietor.

CORNISH.
DAVIS HOTEL—M. B. Davis, Proprietor.
ELLSWORTH.
HANCOCK HOUSE—George Gould, Proprietor
EASTPORT.
PASSAMAQUODDY HOUSE-T. II. Bucknam,

first day of
ON personaftershall be
allowed
and

GRAlf.
GRAY HOTEL.—C. E. Whidden, Proprietor
LEWISTON.
DeWITT HOUSE—Quinby & Murch, Proprietors.
MAC1IIAS.

EASTER HOTEL—Ε. E. Stoddard, Proprietor
MECHANIC FALLS.
COBB'S HOTEL-P. R. Cobb, Proprietor.
NORRIDUEWOCK.
DANFORTH HOUSE-C. Danforth, Proprietor.
PORTLAND.
CITY HOTEL, Corner ol Congress and Green St3.
J. W. Robinson, Proprietor.
FALMOUTH HOTEL, Corner of Middle and UnJ. K. Martin, Proprietor.
ion St s
PERRY'S HOTEL, 117 Federal St.—J. G. Perry,

Proprietor.

jly31

L. A. GRAY, A. M., Principal.
eod2w&weow4t

PREBLE HOUSE, Congress St.—M. S. Gibson,

Proprietor.

U. S. HOTEL, Junction of Congress and Federal
Sts.—McDonald & Newbegin, Proprietors.
RAYMOND VILLAOK.
CENTRAL HOUSE—Wm. H. Smith, Proprietor.
SACCARAPPA.
PRESUMPSCOT HOUSE-W. S. Pratt, Proprietor.

SHOWHECAN.
UOBURN HOUSE—Robert W. Haines .Proprietor j

the

August, 1886, no

to

construct any

privy-vault,forcess-pool, or any otber receptaele

or

conoucter
drainage for filth of any kind, in any
locality within the city limits wbere access can be
had, for drainage, to a public sewer.
When, upon proper complaint, made in
to the Board of Health, any such
or

receptacle

writing
privy-vault!

conductor, constructed
and maintained prior to the adoption of these
rules, shall after careful and thorough investigation, be adjudged by this Board of Health to constitute a nuisance and a source of danger to the
public health, such privy-vault, cess-pool, recepcess-pool

or

tacle

or couductor, snail l>e forth-wltn discontinued and Hl>olished, when the premises upon which
said nuisance exists can be connected with the

public

sewer.

When such nuisances exist in localities unprovided with proper street sewers, such disposition
shall be made of them as the Board of Health may
determine.
All expense attending the enforcement of the
provisions of these rules, shall be borne by the
owner of the property affected thereby, unless
otherwise ordered.
By order of the Board of Health.
GEO. C. BURGESS, Secretary.
July 29th. 1886.
jly31d2w

CITY

OF

PORTLAND.

NOTICE TO VOTERS.
Is hereby given, that the Board of AlNOTICE
dermen will be in open session at their room.

City Building, on FRIDAY, August 13th. A. I).
1880, from «o'clock a. m. to 12 o'clock M., and

from 2 o'clock to 5 o'clock p. m., for the purpose
of hearing and deciding upon the applications of
persons claiming to have their names entered upon the voting lists, and to revise and correct said
lists.
By order of the Board.
GEO. C. BURGESS, City Clerk.
au6dlw
August 6.1886.
ANNUAL·

Proprietor.

Congress Street, Opposite
City Hall, Portland, Haine.
A practical school of business,
having a National College Bank, with a cash capital of
§200,000, organized in 1864. The best facilities
offered. Experienced teachers employed in
each department, and thorough instruction
guaranteed. The Short Business Course a special feature. short-hand.and
typewriting
taught
by a practical stenographer. Sessions, six
days and evenings. Kates very low.
Catalogue free. Any further information cheerfully
furnished. Address,

GROUNDS.

BASE BALL

PORTLAND

ONLY

prietors.

NEW STORE.

Greatest Hingcni.

limited number of reserved seats at Stockbridge'a
Music Store, Ko. 124 Exchange Street.
Hewrred Neat· 30c
Admiuion 33c.
d4t
auglO

A

ΛΙ>

WE MAKE T1IK

!
!
CLOTHING
CLOpe

CITY BlILDING.

RECEPTION HALL,

UPHOLSTER/ HARDWARE.

TOK£.riNlSH

RnsTnw uic.
B0ST0NXAS3.

Opposite Lincoln Park.

8PER

32

THE UNIFORM
iT
ÏHCSE PI ANC3

ORGAN/^FIAKO

Federal, corner Church Street,

CENT ) Security three times loan
[interest Wemi annual·
MET Τ
liC I ■ ) and paid at your home—all
loans guaranteed—by the iVIinneapoli*
Equitable Investment Co·, which has a paid
up capital of 950,000. You will have no taxes to
pay, no foreclosure suits, and your interest and
principle will be paid promptly. Send for references, etc., If you have money to loan.

Bankers! Brokers,

[EXCELLENCE
IN

FRYEBURG, MAINE.

BIJOU RINK,

H.

H.M.PAYSON&CO,

PX4

AND O'JRABIL—
irr HAVE E3TASLISMEO A REPUTATION UNECUAUEO
Binni
BTAKY
MAMOFACTURiR·
«UWl^AiTLRM·

—

The meeting will be under the direction of lier.
Joues, F. Ε., assisted during the entire
meeting by the celebrated "Troy, if. Y. Praying
Band.'' Board and lodging on the grounds during
the meetings, *8.00 per week, or $l.OO per day.
»2.00.
Fare from Portland and Westbrook,
From all other stations on P. Si Ο. Κ. K„ ono far·
for the round trip.
The annual business meeting of the association
for the choice of officers, etc., will be held at lb·
hall on the grounds at 1.30 p. m. August 11th.
G. L. KIMBALL, Secretary.
augtidUt
August 4th, 1886.

and

PIANOS.

MMHTMBUl

AT

Wm. S.

MU £3 JL Λ Λ»MUM c

GnmTECK&Cc'a,
IWMDRC4M— NY
4JLANG—BOSTON
CMLZERRMW»
—
AND HUN—
BKDS κ OTHER
musical AUTHOemi
-n.nu.Mii_o-

sugOdtf

cents.

PULLEN, CROCKER k CO.,

—

"MARTHA S GROVE,"

Son, Proprietors.

BY C·

Kound

Take Star Line Boats. Franklin Wharf.

trip, including Garden, 25

Commences Tuetday, Aug. IOlfa,nud cl«Mw
Tuesday} Aujf. 17th.

AMERICAN HOUSE, Hanover St.—L.

•

THURSDAY, FRIDAY and SATURDAY

BOSTON,

REMEMBER THE PLACE.

MINTS

MASCOT 2

CREEN & BATEMAN.

M. C. P. B.

For "worn-out," "run-down," debilitated
school teachers, milliners, seamstresses, housekeepers, and over-worked women generally.
Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription is the best
M
of all restorative tonics. It is not a Cure-all,"
but admirably fulfills a singleness of purpose,
being a most potent Specific for all those
Chronic Weaknesses and Diseases peculiar to
It is a powerful, general as well as
women.
uterine, tonic ana nervine, and imparts vigor
and strength to the whole system. It promptly
cures weakness of stomach, indigestion, bloating, weak back, nervous prostration, debility
and sleeplessness, in either sex. Favorite Prescription is sold by druggists under our positive guarantee. See wrapper around bottle.
Price $1.00, or six bottles for $5.00.
A large treatise on Diseases of Women, profusely illustrated with colored plates and numerous wood-cuts, sent for 10 cents in stamps.
Address, World's Dispensary Medical
Association, 663 Main Street, Buffalo, Ν. Y.
SICK HEADACHE, Bilious Headache,
and Constipation, promptly cured b«r
Dr. Pierce's Pellets. 25c, a vial
by druggists.
J
^WDi riily-OÏ)j

MONDAY, TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY

Portland District M. E. Campmeeting,

NEW

nuvtOun

lore do not believe it necessary to exaggerate
the horrors of the persecutions of the early
Christians by the old fictions which have been
fostered by the Church that they lived a
living death in these sunless caverns.
After wandering so long among the gloomy
shades we were glad to emerge into the sunlight and tarry awhile on the banks of the
Almo—a dirty little rivulet which winds
through the Yale of the Muses. Here spouts
today the Fount of Egeria, from whose sacred stream the vestal virgins dipped water to
cleanse their consecrated shrine. We pity the
muses, if they trailed their flowing robes over
this dusty lane, and had their reveries disturbed by the rattling of the donkey carts, or
the shrill cry of the muleteers. If they were
to saunter this way now, they would hardly
find a clean spot where they could recline, to
strike their harps and pour out their souls in
song or where they might touch the light fan-

COMMENCING MONDAY, AUGUST 9,
Wilkinson's Comic Opera Company, composed of
the leading lights of the opera worla.

JFundsconstantly

of Tacitus, the historian, who

compared with the earthly baubles of which
lier vain guest made her boast. On the out-

GREENWOOD GARDEN OPERA HOUSE.

for Savings Banks and Trust
on hand.

F.

And here, too, we read
was of that family.
We know not
the name of Aula Cornelia.
whether this is the renffwned mother of the
Gracchi, who made such a fine exhibition of
genuine maternal pride in lier promising
boys, as her treasures of intrinsic worth,

Also DR. I.ÏKSI the great Illnsinnist and
who will cut people up In full view of
the audience. Ills farewell appearance In thin
country. Hound trip tickets on Forest City steamers, admitting to Pavillion only 20c.
Jly20dtf

spiritualist,

CHIMES OF NORMANDY!

INVESTMENT SECURITIES

guard.

with the

MIKADO AND CONFUSION !

SIIDDLE^STREET.

Dealers in Bonds and Stocks.

was

Our interest in Pagan history detained us
for awhile at Scipio's tomb. This is twofold :
the lower one is the last resting place of the
early Scipios, while the upper bears a tablet

eodtf

jelO

BIG DOUBLE B1U.

WEEK OF AU6UST 9th.

INTEREST ALLOWED ON DEPOSITS.

hurried to the Pretorian Camp, where Julius was glad to shift
the responsibility of his prisoner and deliver
him into the hands of the captain of the
be permitted ; but

FOREST CITY PAVILION, PEAKS' ISLAM

We have a large assortment and are prepared to adjust the same
upon scientlflc principles. We use NACHET'S TRIAL CASE, together
with the OPTHAEltlOSCOPIC TEST LEN8E, combining the best
City, County and Railroad Ronds, and
methods known for detecting all optical defects of the eye and deter- other First-Class Securities.
mining the lenses needed for their correction.

forgotten, but Priscilla's husband so exalted
the loveliness of his wife that he erected the

him at the Three

Taverns, or properly Three
Shops. They might have been hardy men,
who would think nothing after doing a day's
work of walking nine miles in the cool of the
twilight, to this halting place, where they

PORTLAND

were

statues of the three goddesses over her tomb
to impress the stranger that she embodied
the graces and virtues of all.
We have left out the ment ion of many
fragments of ruins, which derive interest
from other sources, as we wish to associate
the Appian Way with Paul's life. Here we

perous citizens, who could command horses
and chariots, if not, they surely|sh»wed great
affection for the Apostle to walk forty miles
over a.dusty road to be the first to shake
hands with him. Again other brethren met

AOTUSKitlKIVTe·

SPECTACLES.
TRUST COMPANY
EYE CLASSES. First National Bank Building."

many belles,
whose charms won or broke the hearts of
Rome's senators and kings, whose names are
birth.

FINANCIAL.

iniiCEIXAKEOIJS.

:«KKTINCi«l.

Annual meeting.
annual meeting of the stockholders of the
Massachusetts Electric Time Company will
be held In Portland at the office of the company,
No. 24 Exchange street on Wednesday, August 11,
C. D. LIVERMORE, Clerk.
at 2 p. m.
dtd
aug4

THE

Aunual Meeting.
of the stockholders of the

annual

meeting
Electric Advertising Company will he held in
THE
"No. 24 ExPortland at the office of
the company.

change street,

on

augidtd

Wednesday, August 11, at 2 p. m.
C. D. LIVERMORE. Clerk.

Annual Meeting.

HE annual meeting of the stockholders of the
Boston Electric Time Company will be new in
24 KxPortland at the office of the company, No.

τ
jk.

Cl?&

Clget'00
ST.

MTUUIUHIjfL
SCHOOL·

aitcsinta,
ni.

DIOCKSAN

II A. Nkklv, D. D., President.
ThP Tiτ ΐίμ-Y
Rector and Frin.:
A.
The rev W. D. Martin
terms «07* and
15.
19th year opens
offered. For

st..

Sept.

ejio Increased advantages
cidare'address the principal!

clr-

HylOeodlOw

pujsss.

THE

■WEDNESDAY HORNING, AUG. 11.
THE PRESS.
May be obtained at the Periodical Depots of N.
(·. Fessenden, Horse Kailroad Station; Marquis,
76 Exchange St. ; Armstrong, E.& Μ. Ο. Κ. K. Depot ; Hedgson, OéVt Portland and 659 Congress
Bts. : Costello, 7 Exchange St. : Giipatrick, 47 Middle St. ; Jewett, 604 Congress St. ; Peterson, 2 Exchange St. ; Goold, corner Congress and Chestnut
kits. : Lauagan, GO Oxford St. : Chlsholm, 109 ConSt. ; Hopkins, 100 Brackett St. ; Ilolden, 221
prlngSt.:! Sheafe, 243 Congress St. ; Koss, 193
Congress St. ; Dam, 23» Spring St. ; Leightou, 408
Congress St. ; Beardsworth, 87 India St. ; and of
Chlsholm Bros', agents on all trains running out of
the city.
Auburn, Willard Small & Co.
Augusta, J. F. Pierce.
Bath, J. O. Shaw.
F. M. Burnham.
Blddeford,
"
A. L. Jellerson.
oston, Mass., American House.
Brunswick, B. G. Dennlson.
Cumberland Mills, D. P. Horr.
Damariscotta, E. W. Dunbar.
Freeport, W. A. Mitchell.
Kryeburg, A. F. Lewis, J. C. Gerry.
Fairfield; Ε. H. Evans.
Farmington, D. H. Knowltou.
Gardiner, Palmer Si Co.
A Co.
Gorham, Jas. H. Irish Estes.
Lewiston, Chandler Si

Sress

teUS'iiiS: ft «8»

a. mm
Norway, S. L. (Wkett, A. O. Noyes.
Old Orchard, Geo. E. Fogg.
Richmond. G. A. Beale.
Rockland, O. S. Andrews, Κ. H. Burnham.
s:iora.raDDa, D· P. Horr.
Saco, H. B. Kendrlck & Co., Win. Stiickpole.
Suringvale, C. H. Pierce.
So. Paris, A. M. Gerry.
Themaston, S. Delano.
Vinalhaven, A. B. Vinal.
Waldoboro, G. Bliss.
Waterville, C. H. Hayes.
Yarmouth, H. Humphrey.

PORTLAND POST OFFICE.
OFFICE HOCKS.

Delivery, (Sunday excepted) 7.00 a. m.
7.30 p. m. Sunday, 9 to 10 a. m.
Cashier'» Office, (Sunday excepted), 7 a. m.
to T.30 p. m. ; Money order department, (Sunday
excepted), 8.30 a. m. to β p. m. ; Registered letter
department, (Sunday excepted), 8.30 a. m. to C p.
General

t·

m.

(Sunday excepted)—In
Carrier's Deliveries,
business section of the city between High and
India street at 7 and 10 a. m. and 12.30,1.45 and
5
t p. m. In other sections at 8 a. m. and 1.4* and
to
m. Sunday delivenr at Carriers' window, 9
7
and
at
boxes
street
from
in.
Collections
0 a.
11 a. m. and 4 and 8 p. in. Sunday at 6 p. m.

Î.

ΒΚΓΑΚΤϋΒΕ OF MAILS.
Southern and Western, via Boston and Maine
Arrive, 12.15, 4.50
railroad (Eastern division)
and lip. in. ; Close 8.15 a. m., 12 m., 5.15 and 9 p.
m. ; Supplementary, 12.30 and 10 p. m.
Boston, intermediate offices and connectlous,
via Boston & Maine railroad, (Western division)—
Arrive, 12.20 and 8.20 p. ni. ; Close 8.15 a. m. and
ABBIVAL AND

—

12 ni.

Eastern, via Maine Central Railroad—Arrive,
and 1 p. in. ; Close 11.45 a. m. and 9 p. m. ;
Supplementary, 12 m. and 10 p. m.
Rockland, intermediate offices and connections,
via Knox and Lincoln railroad—Arrive, 1 and 5.50
; Close, 6.15 and 11.45 p. m. ; Supplementary,
1

a. m.

?.m.
2. m.

2 and 9 a.m. and 1 and 5.50 p.
Close 11.45 a.m., 4.30 and 9 p.m. ; Supplementary, 12 m. and 10 p. m.
Bath.—Arrive, 2 and 9 a.m. and 1 and 5.50 p.m. ;
Close, 0.15 and 11.45 a. m., and 4.30 and 9 p. m. ;
Supplementary, 12 m. and 10 p. m. and 9 a. m.
Aulntm and Lewiston,—Arrive 2
and 1 p. m.; Close. 6.15 and 11.45 a. m., and 4.30
and W p. m. ; Supplementary, 12 m. and 10 p. m.
Canada, intermediate offices and connections,

UAumuta,—Arrive
m.

;

Tmnlf pailpfiQii—A

-in

rr!vi»

15

1R

m_

Tt.

Cl09e, 12.45 p. m.
(lorham, Ν. Π., Intermediate offices aud connecClose,
tions— Arrive, 8.35 a. 111. and 12.15 p. m. ;
0.45 and 9.00 a. in., and 12.45 p. m.
Swanlon, Vt., and intermediate offices and connections, via Portland and Ogdensburg railroadArrive, 8.00 p. m. ; Close, 8.00 a. m.
liartlett. A //., intermediate offices and connections—Arrive, 9.00 a. m. ; Close, 8.00 and 11.45 a.
m. Supplementary, 18 m.
Rochester, Ν, II,, intermediate offices and connections, via Portland & Kocliester railroad—Arrive, 1.06 p. m.; Close, 7 a. m. and 12.30 p. m.
Bastport, via eaeli steamer—Arrive, 0 a. in.;
Close, 4.30 p. m.

WIT AND WISDOM.
scoldTommy (who has Just received a severe
tng)— Am I really so bad, mamma?
bad
a
are
boy.
very
Mamma—Yes, Tommy, yon

Tommy (reflectively)—well, anyway, mamma,
I think you ought to be real darn glad I ain't twins.

back, backache, rheumatism, &c., will And relief by wearing one of
All cases of weak

or

lame

Carter's Smart Weed and Belladonna Backache
Plasters. Price 25 cents.

a neighbor
young negro bootblack observed
he
poring wisely over a newspaper, whereupon
addressed him thus :
for?
dat
at
are
paper
what
"Julius,
you looking
You can't read."
"Go away," cried the other, Indignantly ; "guess
I can read ! I'm big enufl for that."
Big enuff," retorted the other, scornfully, "dat
ain't nuffin. A cow's big enuff to catch mice, but
she can't."

A

Cutorta,

When Baby

sick,

When eh»

Child, ahe cried for Caatoria,

iras »

we

gave her

When ah· became Miss, she clang to Caatoria,
When ahe had Children, ahe gave them Caatoria,

Heavy

Chestnut
Franklin

Lehigh

23;
33{

Slaughter...

7

Goodd'mgd.

New York

25

21,

35
22

:

[By Telegraph.]

Am calf
92( 1 10
Limber.
South pine ,30 00® 40 00
Clear pine-

Coffee*

NEW YORK,

Cochineal

351 Ingot.

33
1

2%
1

Cream tartar.
Ex. logwood.

Camphor
Myrrh

27#

Antimony

5<~

Molawne».
Porto Rico... 30®
Barbadoes.... 72®

Opium
Shellac
Indigo

3 5i
2

Iodine
Ipecac..

3

Dressed hogs, city, at 7e φ ib.
Butter—Western extra fresh made creamery at
—@20c: fancy higher; do extra firsts at 17V4@
19c; do firsts 16@17c; Northern creamery, extra,
nominal at 21@22c; do extra firsts at 18@19yae;
Eastern creamery choice to extra 19®20c; Western imitation creamery, choice 14®15c ; do good
I2@13e; Western fresh factory, choice at 12c;
fair to good 10®llc; do common îlots 8®9e; Vermont dairy extra 17@18c; do extra firsts at 10c.
Jobbing prices l®2c higher.
Cheese—Choice Northern at 8@8Vic; do sage at
9c: Western at 8c; lower grades according to
quality ; job lots V4c higher.
Eggs—Near-by 19®20c; Eastern extra at 17Vi
18c; East firsts 16c;N H and Vt extra 17ya®18c:
New York extra 16MiC ; Western choice at 14
@15c; Nova Scotia 15V4@16c. Jobbing price lc

28

5
15i
27

25@8
16®

G

Zinc

Solder VixVi·

higher.

15
00
17

14 ft

Beans—Choice small Ν Y hand picked peal 65®
1 70
bush: choice New York laree hand picked
do 1 50®160 ; small Vermont hand picked pea at
75® 1 80.
Hay—Choice prime hayîat $19; fair to good at
$176@$18 50; Eastern fine at $14®817; poor to
ordinary β13®»ιβ: Kastiswale «10@»11. Rye
straw, choice, 16 60f@$17 ; oat straw $9@#10,^

40
28
25

85(
Cienfuegos.... 24®
75®4 OOlBoiling
18@l8Va
χ
1 «ui
251
nui·»·
Nails.
Licorice, ft... 15® aojeask.
230®24
Naval Store».
Lai ex
34<® 40
3 00®3 25
2 10@2 35 Tar φ bbl
Morphine
Pitch
Oil bergamot.3 00®;! 251
(C Tar)3 25:a3 50
3 25 A3 50
1 50®2 00! Wil. Pitch
Cod liver
3 00®4 00
Lemon
275@3 00 Rosin
1 25®1 75 Turpt'ne, gall 40®47
Olive
4
75
Oakum
Penut
25®4
6Vi(g7M>
Oil.
Wintergreen..2 30ir)2 451
Potassbr'mde 42a, 50iLinseed
45®50
Chlorate
48® 53
21® 25 Bulled
2 75®3 00 Sperm
115®1 30
Iodide
60 Whale
45® 50
Ouicksilver...
30® 3d
65@70iBank
Quinine
28® 33
ittrhuebarb.. 75®1 50 Shore
40,
snake
Rt
35®
@ 33
Porgie
Saltpetre
55® 07
10® 16 Lard
1
25
Castor
Senna
55@l 65
15®
4® iV, Neatsfoot
90® 1 00
Canary seed..
.1
00
Elaine
Cardamons.
25®2
52® 50
Paint».
Soda, bi-carb.3% ® 6%
2 y2(g!
31 Pure gro nd ld700@7 50
Sal
3Γ
Pure dry lead7 00® 7 50
Sulpur
Sugar lead... 20(
Eng Ven Red. 3® 3Ms
Red Lead
White wax.
7® 7Va
55(_
5 00®7 00
blue..
Am.
Zinz
Vitrei,
Gis
Vanilla,bean.® 10®S IRochelle Yellow—2Vi

ton.

Potatoes—Jersey

(By Telegraph.)
WATERTOW, Aug. 10, 1886.—Cattle market
materially changed.
Market Beef—Extra at 7 60
; first quality
at 7 00®7 25 ; second quality at 6 00®6 00; tklrd
*
quality 4 00@4 50.
Receipts of cattle 10,208 head.
Store Cattle—Working Oxen® pair f 100@J175 ;
Farrow Cows at $15®|35: fancy at $50®$80·
Milch Cows and Calves $25@#48 ; yearlings £9&
$18; *wo years old $14®$28; three years $24<g
*40.
Swiue—Receipts 3408; Western fat, live, 5Vi
5 va ; northern dressed 6^ί c.
Sheep aud Lambs—Receipts 4318 ; in lots 2 60®
@3 00; extra 4 50®5 00.|
Veal Calves 2%(ffi6c.

Chicago

Rice, φ lb....

8 oz
10 oz

Saleratus
5® &V2
Mpicea*
Cassia, pure.. 13@ 15
Cloves
22® 25
13® 15
Ginger
Mace
75® 90
45® 60
Nutmegs
22@ 25
Pepper

stackers and breeders slow at 2 40@3 40 ; cows,
bulls and mixed 1 60@3 45; bulk at 2 60@2 90;
through Texas strong.

6® 7V4
4y2®51/2

Rangoon

Haleralun.

Gnopowder
3 5<
Blasting

Sporting
Drop shot..

6 2,

Buck

$13®4

15

9®ï 11

t
Iron.

Laundry

3Ya@

4
12

8

® 161 do choice.. 35@«
Cast steel
Tobacco.
German steel 5
@7
3
Best brands.. 50®
Shoe steel....
Medium
40Sj
Sheet Iron3% @414 Common
Common
30®
Half ®
H.C
4ya®5
Russia
13V2ftl4 Nat'ulleaf.... 60@
<>;tlv
7®8Vi

40
60
45
40

70

Foreign Exports.

'.altroad Receipts.
PORTLAND. Aug. 10.1886.
Beeelved by Malue Central Kailroad—For I'ort
ana 21 cars miscellaneous merchandise; lor coi f
necting roads 113 cars miscellaneous merchan
dise.
Portland Dally Press Stock List.
Corrected by Swax & Bakhbtt, Bankers and
Brokers, 186 Middl· street.
STOCKS.
Askud
Tar Value. Bid.
Descriptions.
166
100 165
Canal National Bank
150
148
100
Casco Nat. Bank
49
51
Cumberland National Bank.. 40
145
100 143
First National Bank
122
Merchants'National Bank.. 75 120
142
100 140
National Traders'Bank
00
80
100
Ocean Insurance Co
90
100
Port land Company
65
62
50
Portland Gas Company
BON D8.
109
110
State of Maine 6s, due 1889
115
Portland City 6s,Munioip'l variouslOO
125
Portland City 6s, Κ. K. aid 1907.. .124
105
102
Bath City 6s, Mun. various
101
100
Bath City 6s Β. K. aid various
116
—113
Bangor City 6s, long Β. B. aid
124
122
Bangor City 6s, long Mun
106
104
Belfast City 6s, Β. B. aid
107
106
And. Λ Ken. B. It. 6s, varions
114
.112
1895.
Portland & Ken. Β. K. 6s,
113
112
Leeds & Farminr'tn B. Ii. 6s
123
.121
Β.
B.
7s.
1st mtg
Maine Central
132
130
Maine Central Β. B. Consol 7s
108
Maine Central Β. B. Skg Fund 6s. 106
103
104
Co. 1st mtg 6s
Portland Water
'·
"
108
106
2d mtg 6s
"
"
112
3d mts 6s... .110

Wisconsin at 3 0034 15 ; Michigan do at 4 00@
4 50; soft Spring Wheat 3 50^3 75; Minnesota
bakers 3 50®4 10 ; patents 4 40® 4 80 ;low grades
1 75®2 75 ; Rye flour 3 25®3 50. Wheat active ;
No 2 Spring at 74% c ; No 1 Red 96c. Corn easier
at41%®4l%c. Oats dull at 27»/»c. Rye dullNo 2 at 6lc. Barley easy—No 2 at 63V4c. Mess
Lard easy 6 17 Vi
JPork easier at 9 45@9 47V4@6 20; short rib sides steady 6 17Va®6 20. Boxed
meats steady : dry salted shoulders at 6 10®6 16 ;
short clear sides 6 55@6 60.
Receipts—Flour, 9000 "bbls; wheat. 11.000

bu; corn 399,000 bu; oats,189,000 bu;rye 13,000
bu;barley, 3,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour, 6,000 bbls; wheat, 93,000
bush: corn, 118,000 ibush; oats, 143,000 bush:

sue

bury.
all
Carter's Little Liver Pills are free from
medicrude and irritating matter. Concentrated
no pain ;
cine only ; very small ; very easylto take ;
no

griping;

purging.

no

"do
"Young man," said a revivalist, solemnly,
to answer the sumyou feel that you are prepared
when
that
realize
Do
moment?
you
mons at any
be called before
go to bed at night you may
he morning dawn?"
"Oh, yes, sir; I'm night clerk In a drug store,
on ringln' the
an' ail you've got to do is to keep
bell until you hear me holler."

Îou

FINANCIAL AND COM M ERGIAL.
FREIGHTS.
The following are recent charters :
Bark Silvia. Portlandlto Greenock or Bowling,
Scot., spoolwood 65s.
Bark Annie Lewis, Portland to Buenos Ayres,
lumber $9 25.
Bark S. E. Spring, Philadelphia to St Thomas,
coal $1.80.
Bark H. A. Litchfield, Calais to Buenos Ayres,
lumber $0 60.
Brig Fannie B. Tucker and Schr J. H. Converse,
Philadelphia to Portland, coal 1 05 and discharged.
Schr Eliza A. Potter, Kennebec to liiehmond
ice 85c and towages.
Schr Ariadne, Portland to Annapolis, Md., Ice
C5c.
Schr Alice Borda, Kennebec to Philadelphia
Ice 06c.
coa
Schr C. B. Paine, Perth Amboy to Portland,
90c and discharged,
Schr Hyue, Perth Amboy to Portland, eoal 81
and discharged.
Schr A. P. Emerson, St. John, Ν. B., to Nev
York, lumber $2.60.

rOBTLAND, Aug. 10, 1886.
fo
following are to-day's cloning quotations

Flour, «raln, Provision», &c.

:
«àruia.

flour.

; High Mixed Cora.fi 7®58

Superfine aud

Alch.,|Topeka land
Eastern; Kailroad
do

cai

luto

— «

4Ag>45
.Oats, bag lots
Patent Spring
5 258 5 501 Cottonseed.
Wheats
OC
car lots.. 23 00 α 24
Mich, straight
Κ ΠίΊ
do bag.. .24 00®25 00
4 87®6 12
roller
clear do....4 25 0,4 75 Sack'dBr'n
car lots..17 00®18 OC
stone ground.4 62®4 75
do bag. ..18 00®19 0C
Bt Louis st'gt
25
Middlings. 18 00821 OC
5 00®5
roller
Ot
clear do....4 75®5 00 |do bag lots,10 00®22
ProviNionn.
Winter Wheat
6 25®5 50 PorkPatents
Backs ...16 00® 16 51
Fiik.
Clear.... 14 5oai5o(
Ood, V qtl—
12 00®12 5(
Mess
00
JJirge Shore2 75®3
7 50®8 0<
Large Bank2 50®2 75 Mess Beef.
9 O0®9 6<
Mess.
Ex
2
26
2 00®
Small
9 00@9 5<
Plate....
2 00®2 75
Pollock
10
Plate.
00@10 61
Ex
2
00
1
50,α
Haddock
1 25<gl 75 LaraHake
Tubs
i»..7>4®7V4
Herring—
Tierces— 7ν4®71Λ
bx.. 16@20c
Scaled
Palls
7%®8Vs
13 a'l Uc
So 1
I Hams ^lb....l3@13V
Mackerel ψ bbl—
,14»14V
covered.
do
19
Is.
001
00@21
Shore
Oil.
Shore 2s. β 60® 7 50|
6
Kerosene—
76
4
3s.
Med.
76®
OV
IPort. Ref. Pet
m
Small
8
Water White
FrodHcr.
i;
—

»

t% λ

Pratt'sAst'l.i>bbl.

Cranberries—

1
Devoe's Brilliant
Maine
8V
Ligonla
Cape Cod..
7V
White
85
Silver
Pea Beans...1 76@1
8>,
Medium.... 17 5® 1 86 Centennial
KhïnIum.
German nidi t>0@l 76
2 25@3 0
Muscatel....
66
να,ι
40®1
Yellow Eyes.l
e.yes.1
ouig
8
r 2
potatoes, bush, 70.® 761 London Lay 12 50@i
@m
6 00®5 251OnduraLay.
St Potatoes
7@9V
Valencia
Onions
@3 251
16®20|
Turkeys
m
β1/
Chickens
@201 granulated ψ lb
Fowls
12^15 i Extra C
Heed··
Ducks.
(fu
I
Oeese
(Red Top....$2Vi@82J
®
I Timothy Seed2 15®2 2
Apple*.
11
m> bbl
2 7 5®3 OOl Clover
@13
■

lb

Evaporated 4P

■
Palermo

Messina
Malagers....

8
8

9310c

Cheene.
Vermont—
9V4®10
9
N.Y. factory
@9^
Butler.
·21®2
©
tt>.
Creamery

Gilt Edge Ver....20@2
16@1
00®9 00 Choice

00@9.00

Good

1 «tore^.
Efga.

Oranrm.

14§1

..12® 1

Eastern extras...185:1
ιίϊ
Can & Western..
1
1
I I»1»·"1
Pa.
Limed
lermo V bx-0 S0®7 00 i

iNm-ida.

Valencia
Meqslna and

Lead.

Bread.
do sq

90Vi
86

204%
45«/s

pref

Flint Si Pere Marquette Kailroad com
do pref
39%
Mexican Central 4s
Marquette. Houghton and Ont. Β., com— 32
43
Mexican Central Β 7s
4%
Boston Water Power. Co
20%
Wisconsin Central
218
Calumet & Hecla
176%
Old Colony
135%
C. B. & Q
Eastern Pailroad 6s
Boston & Albany Bailroad

Mexican Central scrip
Boston Hi Maiue Bailroad

—127
92
I 39

7^@8
4V4®

§

Sheet

Pipe
Pig

7Va®8
5

6Vij|7I
00@6

leather.
New York21@
Cumberland. .4 00@4 76 Light
60 Mid weight. 23®
Acadia
Β·7 00@7

Crackers^ptt>^6Vj@e

ο

2uU Va

New York Stock and Money Market.
[ By Telegraph.]
ÎIKW YOBK, Aug. 10, 1886.—Money on call
is easy, ranging from 3 to 6 per cent., closing at 4
&5. Prime mercantile paper 4@5 per cent. Exchange dull 4 83%@4 84% and 4 S5%@-4 85%.
Government bonds dull and shade lower. State
bonds dull and steadv. Bailroad bonds quiet and
steady. The stock market closed dull and lirm
and generally at fractious above opening prices.
Tile transactions at the Stock Exchange aggregated 196.635 shares.
iiie roiiowmg are to-day's quotations of Government securities :
100%
United States bonds, 3s
126%
New 4s, reg
126%
New 4s, coup
110%
New4%s, reg
111%
New 4%s, coup
115
Central Pacific lsts~
OA
J-

»·.

...115
107 Va

Erie 2ds

Pacific Consols
Oregon Nav. 1st»
116%
Onion Pacific 1st
do Land Grants
do Sinking Funds
Tile following New York stock market is received daily, by private wire, by Puilen, Crocker
& Co.. No. 33 Exchange street. Portland. Me:
Kaiisas

...

Adams Express
American Express
Central Pacific

Chesapeake & Ohio
Chicago & Alton
Chicago & Alton preferred
Chicago, Burlington & Qulucy
Del. & llud. Canal
Del., Lack. & West
Den; & Hio Grande
Erie

preferred

142
lOil

44%
9Mi
144V4
150
136V4
100
130%
31
34

77%

—

Illinois Central
Ind Bloom. & Western
Lake Erie & West
Lake Shore
Louisvi!le.& Nasn
Manhattan Elevated
Michigan Central
Minn. « St. Louis
...

Ship

Fe|Bailroart

135

17%
10%
88%
46%
125

leiVa

21%
45%

pref

tjais,

Pilot Sup

Santa

received

<10
.jsoun racinu

27%
(>1 /β

do

20 *-4

pref

Beaaraa
Kock island
St Louis & San Fran
do pref
1st oref
St. Paul
St. Paul preferred
St. Pau"., Minn. &;Man
St Paul % Omaha
do pre

23%
19%
33%
57Va
0»

133
25 ye
120Y2
28Ά
58
109
93%

do

Bodle Con

Gould & Curry
Savage
Con. Cal. & Va.
Ophir
Yellow Jacket
Holmes

High watery

ι
...
day —14 13 Height....
1.

...

Çf

8 ft 2 in
ο

«.

ο

MARINE

Foreisn Ports.
Ar at Singapore prev to 4th inst, barque Evie
Reed, Wliittier. New York.
rildfm Batavia June 19, ship Annie M Small,
Howes, Oheribon.
At Batavia June 20, ship Timour, Johnson, from
Hiogo, Jap, for Portland or New York,(put in 22d
for provisions and water ; to sail 26th.)
Ar at Liverpool Aug 5, ship St Charles, Purington. Fleetwood.
Ar at Hull Sd inst, ship li D Rice, Jordan, from

r,.,·:

,'J.

2o
,no
.,,,

Λ

12/;
V,£

A

1

,5

if
7 73

Λ

M

MERCHANTS' EXCHANGE.
Sid fm Brisbane June 25, barque Nellie Brett

Davis, Iquique.

at Calcutta July 13, ship Empire, Snow, froir
Madras.
Ar at Cork 8th iust, ship Geo F Manson, Morse
Ar

Plymouth.
Sid fm Liverpool 7tli Inst, ship Tacoma, Sheldoi

for San Francisco.
Arat Penang June 30th, barque Ρ J Carlton

Amesbury, Philadelphia.

Passed Anjier June 28, ship Sea Witch, Drew
Iioilo for Boston.
Sid fm Graugemoutli 7th Inst, barque Arlington
Torgeson, Savannah.
Ar at Antwerp 7th inst, ship Ε W Stetson, Dag
6ett, Perth Amboy.

ij

;p
1»,
ιί
i?

Memoranda.
Irov
Barque Naversink, Hall, at Philadelphia
at ancho

Kennebec river, reports, 9th Inst, while
in Delaware Bay, was run into by the schr Wm
from Kennebec. The oarque was struc
French,
01
on starboard quarter, breaking and starting
heao.
on starboard quarter, four timber
c. The schr lost bowsprit, cathead, headgea
and anchor.
Bostoi
Sch Grace, Betts, from Fenobscot for
strokes pe
put into Boothbay 8th leaking 800

Slanks
hour.

Chief among the new resorts is the little nook called

the terminus of the Mt. Desert Branch of the
Maine Central Railroad, which is pronounced byvisitors to be perfection ; situated on a prominent
point of land, on a site that commands a view of

the entire bay, with its surrounding mountains and
hills, is the new and commodious hotel,

"THE
BEST THING KNOWN

m

™

WASmG^BLEACHING
W HARD flR S8fT, HOT OfîîOLD WATEH,
USOR, TI5XK and SOAP AMAZINGLY, and give? universal satisfaction*
SAVE S

Ho family, rich or poor should bo vritliout it*
Sold by ail Grocers. BEWAKE of imitations
flrell designed to mislead. PEARL1NE is the
ONLY SAl'IS labor-saving compound, and
JSiways bears the above symbol, and name of
JAM ICS FY3JS, NEW YORK·

BLUFFS."

The architecture of the house is quaint and yet
striking, with projecting towers, giving the house
a cozy, nomelike. yet imposing effect; it has broad
piazzas on all sides, and its parlors and rooms are
spacious and elegantly furnished.
Families, Tourists and Invalids will find "The
Bluffs" one of the most beautiful spots on the
coast of Maine to spend their vacation. Every one
delighted who has ever visited it ; and the table
baa the reputation of being the best east of Boston.
Very low prices will be made to families of two,
five, or more.
Gentlemen, single, from S7 to $10
a week; for two gentlemen or two ladies, occupy
ing one room, very low prices will be given. 1 or
terms, address

"THE BLUFFS,"

Remember this Fact.

MT. DESERT
—

If you do not like the flavor of

(and it is the natural flavor of the
articles of which it is made,) you
can alter it every time you take it.
Remember also it must have a j
flavor different from everything I
known, as it is the only Raw Condensed Food free from insoluble
matter, in the world, therefore
cannot taste or smell like common
food, cooked food or extracts. It
cannot be so reduced but that it
will still be superior to common
food, cooked food or extracts, enabling the patients to take any
strength they desire, with benefit.

For the year ending April 1, between one hundred and two hundred surgical operation» have
been performed at the Freo Hospital for Women
supported by the Murdock Liquid Food Co., Boston, without the loss of a single patient, and all re
stored to usefulness.

Liouid Food

was

given before and after the operations

With what we have been and are doing
we shall be able, in our new Free Hospital
that we are now building corner of Huntington Avenue and Camden street, to perform in the Surgical half of the Hospital,

500
Operation» annually.

>

svHuojJVdûûJ

SALT It II |:I TI CUBED.
I was troubled with Salt Rheum for a number
of years so that the skin entirely came off one of
my hands from the finger tips to the wrist. 1 tried
remedies and doctors' prescriptions to no purpose
until I commenced taking Cuticura Remedies,
and now I am entirely cured.
Ε. T. PARKER,
379 Northampton St., Boston, Mass.

ITCHING, SCALY, PIMPLY.
For the last year I have had a species of itching, scaly, and pimply humors on my face to which
A

Iliive

uppiieu

cl

great JlUtliy

Ιί<

~JV

to«W8!

TOOSmGUlSHAT

WOLFE'S
SCHIEDAM AROMATIC

SCHNAPPS.
general beverage and necessary
corrective of water rendered impure by
vegetable decomposition or other causes,
as Limestone, Sulphate of Copper, &c.,
the Aromatic Schnapps is superior to
every other preparation for these pur>
A public trial of over 30 years
uration in every section of our country
of Udolplio Wolfe's Schnapps, its unsolicited endorsement by the medical
faculty and a sale unequalled by any
other distillation have insured for it the
reputation of salubrity claimed for it.
For sale by all Druggists and Grocers.
As

a

Soses.

Cuticura Remedies are sold everywhere.
Price: Cuticura. 50 cents ; Resolvent, $1.00;
SoAr, 25 cents. Prepared by the Potter Drug
Send for
and Chemical Co., Boston, Mass.
"IIow to Cure Skin Diieasee.
Skin Blemishes, and Baby
flDITDK Pimples, cured
by Cuticura Soai·.
WIILDb, Humors,

YOKK.

The other preparations are all TONICS, as they contain from
'20.13 to 56.13 per cent.
These facts snow why Murdock's Liquid Food
excels all other foods and preparations in making
new blood and cleansing the system of disease.

tablespooniul four times a day will make 10
rounds new blood monthly, and the system conliius 24 to 28 pounds.
A

SHOWING IIOW EASY IT IS RENEWED
AM) HOW NECESSARY WHEN DISEASED.

At

druggists,

""augl

25c. ;

Potter

W&S&w2w

Boston.

QAlXrWtf

Aromatic Invigorator.

_

QTAPPU M C,
U I HnUnillLStarchingJroningand
Polishing Made Easy,

110 cooking. Saves time, labor and money.
Gives Troy laundry finish and gloss. Equal to over
foi
two pounds of ordinary starch. Ask your grocer
gTAKClIINE. Satisfaction guaranteed or monletter
for
stamp.
FREE
ey refunded. SAMPLE

Requires

The Geo. Fox Starch Co

est Starch Factory lr
IL S. Estab. 1824.
Endowment Association of
at marriage
•

The Single Men's
Minn., pays
IWUI
than «3.00 a
less
Costs
month. lias large reserve invested in first mortgage
bonds. Circulars free. Α ΠΠ JE&~Do not write foi
circulars if you intend -™- * to marry within twe
Agents wanted, to whom liberal com
years.

MARBAGE. ^
EMwith reference, A. H. TOWLE, General Agent
Maine Street. Box 1302, Uangor Me.
I want yon to do parlor work toi
me at your own home ; plenty work ; good pay
tree. A. LOVE, Ci.EVK
materials
all
$1 per piece;

WANTEIJ

—

UNITED
STATES
HOTEL

DR.

CROCERS
nrmdly_

WILSON,

specialist,

AWAY

Treats complicated Dis
made
eases and those
chronic by malpractice
No cure no pay, only foi
medicine.

Morrison Sc Co.'· New Jewelry Store

Ο

a. m.

to

THIS pi
1|75ΕαΥΕ~

and

8 p.

aug4&ll

ι

μ ρ o ic τ κ ι»

WINES and LIQUORS

SUMMIT MINERAL SPRING WATER

dtf

Conciliation

an

C. S. GOSSE,4 BOSTON.
maylO

rom

Insolvent Debtor, on petition ο
said Debtor, which petition was filed on th<
third day of August, A.I). 1886, to which dati
interest on claims is to be computed.
That the payment of any debts to or by sail
Debtor, ana the transfer and delivery of any prop
by law.
erty by him are forbidden
That a meeting of the Creditors of said Debtor
to prove their debts and choose one or more as
In
signees of his estate, will be held at a Court of ii
solvency to be holden at Probate Court Room A
of
September,
said Portland, on the sixth day
D. 1886, at ten o'clock in the forenoon.
Given under my hand the date first above writ
II. K. SARGENT,
ten.
of the Court of In
Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger
of Cumberland.
said
for
County
solvency

adjudged to be

R. STANLEY & SON,

Newspaper Adv'ng Agency,

Examination

fret

augUtf

·»■·

:··.·

.·{
.«·

οι
fit 11 h del phi a
Newspaper AaverAgency of Messrs.

agent*.

Stage connections daily with passenger train ai
WestMinot for Hebron Academy; at Buckfleld for
West Sumner, Chase's Mills and Turner; at Can
ton for Peru, Dlxfleld, Mexico and Kumford Falls,
also for Bretton's Mills.
L. I.. LINCOLN. Supt.
je!8dtt

GRAND TRIM RAILWAY OF CANADA
MONDAY, July 3, 1SSC,
will ruu as follow* :
DEPARTIREZ.
For Auburu and Lewiston, 7.-0a.m., 12.GO
m.
and 6.30 p.
F«r<<orliaiu, 3.50 and 5.30 p. m.
For <«orhaui, Montreal and Chicago, 9.30
a. m. and 1.30 p. in.
For Quebec, 1.30 p. in.
ARRIVALS.
From Lewimton and Auburu, 8.25 a. m.
12.05, 3.15 and 5.40 p. m.
From Gorham, 8.25, 9.30 a. in. and 7.00 p. m.
From Chicago and Montreal, 12.05 and
5.18 p. m.
From Quebec, 12.05 p. ni.
Pullman Palace Sleeping cars on night train ah
Parlor cars on day train between Portland an
Montreal.
TICKET OFFICE:
Ou

and after
trains

35

Exchange St.,

and Oeoot Foot of India StreoL

TICKETS SOLD AT REDUCED BATE
Canada. Detroit, Chicago, illibvau k
Cincinnati, Ht. I.oui*. Omaha, Saginaw, Ht. Paul, Halt Lake City,
Denver, Han Francisco,
and all points in the

Northwest, West

and Southwest.

JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manage·
WM. EDGAK, G. P. Α.,
J. STEPHENSON. Supt.
JySdtf
July 5,1880.

MAIM CENTRAL RAILROAD
MONDAY, June 28,
1886, Passenger Trains JLeave

Oil and after

Portland

as

follows:

For Rangor, Vanceboro, Ht. John, Halifax, aud the Province*!, Ht. Htephen aud
Aroostook County, 12.30 p. in., via Lewi*tou. 12.35 and til.15 p. m., via Augunta; and
foi'EUrworth. Bar Harbor, and Bangor
Ac Piscataquis Κ. IS., ill.16 p. m., foi
Belfast

Hkotvhegau,

Dexter, 12.30,

antl

m.,
12.35, ill.15 p. m. ; Water ville, 6.45 a. Au.
m.; for
12.30,12.36, 5.16 and, U1.15 p. and
BrunsGardiner
egusta, Hailowell,
p. m.;
wick, 0.45 a. m., 12.35, 5.15, ill.15 and
on
Bath, 0.45 a, in 12.35, 6.15 p. III.,
and
(Saturdays only at 11.15 p. m. ; Rockland
12.35
a.
6.45
R.
m.,
iJiucoln
and
R.,
JKnox
5.15 p. m.;
p.m.; and on Saturdays only ata.
in., 12.30,
Au Ι uni aud JLewieton at 83.0
6.10 p. m. : JLewieton via Brunswick, 0.45
Monmouth,
a. m.,ill.15p.m. ; Farmington,
m. and
Winthrop and Maranacook 8.30 a.
12.30 p.m.; Oakland and North Aumou,
12.30 p. m. ; Farmington via Brunswick,
0.45 a. m. and 12.35 p. m., and from

U0N6RESS ST. STATION ONLY
For Bangor, Klhworth and itar Vlnrbor a
12.38 p. m. Past Express stopping at Bruns
wick, Gardiner, Hailowell, Augusta and Waterville only.
All otlier trains timed as above from Commercial
St. Station, stop at Congress St., where through
tickets aud baggage checks may be obtained lor
principal points East aud West.
vvnu
tThe 11.16 p. m. train is me nigni express Sunsleeping car attached and runs every night
davs included, through to Bar Harbor but not to
Skowhegan 011 Monday mornings or to Belfast
and Dexter or beyond Bangor, excepting to Bar

OF ALL

KINDS,

IN THE ORIGINAL PACKAGES,
FOB SALK

NO. 410 FORE ST..

ΒΓ

Importers

PORTLAND, ME.

Also General Managers tor New England forth
Celebrated

FROM

ΠΑΒΒΙΗΟΝ.

PILES

IHAliVE.

and USTll.A treated wit]
out the use of the knife oi
detention from business, alsi
all other diseases of the Ret
turn. Cure guaranted.
WW
READ (M. D.
1842
D. Harvard
1

and ROBERT M. READ (M. 1). Harvard 1876)
Ιίτηιι» House, No. 175 Τ re mom St., Ho«
References given. Consultation free. Sen
ton.
Office hours. 11 A. M. to 4 P. M
for pamphlet.
Office closed from August 7th to 18tl
Ν Β
and
holidays
excepted.)
febl3eodly
(Sundays

CARD—Having forsix years past been i
the employ of Wycr Greene & Co., and Whit

A
& Smart, I

01a

.nie

ill

re*

PORTLAND, BANGOR, NIT. DESERT & MACH1A3
STEAMBOAT CO.
Steamer «TV OF ΚΜ ΙΙ 'ΙΟΎΟ makes two
aii<*
trips per week 011 the route between Portland
p. m..
Machiasport, leaving Portland at 11.00 4.00
at
a.
and
and
Machiasport
Fridays,
Tuesdays
m., Mondays and Thursdays.
PAYSON TUCKÉR, General Manager.
F. E. BODTHBY,Gen'l Pass, and Ticket Agt.
je25tf
Portland·'June 25.1886.

PORTLAND & WORCESTER LINE.
Portland & Rochester R. R.
ARRANGEMENT DF TRAINS.
jjj On and after Monday, J uite 5*8,

a

Passenger Trains will JLeavr

"^Portland:

Worcester, Clinton, Ayer Junction,
Nuahua, Wiudhaui and Japping at 7.30
a. m. ana l.lO p. m.
For Manchester, Concord, and points NortL
at l.lO p. 111.
For RocheHler, Springvale, Alfred, Waleir·
boro, and Naco Kiver at 7.30 a. ni., 1.10
and (mixed) at 0.30 p. m.
For Oorhain at 7.30 a. nx., l.lO, 6.^0, WJ
(mixed) at 0.30 p. m.
For » η ten rap pa, Cumberland ITlilla, Wc *t-

brook .function and Woodford's at 7._M>
and lO.OOa. in., I.JO, 3.00, tf.iO ar.<
(mixed) *tf.30 p. ni.
For Forest Avenue (Decring) 10. OO a. lit.
&:OOand 6.'-SO p. m.
The 1.10 p. in. train from Portland connects at
Ayer J unci, with Ilooeac Tunnel Koiiie for
the West, and at Union Depot, Worcester, for
New York via Norwich Tiine, and all raii*
via Springfield, also with Ν. Υ. & Ν. K. IS. II.
('•Steamer Maryland Route") for Philadelphia.
Baltimore, Washington, and the Mouth, ana
with Bonton ék Albany R. &&. for the Went.
Close connection made at West brook Jn ic·
tion with through trains of Maine Central R.R. aiid
at Grand Trunk Transfer, Portland, with through
trains of Grand Trunk Railway.
Through Tickets to all points West and South
P« ri
may be had of S. H. HELLEN,Ticket Agent,
laud & Rochester Depot at foot of Preble Street.
•Does not stop at Woodford's.
J. W. PETERS. 8unt.

take this method of informing m
friends that I have accepted a situation in th
well-known shoe store of M. G. Palmer. No 04
I shall esteem a call from m
Congress St. where favor. I am also
happy
friends as a personal
extensive stock, consisting of a
the
very
that
say
and styles, will enablo m
widths, sizes, qualities better
than evei before
even
to serve my friends
SUMNER C. UARNUM.
je9dtf
June
9,1886.
Portland,

Steamers Forest City, Express. Minnehaha ami
Mary \V. Llbby will run od the following time»·
Forest City Tickets taken ou any ·' tli· above
steamers. Amuseineut coupons taken at Kink, FaVillon, Koller Coaster or Elevated Kailroad.
WEEK. IIA1 TRIM.
Leave Portland for l'eaks' 6.45, 6.45. *3.00, 9.0O,
10.00. «10.30, 11.15, 12.15, 1.45, 2.1», «.00,
4.00,4.45. «5.15, β. 10,7.30, Η.00·9.00. «.30.
Leave Portland for Little aud Great Diamond Evergreen and Trefethen's 5.45, c.50, 9.00 lw So
12.15. 2.00, *3.15, 4,30, 0.10, 7.80,9.80.
Leave Portland for Long Island 7.45,10.30. 2.1».
5.45.
Leave Peaks'

0.10,7.15, .8.30,9.30,10.30, «11.00,
11.40, 1.10, 2.10, 3.30, 4.15, 4.45, 5.1Î, ·» 85
0.30, *8.00, 8.30, 0.00, «10.15, 10.30.
Leave Little Diamond 0.20,7.30,8,20, 9.40,114·
1.05, 2.40, «3.55, 5.10, 0.50, 7.45, «10.20.
Leave Great Diamond 0.15,7.25, 8.15.9.20,11.8»
1.00, 2.20, «3.35, 4.50, 0.30, 7.50, «10.25.
Leave Evergreen 0.05, 7.15, «.Ou, 9.80, 11.8»,
12.55. 2.30, «3.45, 5.00, 0.40, 8.00.
Leave Trefethen's 0.10, 7.20, 8.10, ».25, 11.8·.
12.50, 2.25. «3.40.4.55, 0.35, 7.55, «10.30.
Leave Long Island 7.55,11.15. 3.15, 6.30.
Mt'KDAV TRIP·.
Leave Portland 7.30, 9.10, «10.30, 11.18. 13.1·,
1.45, 2.45, 3.00, 4.00, 4.45, «5.15, 8.10,7.30.
Leave Portland for Great and Little Diamond, Evergreen and Trefethen's Landings 7.30, t.o·,
10.30, 12.15, 2.0». «3.15, 4.30, «0.10, 7.30,
Leave Portland for Long Island 10.30, 2.1», 5.45.
Leave Peaks' 8.30, 9.30,10.30, «11.00,11.40,1.10,
2.10, 4.15, 3.30, 4.45, 5.15, «5.35, 8.30, 8.3·.
Little Diamond, 8.10, 9.40,11.40,1.05,2.40, ·3.βϊ,
5.10, 0.50, 8.10.
Leave Great Diamond 7.50,9.20,11.35,1.00, 2.30,
«3.35, 4.50, 6.30, 7.50.
Leave Evergreen 8.00, 9.30, 11.25, 12.65, 2.80,
«3.45. 5.00, 6.40, 8.00.
Leave Trefethen's 7.55, 9.25, 11.30, 1X50, 2.3·,
•3.40, 4.55, 0.35, 7.55.
Leave Long Island 11.15,3.15, β.30.
The 2.15 trip will be a sailing trip te I-uug Island, touching Peaks' both ways.
•On stormy and foggy weather starred (·) trli»
will not be run.
VARE».
% .20
Single tickets with admission
1»
admission
with
tickets
Children,
1.00
Twelve rides without admission
8.0·
admission
without
rides
Sixty
2»
Long Island and return
B. J. WILLAKD. Manager.
jy20dt:

FOR DIAMOND ISLAND AND DIAMOND COVE.
Ou

IWondny, Jane 14th, and
until farther notice,

and after

THE STEAMER ISIS
will run as follows: (Sundays excepted.)
Leave Burnham's Wharf at 6, 7, », 10.15 a. m.,
12.20, 2.15, 3.30, 5 and 6.15, p. m.
Leave Caseo Wharf, Diamond Islantf at (.30,
and
7.45, 9.30,10.40, a. in. 1.30, 2.45, 4.30,5.45,
6.45, p. m.
The 10.15 and 3.30 trips will be made around
the Island touching at Diamond Cove at 11 a. m.
and 4.05 p. m. and at Farm Landing at 11.1»
a. m.

and 3.50 p.m.

Arrangements for evening sailing parties can be
Je I9dtf
made with the Captain on board.

ARRANGEMENT.
Commencing Monday, June 28, 1886,

STEAMBOAT

STAR LINE

CO.

TIME TABLE.
Steamer Cadet leave State St. Wharf 10.1 » a. m.,
2.00, 7.30 p. m. ; Franklin Wiiarf 5.45, 0.4S, 10.80

·
: 1.00,2.15,4.30,6.10,7.40,t8 30 p.m. ; Peak
t8.00,
0.25, 7.15,10.50,a. ill.. 1.30,2.35, 5.10,8.3U
ni. ; 1.10, 2.4»,
11.00a.
7.05,
9.00p. 111.; Cushlng's
8.40

a.m.

5.00, 6.50, 8.50 p. m. ; White Head 8.10 a.m. ;
ii- m
Cane Cottauet 11.10 a. Hi. ; 2.55, 4.50 p. u.
Steamer Emim leaves rranKim miari <.*·, ».w,
Τ.βύ
tlO.15. til.00 a. m. ; 12.05, 2.00, 2.50, 4.00,
n>. ; l.OO,
μ.ιη. ; Peak's 8.00, U.3n. tl0.35, tll.SOa.
».4·.
*10.15
Cushlng'»8.10,
;
p.m.
2.30, 3.15, 5.0Γ»,
·. ■.
til.20a. III. ; 4.20P.II1.; Cape Cottaget 8.20
NunilnyTimeTabl· State St.AV'liarl 10.5* a.·. ;
2.00p.m.; Franklin Wharf 9.15,10.30a.ru. ; 13.8·,
2.15, 3.15 p. m.; I'eak'a 9.35, 10.50 a. a.; 1.00,
2.35, 5.15 p. m.;Cushlnt;'9y.45, 11.00 a.ra. ; 12.4».
2.45, 5.00 p. m. ; Cape Cottaget 11.10 a. m. ; ;TI.5»,
4.45 p. m.
•Or at closc of Greenwood Garden Entertainment.

tMay be omitted in foggy
; Weather permitting.

or

stormy weather.

JySldW

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT CO.
Delightful Mail (twenty mile·)
co

dew·

t'a»·

Jf ay.

On and after June 30,1886, Steamers Gordo·
and Alic e will leave Custom House Wharf, Portland, daily, as follows, viz.:
For Long Island, Little Chebeague, Hop· Uland, Jenk's 9.30,10.20 a.m., 2.00, 5.00, β.ι >8 p.m.
For Harpswell, 9.30 a. m.. 2.00, 5.00, β.05 p. κ».
For Orr's Island, 9.30 a. m., '5.00 p. in.
Return for Portland—Leave Orr's Island at 6.1*
a. 111., 1.30 p. m. Harpswell at 5.16, C.45 a. ui„ 3,
3.45 p. m. ; Jenk's at â.50, 7.35,11.25 a. m., 2.90,
4.20 p. m. ; Hope Island at 5.55,7.40,11.30 ·. m.,
2.55, 4.25 p. m. ; Little Chebeague at 6.05, 7.50,
11.35 a. in., 3.05, 4.35 p. m. ; Long Island at fl.2t,
8.10,11.55 a. m., 3.25, 4.55 p. m. Arrive at Portland at 7.00. 8.45 a. m., 12.30, 4.00, 5.30 p. m.
•5 o'clock trip will not run through to Orr's Island Saturdays, only to Harpswell.
SITITDAVS.
For Long Island, 9,10,10.30 a. m., 1, 2. 8.80 p.
m.

For Harpswell and intermediate landings at
10.00 a. in., 2.00 p. ill- Return leav· Harpsw»U
for Portland and intermediate landings at 11.So,
Kound trip tickets, Sundays, t·
a. m., 4.30 p. m.
Harpswell 35 cents, other landings 25 cents.
GEO. F. WEST, Manager.
jeSOdtf
STEAMERS.

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPANY'S
—LINE F OK—

California, Japan, Chin1 Central;
and South America and Mexico.

sails Saturday, August 14, noon.
NEWPOItT
From New York, pier fiot of Canal St., North
River, for &nu Francisco via The Inthnaue of
Panama,
Great reduction in rates to San Fiancisco. Cabin
$βυ$ Steerage $ 30.
From San Francisco, 1st and it ran nan Sts.
For Japan and China.
CITY OF PEKING sails "Wednesday, Aug. lllh,
2 p.

m.

or general informât ion
address the General Eastern Ageatë.
apply
Ε. Λ. ADAH* Ac CO.,
115 State Street. Cor. Kroad St., Bokiou.

For

Freight, Passage,
to

or

an

jeio

BOSTON
STEAMERS.

je26dtf

Portland and Ogdensburg H. R,

July I§t 18§6,

On and After

For

FARE ONLY $1.00.
ftU.TlIflER AHB.l^GKMKNTSi
THE FIRST-CLASS STEAMEB8

SUMMER

JOHN BROOKS and TREMONT

ami until further notice Passenger Trains will
Leave Portland as follows :
it. tn.,
foi No. Conway, .Jackson, Glen
Crawford's.
Kaybaus, lietlileliein, Prolilt
House,
House, Littleton, Wells' Kiver, Montpelier, S'
Burlington
Julmsbury, Newport,andMontreal,
West.
S wanton, Ogdensburg
U. JO p. m., Express to Fabyan's, Summit Mt.
Washington, lietlileliein, Profile House, Littleton, Franconia, Lancaster and Jefferson, con-

Portland,
alternately leave FRANKLIN WHARF,
week dav ev

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT:
Commencing June 28, 1886·
A.M.

A.M.

Trains Leave Briclgton

C.io

10.10

6.ai

Arrive Portland

8.4Γ»

P.M.
12.35
12.4ο

7.4i

Stage connects with

BOSTON AND MAINE R. R.
PAMMENfiEB TRAIN SERVICE,
in effect June 27, 18SO.

WESTERN DIVISION.
TRAINS LEAVE PORTLAND
l'or UoNtou at t6.15,18.40 a. 111., tl2.40, 13.30
15.30 p.m. Bonton for Portland 7.30,8.3o a.m.
1.00,3.50,6.00 p. m. For Scnrboro Jtench ;ιικ:
Piue Point 6.15, 8.40, 10.25 a. til., 2.00, 3.30,
Marc
Î5.00, 6.10, 8.05p,lll. Old Orchnrit Urnch,
and Biddeford 6.15,8.40,10.25a.m., 12.40,2.00,
Kenuebunl·
3.30, Î5.00, 5.30, 6.10, 8.05 p. ni.
8.05 p.m.
6.15, 8.40 a.m., 12.40.3.30,15.00, 5.30,
Welle Beach 6.15. 8.40 1. in., 3.30, tô.OO, 5.30
Dorel
(.rent
I'alU,
North
Berwick,
p. m.
Kx
6.15. 8.40 a.m.. 12.40, 3.30, t5.l0, 5.30 p. ill.
6.15
Lowell
and
eter, Unvrrhill,Lawrence
Rochester.
8.40 a. ill.; 12.40, 3.30, 5.30 p. m.
Farniingtun and Alton Bnj 8.40 a. in., 12.40,
S.4(J
3.30 p. m. Wolfboro and Centre Harbor
Concord
a. ill., 12.40 p. 111. Manchester and
m.
(via Newmarket Junction) 6.15 a. ill., 3.30 p.
via Lawrence, 8.40 a. in.
tCouneets with all Kail Lines to New York
South and West.
iVia Eastern Division to Scarb«ro Crossing.
Parlor Cars on trains leaving Portland 6.15,8,4C
а. in., 12.40, 530 p. m. Returning leave Boston :il
8.30 a. in., 1.00, 3.50. 6.00 p. m.
Sl'NDAV TRAINS
for Boston 1.00,5.3op. m. ; for Hover 1.00, 4.15,
5.30 p. in.; for Scarboro Beach, Pine Point.
Old Orchard Beach, Snco and BiddeforJ
10.00 a. m., 1.00,2.00, 3.30, 4.15, 5.30, 7.00 p. m

Fare to Old Orchard and Return

Sundays,

30 CBKTTS.
EASTERN DIVISION.
For lionon at 2.00 and 19.00 a.m., fsl.00 anc
7.31
Î6.00 p. in. Returning Lettre Bo.ton at Foi
and 0.00 a.m. and 12.30 and 7.00 p. m.
6.0C
and
1.00
Biddeford at 2.00 and 0.00 a. m.,
til
p. ill. For Port.uioutli and Newbnryport
Foi
2.00and 0.00 a. in., 1.00 and 6.00 p.m.
Ainrtbnrr 0.00a.ill. 1.00and6.00p.m. Fori·»
a_i
leu» and Lynn at 2.00 and 0.00 a.m., 1.00
m. PULLMAN CARS on above trams
б.00

p.
Soutr
liConuects with ltail Lines for New York,
and West.
Sout
York,
New
sConnects with Sound Lines for
and West.
\\ ei
and
South
Through Tickets to all points
OIHce»
for sale at Portland Urpot Ticket
4'»
hxchnagi
and at ( nion Ticket OIHce,
Street, Portland.
1>. J. FLANDEKS, Ue.i. 1J. 6i 1. A.
J AS. T. FUUBER, Uen'l Manager.
dt.

je28

Boste Philadelphia
DIRECT

STEAMSHIP

ONE.

Frcm BOSTON ever; WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY.
From PHILADELPHIA every TUESDAY and FRIDAY
From Long Wharf, Boston, 3
From l'ine Street Wharf,
Philadelphia, at 10 a. m.
Insurance one-half the rate of
nnm»·.,·-.
'sailing vessel.
and
Freights for the West by the Penn. R. K.,comSouth t>y connectiug lines, forwarded free of
mission.
Kound Trip 919'
Pannage $10.OO.
Meals and Room included.
For freight or passage apply to
Κ. Β. SAHFMKT, Agent,
70 f.oag Wbarf, Bmi»,
Sldtf
p. m.

P. M

e.ie
(P.&O.K.lt.) 8.35
all trains for North liridg·
no
Portia
with
trains
leaving
ton and Harrison, and
at 12.40 p. m. for Waterford.
J. A. BENNETT, Supt.
je29dtf
Leave Portland

and INDIA WHARF, Boston, every
enlng at 7 o'clock ; arriving |n season for connection with earliest trains for points beyond.
Thrnii<rii tinki'ts for Providence. Lowell, Worces
ter, New York. &c.
Till further notice, tli·
ΜΙ Λ ΟΛ V THIPH :
and liessteamers of this line will leave l'ortland
ton every Sunday at 8.00 p. m.
Jit.
B.
Manager.
J.
COYLE,
je29tf

«if

«--·· Ηλ.,^„Ι|λ»

Johnsbury same alternoon. Xliis train will not
stop at So. Windhani, W. Baldwin or Hiram,
β. 15 p. ui., Local, Portland to Bartlett and intermediate stations.
Porter
Stages for Limiiigton,jSebago, Kezar Falls,
Denmark and Lovell connects with 12.40 p. m.
m.
Stage lor No. Windham connects with 6.15 p.
train.
Trait» Arrive in Portland:
8.45 a. m.. from Bartlett and way stations.
μ. in., Express Irom all White Mountain
Kesorts.
5.45 p. ui., Mixed train from Bartlett and way.
7.15 p. ui., from Montreal, Burlington, Ogdeusburg and West.
J. HAMILTON, Si.pt
CHAS. II. FOYE, G. T. A.
je25tf
June 25,1880.

BRIDGTON & SAGO RIVER R. R.
of Cumber
A. I). 1880.

Ν S OF
1'ΛΤ).
THIS 1* Λ l' Kit ami
have it on file at our
office. Should you desire
to advertise in any papers,
it will pay you tc write us
for an estimate. State how
much, how long, and where
you want to advertise. For
ten cents we will semi
complete directory of
American newspapers,
much
together with
valuable information
for advertisers. ESTIMATES FREE·

wholesomeness and efficiency."
EICHABD ( STANLEY, A. M. Ph. D.
Professor Chemistry and Geology, Bates College
State Assayer of Maine from '75 to '83.

Every customer has a chance to secure a valuable
present. MORRISON & CO.. Watchmakers an;
Jewelers, dealers in Diamonds, Watches, Jewel
Lates
ry, Silver and Plated Ware. New Goods,,
Styles, Lowest Prices. Watches and Je weir:
carefully repaired.
Watches Cleaned, ^1.00
Main Springs, $1.00; Case Springs, 60c.; watel
A
Crystals, 10c. 5(13 Contre» St., under G.
R. Hall near City Hotel, Portland, Me. jy!2dtf

_

Wonderful Reformation in Laundry Starch.

SëttZ glatit roma.m,

BURE CURE FOR
and Kidney
Dyspepsia, Indigestion, Liver
Heartbi en, Wind
Nervousness,
Complaints,
intreBowels,
in the Stomach or Pains
Headache, Drowsiness, Low Spirits,
Melancholy, and Intemperance.
As a Meimcinb it ie quick and effectual; curing
of Dyspepsia,
the worst and most aggravated cases
Kidney Complaints, and all other derangements
Bowels.
and
of the Stomach
anJ
It will instantly revive the most melancholy
feeble,
drooping spirits, and restore the weak,
and vigor.
nervous, and sickly to health, strength,
who, from
Nightly Dissipation.— Personsfeel
the evil
dissipating too much, over night,
effects of the poisonous liquors in violent headaches,
etc.,
Giddiness,
Weakness,
Sickness at Stomach,
will find that one dose will remove all bad feelings.

χ\>

$1000 GIVEN

by assisting,not by out
raging, nature. Do not take
yourviolent purgatives
selves,orallowyourchildren
use this
VIPtf.HQQnSPilO to take them,always
Olbn nCflUuliliG,elegant pharmaceutical pre>vn
f aration, which has been for
more than forty years a pubSold by drugIic favorite.
nVODCDCIH
everywhere.
H
ι'/iste
υΐΟΓΕΓΟΙ
cures

THIS

w

At

relied upon to cure, and it

Court of
August 3,
lancl, State of Maine.
Incase of CHARLES II. JOHNSON, Iusolven
Debtor.
is to give notice, that on the thiri
day of August, A. D. 1886, a Warrant in In
ο
solvency was issued by HenryC. Peabody, Judge
the Court of Insolvency for said County of Cum

Wb

marlO

Seltzer Apperient.
It is certain in its effects. It
lis gentle in its action.Itis pal
latable to the taste. It can be

In Insolvency.
Insolvency for tlie County

«aie? at.t: /—estant

FOR SALE BY ALL

f°Xorp!dSLiver^k'

U.

Ml Druggists,
D. H. HAM A. CO.,
C4 ISroad Street, BOSTON, MASS.
feb"
\V,S&Mly

The Standard of Purity and Excellence.
all
Endorsed for its Purity and Healthfnlness byit.
Chemists and Physicians who have examined
"I have given this powder a thorough chemical
examination and find it to be of full weight, entirethe Phosly free from Alum, Ammonia, Lime and
phates, and to be an absolutely pure bread-raising
foi
recommended
to
be
wav
preparation every

A RELIABLE REMEDY

21

MURDOCK LIQUID FOOD CO.,

"I

ti-Fnin IMitnter.

illy

Tarrant's Effervescnt

BABIES.

CRY I NOW OMEN.

must give up; I cannot bear these
pains ; I ache all over, and nothing I
'try does me any good." Backache,
Uterine Pains, Hip and side Pains,
Soreness, Lameness, Weakness and Intiainmation relieved in one minute
by that new, original, elegant and infallible antidote to pain and inflammation, the Cuticura An·

STREET,

10

CONSTIPATION,

per cent.
■ u alcoholic extrade 1.97.

ton.

nil point, in the Province.
duced rate..

JtesasssssssseBF* v-saaei,·t

CURE FOR

The question often asked—how does Murdock's
Liquid Food compare with other Foods and Tonics? We refer to the State Inspector of Foods for
Massachusetts in his annual report for 1886.
Murdock's Liquid Food contains 14.10 per cent,
of albumen ; all the other foods do not contain
any. Common food does not contain over one per
'tnt. that is available.
It contains less organic matter than common
food, and common food contains 1C.85 ; the other
preparations from 22.62 to 60.50 per cent.
It contains 0.42 of ash, which is indigestible
matter. The others contain from 3.30 to 23.74

Connection» via Grand Trunk Knilwny.
Mixed train leaves Mechanic Falls Junctlor
10.45 a. m., arrives at Buckfleld at 11.45 a. m.
and Canton at 1.10 p. m.
Passenger train leaves Mechanic Kails Junction
3.15 p.m.. arrives in Buckfleld at 3.50 and Ca&
ton at 4.30 p. m.
Keturning trains leave Canton at 4.15 and 9. Ό
a. in., connecting for Lewiston, Portland and H<„-

Ï;or

Ν ATU R E'S

nKeniember that with feeble infants who do no
thrive on their mother's milk or the best prepared
foods in the market,WE REQUEST NO GÎIANUE
OF FOOD, but add 5 or more drops four times
and you will lind
daily of M urdock's Liquid Food, will
be restored
that their lost or needed vitality
to them in less than thirty days.
Not a case of Cholera Infantum known where
Munlock's Liquid Food has been used, nor a death
from Cholera Infantum where it lias been prescribed by a physician.

(C'iietom IIοiim*' Wharf)

In Effect June 14, 1886.

Harbor, on Sunday mornings.
Trains art due in Portland as follows : The mornm.;
ing trains from Augusta and Bath 8.45 a. BanLewiston, 8.50 a. m. ; the day trains from
at 12.45 and 12.55 p.m. ; the afternoou trains
romWaterville, Bath, Kockland and Lewiston at
6.35 p. m., Flying Yankee at 5.45 p. in. ; the
night Pullman Express train at 1. 60 a. rn.
Limited Ticket., Ami aud Kcornl ciaHH, for

mar

IllCLJLlUuo ui ticavurouu

without success, and which was speedily and entirely cured by Cuticura.
M lis. ISAAC PHELPS,
Ravenna, 0.

ίκuvitmεποιοΐΝ

18 BEAYER

Cleansed, Purified and Beautified
by the Cuticura Remedies.

A COMPLETE CUBE.
have suffered all my life with skin diseases
of different kinds and have never found permanent relief, until, by the advice of a lady friend, I
used your valuable Cuticura Remedies. I gave
them a thorough trial, using six bottles of the Cuticura Resolvent, two boxes of Cuticura and
seven cakes of Cuticura Soap, and the result
was just what I had been told it would be—α comBELLE WADE,
plete cure.
Richmond, Va.
VV.
G.
Latimer, Druggist.
Reference,
800 W. Marshall St., Richmond, Va.

Bangor,

U00LPH0 WOLFE'S SON & CO.,

SKIN, SCALP, BLOOD

I

—

FRED JOHNSON,

RECORD.

GOOD

A

FERRY, ME.

OB

who refers by permission to the ofiicevs and conductors of the Maine Central Κ. K.
jy22d3w

LIQUID FOOD,

MURDOOK'S

Hersey.

FROM

"THE BLUFFS"

NEW

For cleansing the Skin and 6calp of Disfiguring
Humors, for allaying Itching. Burning and Inflammation, for curing the first symptoms of Eczema, Psoriasis, Milk Crust, Scalu Head, Scrofcila,
and other inherited Skin and Blood Diseases, Cuticura, the great Skin Cure, and Cuticura
Soap, an exquisite Skin Beautifier, externally,
and Cuticura Resolvent, the new Blood Purifier, internally are infallible.

:1m

at

Sch Geo H Davenport, Steele, Boston—pitch to

W & C R Milliken.
Barque John J Marsh, Norwood, Cardenas—
J W Dyer.
Sch Earl S Potter, Hammond, Kennebec, to load
for Anapolis, Md—Chase, Leavit & Co.
Cld at Harpswell, sell Luis G Rabel, Murphy,
Old Point Comfort, Va.
SAILED—Schs S S Hudsou, Earl S Potter, and
Ellen M Golder.

TREADWËLL, Proprietors,
DKitlAKESI. N· J.

jlyl3

MT.DESERT FERRY

Spoken.

Willard.
Ε

VILES &

June 29, off Anjier, barque Freeman, Howes,
from Iloilofor Boston.

Arrived.
Sell Geo V Jordan, Lynam, Baltimore—coal to
G Τ Ry Co.
Sell Eva May, McDuffle, Baltimore—coal to Jas
L Farmer.
Sch Keystone, Wilder, New York—coal to A W
Berry.
Sch Olive Elizabeth, Randall, New York—coal
to Randall & McAllister.
Brig Alpha, (Br) Holby, Boston.
Sell Susan Stetson, Frisbee, Boston—salt to Ε G

_

f

18 miles from Chambers and 23d Streets, via.
1Î. R. of N. J. The most charming hotel in the
vicinity of New York ; perfectly healthy, no mosquitos. fine views, elegant drives, bowling,
billiards and lawn tennis ; everything first-class.
NOW OPEN.
N.

JAMespyles

Ar at Falmouth 8th inst, ship Wm II Macy,
Harknese. San Francisco.
Ar at St John, NB, 9th, sch A Ρ Emerson, Reynard Portland.
Cld at Moncton, NB, 7tli, sch Florence Ρ Hall,
Kelley, New ïork.

TUESDAY, August 10.

iai/

:

OEJIAREST, !¥. J.

Absolutely

Queenstown.

NEWS.

9.1Y?

California Mining Stocks.
(By Telegraph.)
1886.-The folio*
SAN FRANCISCO, Aug.tO,
of mining stock
ing are closing official quotations
to-day:
Hale & Norcross

4 39
6 52

Sun rises
Sun sets
Length of

AUGUST 11.

Cleared.
Barque Investigator, Rossiter, Baliia Blanca—

pref

pref

MINIATURE ALMANAC

*?%

111%

Western Union Telegraph
Alton & Terre Haute
Boston Air Line
Burlinuoj & Cedar Kapids
Canada Southern
Canton
Central Iowa
E. Tenn
do pref
Kansas & Texas
Houston & Texas
Metropolitan El
Richmond & Danville
Oregon Nav
Wells. Fargo Express
Mobile
Morris & Essex
Fort Wavne
Pactfic 6s of '95
Long island
Con. Coal

—

Sch Exchange, Buckmaster, Roclcport for New
York.
Sch A Τ Haines, Dodge, Oastine.

11«L,

Texas Pacific
Uulon Pacific
U.S. Express
Wabash, St. Louis Si Pacific
do

York. .LUerpcol....Aug 10
New York..Bremen
Aug 11
New
York..Hamburg. ..Aug 12
Lessing
Boston
Liverpool. ..Aug 12
Cephalonia
Liverpool... Aug 12
Quebec
Oregon
New York. .llavii VCruzAug 13
Manhattan
New York..Rio Janeiro Aug 14
Advance
City of Chicago ..New York.-Liverpool. ..Aug 14
New York.. Liverpool... Aug 14
Etruria
New York. .London
Aug 14
Erin
New York..Havana
Aug 14
Cienfuecos
New York..Glasgow
Aug 14
Circassia
New York..Antwerp ..Aug 14
Peenland
New York..Bremen
Aug 14
Fulda
New York..Liverpool. ..Aug 18
City of Rome
Boston
Liverpool...Aug 19
Gallia
City of Puebla...jNew York..Hav&VCruz Aug 19
New York..Liverpool...Aug 19
Celtic
New York..Hamburg.. .Aug 19
Hammonla
M ew York.. Livemool... Aug 21
Servia
New York..Liverpool.. .Aug 21
Baltic
New York..Havana
Aug 21
Niagara
City Washington.New York..Hav&VCruz Aug 26
New

Arizona
Rhein

(On the Hill,)

This powder never varies.
A marvel of purity,
More economical
strength and wholesonieness.
than the ordinary kinds, and can not be sold in
the
multitude
of
low test, short
with
competition
weight, alum or phosphate powders. Sold only <»
can». Eoyal Bakinu Powder Co., IOC Wall St.'
Ν. Y.
ju2dly

Arrangement,

CHANGE OF TIME.

HOTEL TENAKILL,

POWDER
Pure.

Summer

κΕχοκτϋ.

Ni ntiûis

Ardie Saw

NEWBUBYPORT—Ar 8th, sch Wm Thomas,
raterson, Calais.
Sid 9th, csh Emma McAdam, Young, Calais.
PORTSMOUTH—Sid to 9th, schs Willie Martin.
Holbrook, Kennebec for New York ; A G Brooks,
Suiallage, Deer Isle for Boston ; Lawrence Haines
Lewis, for Wiscasset.
BATH—Sid fm New Meadows 8tli, ship Scotia,
Sprague, New Orleans with 1500 tons ice.

FOB

FROM

i„

Ohio Central
Ohio & Miss
Out. & Western
Oregon Transcon
Pacific Mail
Pullman t'aUae

SAILINC DAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.

GHAS. H. FOYE, G. X. A.

jy22dtf

more.

J

Pork 57s 6d ; bacon 35s6d for short clear. Cheese
42s for American ; lard, prime Western 34s 3d;
tallow 23s for American.

Providence;

PORT OF PORTLAND.

Northwestern
Northwestern preferred
New York Central...
New York, Chicago & St. Louis

Panama

—

for

yer, Calais for Fall ltiver.
Sailed, schs Clias Heath, Laura II Jones. Fleetwing, Laconia, S J Lindsay, and Addie Sawyer.
Ar Oth, schs Ospray, from Nova Scotia for New
York ; H uutress, Lubec for do ; Veto, Xhomaston
for do; Alabama, Calais for New Haven.
Sailed, schs Agnes Manning, Eva May, John
Girard, Abm Richardson, Emeline <i Sawyer,
Mopang, Anita, and Alabama.
PLYMOUTH—Sid 9th, schs D S Lawrence, Paterson, Ellsworth; Ella Brown, Keen, Jonesport.
BOSTON—Ar 9th, schs Helen A Chase, Adams,
Hoboken ; Agricola. Whitmore, do ; Hattie Turner, Keeue, and Lady Ellen, Gardiner, New York ;
A Β Perry, Look, do.
Cld 9th, barque S Κ Bearse, Collins, Demarara ;
sell Jas Young, Linnekin, St Jonn, NB.
Ar 10th, barque Elmiranda, Havener, Philadelphia ; schs Geo Bird, Gray. Baltimore : A Β Perry
Look, Hoboken; Xiinena, Pettigrew, Weehawken
Lucy Ellen. Clark, do; Toronto, Dority, Bluehill;
Hattie Turner, Keen, Hoboken; John Girard,
Sarah, Crediford, Calais; Diana,
Joy,Ainboy;
Kelley, Machias.
Cld 10th, brig Orcut. Cates, Windsor, NS; sch
Cathie C Berry, Smith. Brunswick; Georgie L
Dixon, Harding, Norfolk, Mary G Collins, Somers
Kennebec.
Sid 10th, barque S Ii Bearse.
BEVERLY— Sid 8th, sch Hattie Nickerson,
Nickerson, Newburyport.
GLOUCESTER—Ar 9th, schs Fleetwing, from
Deer Isle for Boston ; A Β Crabtree, Sullivan for
Providcnce; Silver Heels, Bay View for Balti-

55

Jersey Central
Northern Pacific

New

do

European Markets.
liy Telegraph.]
LONDON, Aug 10,1886.—U. 8. 4s, at 130% ;
4y2s, 114%.
LIVERPOOL, Aug. 10, 1886— Cotton marketdull; uplands at 5Vid; Orleans 5 5-16d; sales 7,000 bales ; speculation and export 5000 bales, t J
LIVERPOOL, Aug.10,1886.—Quotations—Win"'pring wheat at6s6d

PORTLAND AND OGDEIVSBURG R. R.

goula.

KlllfilinpG

—

leaving Portland every week day at 8.35 a. in.,
with through Parlor Sleeping Cars attached. Tick40
ets and all Information to be had at Waldron's,
Exchange street, Portland, and at ticket oflice of

BKUNSWICK-Ar 9th, sch William Β Drury,

enh

THE

ANI)

—

Portland, While Mountain and
Niagara Falls Line,

Sid 9tli. seh Etta M Barter, Barter, New York.
DaRIEN—Ar 9th, sells Flora Condon, Burgess,
New York ; Lizzie Chadwiek, Chadwick, New
London.
Cld 9th, sch Helen L Martin, Fountain, for New
York.
KICHMOND—Ar 9th, sell Cumberland,Webber,
Kennebec.
NORFOLK—Ar 9tli, sell Susan Ρ Tliurlow.Look
Wiscasset
BALTIMORE-Ar 9tli, sch ChasC Dame, from
Boston.
Ar 9th, schs Addie M Chadwick. Thatcher, fm
Kennebee; Tlios W Hyde, Sherman, Georgetown.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 9th, barques Naversink,
Hall, Kennebec; Mignon, Colcord, Bangor; sch
Alsatian, Clark, St John, NB.
Ar 9th, schs Gen Banks, Cole, from Franklin;
Benj C Cromwell, York, Kennebec; Kalph Sinnet,
Plnkham, Portland ; Κ S Learning, Doughty. Kennebec ; Augustus Hunt, Baker, Boston ; J Κ Bodwell, Metcalf, Koekland.
Ar 10th, sch Wm J Lermond, Hupper, i asca-

Sawyef, from Hiilsboro for New York.
Ar 8th, schs Clias Heath, and Laura H Jones,
from Bangor for New York; Fleetwing, and Lacouia, Koekland for do ; S J Lindsay, do for do ;

—

ALL POINTS WEST

Bond, Boston.

VmEVARn.HiVBX_il· 7th

AND

—

at 30s.

—

Falls !

Niagara

Domestic Ports.
SAN FRANCISCO—Sid 1st, ship Yosemite, San
ders, Tacoma.
Chartered 9th—ships Wm G Davis, and St John,
for Cork, United Kingdom, Havre, or Antwerp,

Cld 9th, barque Jennie Sweney. Hudson, Batli.
Cld 9th, brig John Sherwood, Price. Bath ; sells
Moliie Rhodes, Watts. Lynn; llattle A White.Joy,
Salem: Wm H Card.Wooster, Danversport; Vino
yard, liosebrook, Portland; Appliia & Amelia,
Willard, Boston; Thos Ν Stone, McDonald, do;
Levi Hart, Doane, do.
Also cld 9th, barque Alex Campbell, Bunker,
Portland.
Ar at Delaware Breakwater 9tb, sch Jennie
Lind, Leigh ton, Geergetown, SC.
81d fm Delaware Breakwater 9th, brig L Staples. (from Philadelphia) for Portland.
NEW YORK—Ar 9th, sells Frank Maria, from
Ellsworlh; Geo Nevinger, Gardiner; Wm Mason,
Portland ; I) M French, liockDort; Ε C Gates, fm
Calais; Storm Petrel, Blueliill: Abbie S Emery,
Koekland; Sea Bird, Sullivan; Challenge, do.
Passed the Gate 8th, schs George Savage, and
Ella Frances, from New York for Bangor; Annie
Κ Lewis, Hohoken for Bucksport ; A H Hodgman
do for Portsmouth ; Ada Barker, and Commerce,
d£ for Boston ; M C Aart,
Passed the Gate 9tli, brig Η Β Hussey, Hodgdon, Weeliawken for Boston.
ΡΕΚΤΗ AMBOY—Ar 7th, schs H L Curtis,
Hodgkins, New York; Hyue. Hinckley, do.
Sid 9th, sch Grace Webster, Brigham, Portland ;
Hyue, easternport.
NEW HAVEN-Ar 8th, schs Alligator, Clark,
and W Ε Leggett, Pierce, Augusta ; Mark Pendleton, Pendleton. and Nightingale, Burgess, Bangor
Ar 9th, sch Addie Sawyer,
FALL HIVER
Cook, Calais.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 8th, eclis Mopang, Farreu,
Clierrylield; Chas Heath, Pendleton.Bangor; Κ L
Keuney, Shaw. Rockland; Eva L Leonard, Robbins, Maine.
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR—Ar 7th, sch Senator Grimes, Clark, New York for Boston ; Peiro,
Kelley, Kelley, Hoboken for Chelsea; Erl. Truworthy, Bangor for Bridgeport; Josiali Whitehouse,
NEWPORT—Ar 9th, schs Jed F Dureu, Noble,
Calais
ΝΕλν BEDFORD— Sid 8th, brig
Katahdin,
Hayes, New York.

KTEAMEM.

Runiford Falls and Butkfield Railroad

son, Grand Banks.
Passed Port Muigrave 7th. schs Maud 8, anu
Charles Haskell, from Portland for North Bay;
Pliebe & Emma Small, North Haven for do.

_

I S I, Λ ΛΌ

RAILROADS.

HAII. KO ADS.

Fishermen.
Ar at Newport 9tli, sch Jas Tool, ol Bootlibay,
seining.
Ar at Bucksport 9tli, sell G W Lewis, Nichol-

rye

are

Bell Telephone
New York and New England liailroad.

Erie

PORTLAND WHOLESALE MARKET.
The

daily :

12,000 bush, barley 17000 bush.
ST.XOUIS, Aug. 10, 1886.—Flour is steady;
choice family at 3 00@3 15; fancy 3 40@3 50; extra fancy at 3 60@3 80 ; patents at 4 00@@4 25.
Corn
Wheat higher; No 2 Red at 76%@76i4«.
lower ;Nu 2 Mixed at 38Vi@39c. Oats dull—No 2
Mixed at 261/2@26Ii4c. Lard steady at 6 50.
Receipts—Flour, 4,000 bbls ; wheat, <53,000 bu:
corn, 53,000 bush; oats, 43,000 bugh; rye, l,t>00
bush, barley 1,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour, 9,000 bbls; wheat 90,000bu;
corn,8,000 bush;, oat s 73,OOO.bush; rye 0,000 bu;
barley 0000 bush.
DETROIT, Aug. 10,1886.—Wheat quiet ;No 1
White 77c; Mich. Red 78Vic; No 2 Red 78y4c.
Receipts, 89,800 bush.
NEW ORLEANS, Aug. 10, 1886.—Cotton firm;
middling 9 3-16c.
SAVANNAH, Aug. 10,1886.—Cotton is quiet;
middling 9c.
CHARLESTON, Aug. 10, 1886.—Cotton quiet;
middling 9 Vic.
MEMPHIS, Aug. 10,1886.—Cotton quiet; mid
dlinK SViC.
MOBILE,Aug. 10, 1886.—Cotton nominal; middlijg 9c.

MIBCKLLANEOUS.

Sch Frank Herbert, irom Boothbay for Boston,
lias completed repairs at Bootlibay and was reloading 8th.

Mopang, Cherrylield

[By Telegraph.]
YORK. Aug. 10, 1886.—Flour market
heavy ; receipts 21,050 bbls; exports 10,006 bbls
and 32,421îsacks; sales 14,50° bbls.
Flour quotations—No 2 at 2 00@2 60; superfine
Western and State 2 30@2 85 ; common to good
extra Western and State at 2(>3®315; good to
choice do at 3 20® 5 00 ; common to choice White
wheat Western extra at |4 60®4 80; fancy do at
at 4 85@5 00 ;K:oinmnn to good extra Ohio at 2 65
@4 90 ; common to choice extra St Louis at 2 65®
5 00 ; patent Minnesota extra good to prime at
4 50@4 75; choice to double extra do at 4 80®
5 00, Including 1900 bbls city mill extra at 4 30®
4 45; 750 bbls fine do 2 00®2 60; 1000 bbls superfine 2 30®2 85; 900 bbls extra No 2 at 2 65
3 15; 4600 bbls îwinter wheat extra 2 65@5 00;
5300 bbls Minnesota extra at 2 65@5 00. Southern flour steady ; common to fair extra 3 05@3 55 ;
good to choice do 3 60@5 10. Rye Flour weaker.
Wheat 1« lower ; receipts 181,850 bush; exports
1*9,616 bush; sales 356,000 bush: No 2 Spring
85c; No 1 hard 89c store; No 3 Red 82Vic; No 2
Ited at 84%c In elev; No 1 Ked 90c; No 1 White
at 89c. Bt« dull. Corn is dull; receipts 10.600
bush ; exports 39,752 bu ; sales 82,000 bush soot :
Oaia lower: receipts 61.750
No2 at 50c elev.
bush ;exports 1378 bush;sales 136,000 bush spot;
No 3 at 32c; do White|39e; No 2 at 32Vi@34i4c;
do White atsa^^Oc; Mixed Western at 34aj
37c; White do37@44c; White State 42c. Coffee— Rio firm 9V4c.
Sugar quiet; refined quiet
—C 4%@4%c; Extra C at 4%®5y»c; White Ex
C at 51/4c ; Off A 63/e@@5 7-16c ; Yellow at iVi®
43/»e; Mould A 6 l-16@bVac jstandard A at 5Vac ;
granulated at 6 l-16c; cut loaÇaud crushed 6 5.
16@6%c ;Dowdered 6 5-16@6% ; Cubes at 6 3 16
ία<; Vie ; Collf Λ at 5 15-16c. Petroleum—united 6l%c. Tallow steady. Pork dull; mess at
ρ t; quoted at 10 50@10 75 for old. Beef isldull.
ijard higher; Western steam spot 7 oo@7 07 Va ;
refined for Continent quoted 720; 740 for 8.A.
Butter firm; State at 18®22c; Western at 12
@20%c. Cheese firmer; State 7Vi@8V4c; Western flat 7@7i4c.
Freights steady.
CHICAGO, Aug 10. 1886.—The Flour market
is quiet; Southern Winter Wheatl at!4 15@4 50;

Boston Stock Market.
hasn't been
Office Boy—Here Is an old woodcut
used yet.
Editor—What Is it, man or woman?
the cure-all
Boy—It's a man, old Sprlggs,
blue.
doctor. Mebby it'll do for Ruble's man in
alive
is
yet aud might
Editor—No; old Spriggs
of Salisfor damages. Call It the Uarquis

<10

vkw

CABDENAS. Bark John J Marsh—4700 prs
heads 4500 shocks 47 bdls hoops 24 chairs.
BAHIA BLANCA,SA. Bark Investigator—543.406 ft lumber 5000 galls oil 18,213 lbs rope 8343
do tobacco.

[By Telegraph.]
The following quotations of stocks

1 Γ,Αν,

Domestic Markets.

25® 30
35® 50
25® 30

®4ys Japan

best

4500 ;

sheep—Receipts 1500; shipments 400; firmer ;
natives 2 00@2 45 ; Texans 2 00®3 CO, Lambs
3 50@5 00.

18® 50

Souchong

2

Norway

llffht 3 9IIVÎ4 80: skiDSCat

Teas.

@2ye Oolong...
do choice..
2Vi®2V4

Common
Retlned

Hogs—Receipts 16,000; shipments

strong; grassers weaker ;routrn and mixed at 4 05
@4 08; packing and shipping at 4 75JJ5 12 Va ;

Htai'cli.

liar·

Pressed
Straw

Cattle Market.

By Telegraph.]
CHICAGO, Aue. 10. 1886—Cattle—Receipts
775; shipments 3000; steady; rangers stronger;
shipping steers, 950 to 1,500 tbs, at 3 60g5 00;

Bice.

OucU

00®2 12ΆΓΡ hbl.

not

...

No 1
No 3
No 10

2

Watertown Cattle Market.

—

..

at 11

13c.

Char. I. C .5 75®6 25
Char. I. X. .8 00®8 50
42
6 25®7 75
Terne
17 Coke
5 25®5 50

Vi
40®

12®

Gumarabic...
Aloes cape....

50@$12.
Lard—choice at 7Vi@7Vic ©lb in tierces; 7%@
8c in 10-lb palls ; 8V4(g8^4c In 5-lb pails; 8V4@
8%c in 3-lb pails.
Hams 13@14c ¥>Bs, 'according to size and cure ;
smoked shoulders 9@9V4c; pressed hams at 12V4
new

24® 27

English,

3

Copperas

Boston ProducelMarket.
BOSTON Aug 10,1888.—Theyollowing are to
&o. :
day's quotations of Provisions,
Pork—Lone cut 14 00®14 60; short cuts 14 25
00
; light backs at 13 60®
14 75 -backs 14 60@16
14 00: lean ends 14 00@14 50 ; pork tongues at
mess
at $14 00@15 50 ; ex13 00@$13 50 ; prime
tra Drinie at 10 50@#11 ; mess, old, at 10 50; do

IS

51 Tin—
Straits..

Aug.10,1886.—The following are

stocks to-day:
closing quotations for mining
20 50
Homestake
4 00
Quicksilver
24 00
do preferred
|112Va
Standard
2 00
Coil. CtL & Va
95
Hale &i Norcross
45
Best & Belcher

Rio lb **....9%
18 ®21
java
Cooperage·
Uppers
$5G@$G5
Ilhhd sliooks and hds—
Select
$45(a*55
Mol. eitv.. .1 50@1 75
Fine
110
comroon$35®$42
Sug. city.-.1 05®
75 Spruce..
$12®»14
Sug. s'dslik 7
Hemlock
»11®$12
Pine sugar@ 45 ClapboardsBox shooks
Spruce, X...$28®$30
Sutrar neading—
«26®$28
Spruce 35 in 20® 21
«ea,r
2d clear
20® 21
Pine
Ϊ22®$25
22
Hard pine
Npl
fl5@$18
25!
Mol. heading
*261*50
Pfnf
I Shingles—
Hoops8251 X cedar....3 75@4 00
New 14 ft
$231 Clear cedar.3 25®3 50
Old
«12 ! XNol
2 15(ά;2 GO
Short do 8 ft
7 ft
*81 No 1 cedar. 1 25®1 75
staves
Spruce
1 4S®1 G5
Pop'r
$12®«14|
$21 Laths—
Spruce rough
Spruce.... 2 00®2 10
Oak idid
«12 50@$14|
staves
Lime—Ce ment.
Cordase.
! Lime
cask..
1 Ob
11
lb
] Cement
Amer'n
1 45
11
I
Russia
natchen.
13 @14 I Star, «gross
Manilla
50
Manilla Bolt Kope 14Va I Dirigo
41
3i
Sisal
10%@11M>I
iUetals.
Ι)πις« and I)yen.
) CopperAcid Oxalic
12®14| 14x48 com
25 27
5'
tart
14x48 plan2 2i
Alcohol
36
ished
Ammonia—
Bolts
18® 20
carb
12
Y M sheath
15@20
Ashes, pot.. G%
16
Y M Bolts..
Bals coabia.. 45i
24® 25
Bottoms
Beeswax
Blcli powders
Borax
Brimstone

Mining Stocks.

DAILY

EXCURSION.

STEAMER HAIDEE,
CAPT. II. Ii. TOWNSEND,

will leave Bornham's Wharf, Portland, daily (Sunat
days excepted,) for So. Freeport, touching
Cousins and Great Chebeague islands, at 10.30 a.
m. and 5 p. m. Λνίΐΐ leave So. Freèport dally at
7 a. m. and 2.30 p. m.
For passage or freight apply to the capta]n on
board. Carriages in attendance upon the arrival
jel7dtf
of passengers for Freeport and vicinity.

MAIM STEAMSHIP COMPANY
For NEW YORK.
Steamers leave Franklin Wharf on Wednesdays
and Saturdays at 0 p. in. Returning, leave Pier
and
33, East River, New York,J.onB.Wednesdays
COYLK, Ju.
Saturdays at 4 p. m.

General Agent

sept21-dtf

International
STEAMSHIP CO.,
EASTPORT, CALAIS, ST. JOHN Ν. B., HALIFAX, N. S.
—

New

AND ALL PARTS OF

Bruuewick,

Nova

—

Hcolin, Prince Ed-

ward» leland, niid C ape- Breton.

SPRING AND SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.
new Steamers of this Line will leave Kallroad Wharf, foot of State street, every MONDAY,
WEDNESDAY and FRIDAY at 5.00 P. M., for
EASTl'ORÏ and ST. JOilN, with above connec-

C_The

tions.

Through tickets issued and baggage checked t·
destination. EB^Freiglit received upto 4.00 r. u.
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the Unioa
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St., or for other Information at Company's Office, Railroad Wharf, loot
J. B. COYLE. JR.,
of State street.
Gen'l Manager.
nov20dtf

Ocean Tickets and Coal.
First Cabin, Second Cabin, Intermediate and
best steamers: the
Steerage tickets by last andAnchor,
National, lnCunard, White Star, Union,
Lloyd, HamGerman
North
man, State, Red Star,
lines to
burg American, Amsterdam, and Italian
rates. Sterling
lowest
at
England and Continent,
and Scandinavian exchange.
and Gas
COAL—Georges Creek Cumberland,
Fuel,
Coal, Nova Scotia, Coarse and Culm. PatentJ.
L.
for
sale
by
all for immediate shipment,
tin age 81.
ap24tf
FA K.H Β B, 'J'J « : »

WEDNESDAY MORNING,

AUG. 11.

PORTLAND AND VICINITY.
A»VEKTI*BMKI*TM

KBW

TO-UAV

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Owen, Moore & Co.—GloTe Department.
Wanted—Girl.
WbUr>,l)Srt' MaSS'

TogLe^KwTms
1·'οτ

Sale—Mastiil Pups.

Advice to Meth«r*.-MltS.
WINSLOW'S
âOOTHING SYKUP should always be used wlieu
children are cutting teeth. It relieves the little
sufferer at once; it produces natural, quiet sleep by
relieving the child from pain, and the little cherub
awakes ω "bright as a button." It is very pleasant to taste. It soothes the child, soltens the
Sums, allay» all pain, relieves wind, regulates the
koweta, and is the best known remedy lor diarrhoea, whether arising from teething or other
oeuaes. Twenty-five cents a bottle.
Ian 16
SM&W&wly
MEDICAL TESTIMONY.
100 West 49th Street,
New Yokk, June 6, 1883.
Having in the course of a large practice exten»ively used Allcock's Porous Plasters in the various diseases and conditions of the lungs and
pleura, and always with success, I recommend
their use in that most aggravating disease, Summer Catarrh, or Ilay Fever; strips of Plaster
applied over the throat and chest will afford great
relief from the choking tickling In the throat,
wheezing, shortness of breath, and pains in the

McCobmick,

It.

chest.

M. D.

Oeod&w

aug2

"Hav-

Bowler writes:

Missionary

iug usedAdamson's Botanic Cough Balsam for
bronchial affections, hoarseness and severe colds,
1 am prepared to say that it has afforded almost
Immediate relief in my most severe attacks ; and
I consider It the most effective preparation of its
kind for all diseases of the throat and bronchitis.
Rev. J. B. BOWLKK.

"Baptist (State of Maine) Missionary."
Trial bottles 10 cents, at the druggist's.
MW&S&w
nug'J
If you are tired taking the large old-fashioned
gripidg pills, try Carter's Little Liver Pills and
take some comfort. A man can't stand every
thiiig. One pill a dose.
d&wlw
auglO

amusements.

THE DEAF MUTES.

THE PRESS.

The Last Day of Their Convention in
Portland.
The /leaf mutes in attendance upon the
sessions of the Gallaudet Association gathered in the Y. M. C. A, rooms, which had been
placed at their disposal yesterday forenoon.
At 9 o'clock the morning session commenced
in the hall with Mr. Kinsman in the chair.
Prayer was offered by Mr. Rowe, Professor
Jenkins interpreting the sign language for
the spectators present.
There was an animated contest over the
number of members from the several States,
Massachusetts and Maine being the leaders.
The result showed Massachusetts to have 48
enrolled to 42 for Maine.
The following officers were elected for the
ensuing year:
President—Prof. W. H. Weeks, Hartford.
Vice President—F. Bigelow, Boston.
Secretary—C. C. Sawyer, Lowell.
Treasurer—Levi Lester, Providence.
After the election remarks were made by
names

Hallock, Professor Jenkins acting
interpreter. Mr. Hodgson of the New

Rev. Mr.
as

York Deaf Mute Journal, and Prof. Weeks
also made short speeches.
The closing sessions of the association
were held yesterday afternoon and evening,
This morning the members make an excursion to Old Orchard.
The deaf mutes who have been in attendance at
the meetings here are well
pleased with their treatment. The churches
were opened to them and they have received
many courtesies.
Mayor Chapman was
unable to address the association but expressed his regret to the committee which
waited upon him and invited the members
of the association to visit the public build-

ings. The deaf mutes have made the United
States Hotel their headquarters and have
been well taken care of.
Among the deaf mutes present at the
meetings was Mr. Downing of this city who
graduated at Hartford in 1829. Mr. Tillinghast, another of those present, served as
president of the association for eleven years
and is now one of the trustees.
PERSONAL.

BRIEF JOTTINCS.

W. H. Looney, Esq., spent part of last
week in Eastport.
the guest of Father

Naomi Circle and Lodge, D. of R., will
have its annual excursion to Peak's Island

O'Dowd.
Professor George L. Goodale of Harvard,
formerly of Bowdoin College, was in town

to-day.
•The

give

a

aldermen will meet next Friday to
preliminary revision of the voting

list.

The Free Baptist societies of Stroudwater
and Cape Elizabeth are to have an excursion to the islands to-day.
A diver at Prout's Neck was searching all

ling valued at two hundollars lost by a bather. It has not

day yesterday for

a

dred
been found.
The yacht Viva of Salem, formerly af this
port, was in the harbor yesterday and also
the steam yacht Edith and the sailing yachts
Percy H. Clyta and Ramona.
The steamer Minnehaha of the Forest

City line made a trip among the islands yesterday with Mr. F. E. Boothby, General
Ticket Agent of the Mair.e Central Railroad
and a parti' of friends on board.
The manfnoth tent in which Mr. Thomas
Doutney, the temperance evangelist will

meetings was shipped
yesterday morning and arrived

from Boston
in the afternoon.
It will be erected near the corner of
Pearl and Lincoln streets and is said to be a
fine affair, costing $4,000. The tent is new,
having been used only six times, is provided
with Yale's patent circus lights and patent
folding chairs for 2,000 persons. The meethold his

ings will begin to-morrow night.
Deputy Crowell made a seizure yesterday
morning in the cellar next to Patrick McGlinchy's place on Free street, finding five
bottles of hard liquors, eighteen bottles of
beer in an ingeniously constructed trap under the cellar floor two full barrels of beer.
The brick floor of the celler was laid in
small stations on top of shallow boxes filled
with earth, These boxes resting on a beam,
could be taken up at will and when replaced
there was

nothing to

indicate the hole in the
them where the beer was

(round beneath
concealed.

Clara Barnes Martin.

The news of the death of Mrs. Clara
Barnes Martin—the sad event occurring in
lioston Monday night—was received here
yesterday by her many friends with profound
sorrow.
It was well known that she had
been ill for some time but, by the most of
them, it was thought she would be restored

to health.
Mrs. Martin was a daughter of Hon. Phinehas Barnes, one of Portland's most honored citizens prior to his decease which occurred several years ago. She was ;a woman of
excellent education, of a sweet and amiable
disposition, and like her father, possessed of
She was for
strong traits of character.
years a teacher in our Portland High School,
Her
where she made an admirable record.
marriage to Mr. Martin, the well known
Boston architect, his sad death, and the loss
of their only child, are matters well known
to her friends. Despite these afflictions she

yesterday.
General Manager Payson Tucker of the
Maine Central is on a tour of inspection
through the eastern part of the State.
Rev. Henry Fairbanks and family of St.
Jolinsbury, Vt., are now occupying their
cottage at Prout's Neck, one of the pleasantwet

ΙλποΗλπε Πιργρ

The Rev. Dr. Checkering, formerly pastor
of High street church, addressed the Reform
School Monday afternoon, on "The Right
Care and Use of the Human Body."
Mr. J. Γ. Leavitt, general passenger and
ticket agent of the New Brunswick railway,
formerly of this city, has been very sick

with pneumonia, but is

out of danger.
Rev. Dr. James McCosh went out fishing
last Thursday in the bay at Mount Desert.

caught

Ile

five

now

pollock

and a

squid.

The

squid is the first one known to have been
caught at Bar Harbor for several years.
Rev. Fathers J. Griffin and T. Crowley,
two priests from Ireland, have been visiting
Rev. M. C. O'Brien in Bangor. They are in
America raising a fund for the O'Connell
memorial church to be erected in Cahircireen,
Ireland.
Hon. John S. Wise and wife, of Richmond, Va., went to Bar Harbor Monday on
Mr. Wise was a promthe Flying Yankee.
inent Representative and one of the most
brilliant debaters in the Forty-eighth Congress, and was the Republican candidate for
Governor of Virginia at the last election.
Prof. F. E. Burnet of Auburn, Me., form-

erly Superintendent of Schools, and a graduate of Amherst College, has accepted the
principalship of the McQaw Institute at
Reed's Ferry, Ν. H., to succeed Prof. E.
Whipple. The latter goes to the University
of New Mexico, under the auspices of the
American Missionary Association, to take
charge of the department for Indian girls.
Rev. Dr. Stockbridge, formerly pastor of
the Free street church in this city, is spending a day or two in Portland. Dr. S. has
been engaged, the year past, in the prépara,
tion of a catalogue of what is known as the
"Harris Collection of American Poetry,"
the gift of the late Senator Anthony to the
library of Brown University. The collection contains not far from 5,000 volumes, all
the productions of the pens of American
authors. A special feature of the catalogue

the

prior to the centennial
when she requested the singing in the
churches, on July 4th, of the hymn beginPortland papers just

ning
"Let children hear the mighty deeds."
Mrs. Martin was also a contributor to

literary column

of the New

the
York Evening

Post.

During all her

late illness

the sweetness
> of Mrs.
Martin's disposition and her Christina character were constantly displayed. To
several of her Portland friends, who were
very ill at different times, lately, she wrote
kind words of encouragement lalthough herself suffering intensely. To a lady friend
here she wrote : "I am more thankful than
tongue can tell to be in my dear home. We
shall stay here probably the most of the
summer.
This illness, end as it majr, will
last that time. I am not afraid.
"The Lord may sweeten the water before I stoop
to drink.
Or if Marah must he Marah he will stand beside
the brink."
To Mrs. J. T. McCobb, she sent, a few
days ago, "one last word of loving remembrance to all who love me," and yesterday
the telegraph announced her death.
She was a member of State {street church
when rfwwlpnt: in Pnrtl*n/i
«ml t/wlav «hi*
will be buried at Evergreen Cemetery.

Their First Ride

on

the

"Rears."

Among the passengers on Conductor Mace's
train from Bangor to this city a few nights
since, was a fine looking gentleman, about GO
years of age, who was accompanied by his
■wife. The old gentleman told Mr. Mace lie
and his wife lived "way down in 'lloostook,"
and that it was the first time either of them
had taken a journey by rail. The gentleman
was highly delighted with his experience,
but said he couldn't understand how the
"kears" got around the curves in the night.
He said he expected any minute tiie "injine"
and "kears" would take a "crosscut through
the fields." The farmer from tiie "Garden
of Maine" and his better half safely reached
their destination, however, and their fellow
passengers parted with regret with the couple, who evidently had enjoyed their first
railway ride as much as a child does his first
toy.
Aberration of Mind.
Elias Usher, owner of the water boat that
supplies vessels in tiie harbor with Sebago
water, is subject to fits of aberrational mind,
and has been in tiie insane hospital at Augusta, and also in a Massachusetts asylum, having on the last occasion been picked up while
insane, adrift off Baker's Island in a row
He has been acting strangely for
boat.
a week or two, and yesterday morning undertook to collect wharfage from a schooner
lying at Custom House wharf, and became
violent when his demand was resisted. Officer Heath and a Long Island policeman took
hlra in custody.
On Board the Tennessee.
The Primary Cadets were entertained on

board the Tennessee yesterday afternoon by
Lieut. Kilbourne. They enjoyed the trip
very much. On leaving the ship they gave
three cheers for the officers who had given
much pleasure. They gave
drill and were heartily applauded.
so

a

splendid

JENNIE M'GAKIIY.

Next Monday, Miss Jennie McGarry of
Montreal, will Igive an evening recital from
popular authors at the Congress street M. E.
church.

An exchange ί-ays :
"To say that Miss Jennie McGarry is an elocutionist of tlie highest ordi r, is but to re-echo the
sentiments of the many in this country and in
Canada who l.ave had proof of her wonderful
ability as a reader; indeed, she has been enthusiastically received and has won the warm eulogy
of the press wherever she has appeared. Uniting
a rich, full voice, good appearance and pleasing
manner, she reads with spirit and effect, giving to
her words an intense reality that carries the
minds of her hearers over tinio and space to the
actual scene."
NOTES.

George W. Morris will furnish the theatre
programmes at Portland Theatre the coming
season.
Mr. Morris knows what a good programme is, and he says these will be the
best ever seen in Portland.
Mile. Rhea will arrive from Europe Aug.
15tli, and begin her tour a week|later in St.

John, Ν. B. Mr. Arthur Forest will be the
leading man, and this will be Mile. Rhea's
She will be at
farewell tour, positively.
Portland Theatre early In September.
Frank R. Stevens, clerk at the Atlantic
House, Bar Harbor, has received a flattering
offer of an engagement in the dramatic company which will support Miss Maude Banks,
the society debutante.
Roland Reed, fresh from his long and successful engagement at the Bijou Opera
House, New York, will be at Portland Theatre, Sept. 6th. His play, "Humbug," has
been revised and is funnier than ever. Mr.
Reed has a bright, new topical song, "I wonder what his face looked like," and at the
end of the second act the pocket edition of
the "Mikado" will be sung by Mr. Reed and
Patrice, the soubrette of the company.
Miss Nina Favel, a talented and pretty
Boston artiste, has signed for the soubrette
roles with the Howorth Comedy Company
during the coming season. The opening
date will be at Rockland, Aug. 19th.
Louis James and Marie Wainwright begin
rehearsing their company at McVicker's
Theatre, Chicago, Aug. 16th.
Clara Morris, in an extensive repertoire,
plays an engagement the week of Sept. 13th,
at the nollis Street Theatre, Boston.
Miss

Fortesque,

Drowning

the

Accident.

James B. Whitten, the sole survivor of the
J/lll IJ
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testimony given, the story being substantially as reported in the Piîess. The
only new fact brought out was in the testimony of Jinimie Cleveland, who said that
when the boat went down some one got on
his back and kept him under water, but he
in the

threw him off and thus saved himself. Mr.
James H. Cleveland was much overcome
when giving his testimony and shed tears.
The jury retired, and after a little time
agreed upon the following verdict :
That Wellington Masters of Portland, In the
county of Cumberland, Jane Masters. Maude
Written, Benjamin Whitten, Emma Cleveland,
Harry Cleveland and John Masters, came to their
deaths by drowning in Portland harbor, on tlie
4tli of August, A. D., 1885, by reason of an acci-

by which a boa» in charge of Wellington
Masters, in which they were sailing, was overturned ; and that no blame is attached to anyone
in connection therewith.
George W. Parker,
Ueokge S. Hay,
Ε. B. Guenthner,
L. E. Kollins,
F. O. Kicker,
A. P. Welch.
dent

Island Notes.

Yacht Ida, Capt. Kobinson, arrived off
Peaks' Island Monday.
Λ grand musicale is to ,'ie given at one of
the noteTs on i'eaks Island sHoruy.
The Free Baptist societies of Stroudwater
!ind Cape Elizabeth will make an excursion
to the islands today.
Mrs. H. E. Green, wife of the editor of the
Brookline, Mass., Chronicle, is enjoying a
brief vacation at Peaks' Island.
Tomorrow evening another race on roller
skates will occur at Forest City Rink, between sailors from the Tennessee and Swatara.

Large audiences again filled the Garden
opera house yesterday afternoon and evenlug, and witnessed the performance of the
Mascot. This afternoon and evening will be
the last opportunities to witness this pretty
Dpera.

Today, if pleasant, the largest excursion
jf the season will come from Lewiston to
Peaks' Island. It is the annual excursion of
Amusements
the butchers and marketmen.
of various kindî will be indulged in, such as
sack, potato and wheelbarrow races, tug-ofand dancing. The excursion will visit
the Kink, Pavilion and Garden, and will be
transported by the Forest City steamers. #

war

A

Fine

Picture.

In Stubbs' store, Congress Square, can be
seen a fine crayon picture of late Mrs. Loriug, mother of Mr. George B. Loring of the
firm of Loring, Short & Harmon, taken by
The picture is not
Mr. Albert E. Moore.
excellent likeness, but it is a human
inly
Eace, full of life and character, that seems too
The
natural to be the work of the artist.
family are much pleased with it.
an

A Pleasant

Meeting.

While Rev. Dr. H. Q. Butterfield, president
>f Olivet College,Mich., who is a graduate of
?olby,was talking with Mr. F. K. Swan,who
s »Iso a graduate, at Swan & Barrett's Monlay Kev. Dr. Small, a classmate of- Mr. Buterfield's forty years ago, and Mr. J. W. Per;
The doctins an old schoolmate entered.
or had not seen any one of them for twenty
rears.

continuing through

2nd—Freedom from harshness and cruelty.

3rd—Superiority of theories of
education as applied to colts

control and
and unruly

horses.

4th—Superiority

style

of handling
and knowledge pertaining to the education
of the colt and horse.
Pbof. W. H. Saxbokn,
of skill,

Chase House, 419J Congress St.
being notified of an acceptance of my
challenge, I will deposit one hundred dollars
On

with the editor of the Argus, which sum
shall be met with a like amount by Professor
Gleason, and the money deposited shall be
forfeited by either one of us to the other on
our failure to appear for the contest.

Cleason, the Horse Trainer.
0. C. Farley, Veterinary Surgeon of the
Rancobas stables (Mr. P. Lorrillard's) in a
letter to Mr. Lovecraft regarding Prof. Gleason's methods, says :
well-known fact that ferocity in animals
met with coolness and courage of the
highest order associated with a sternness of demeanor in order to conquer it. Prof. Gleason
possesses these characteristics In a most marked
Jegree, and his subjugation and complete control
aver some of the most ferocious and unruly brutes
it has ever been my fortune to come across is certainly marvelous, and can but excite the admiration and applause of all who witness his performmces.
The thoroughbred is most courageous
md is, as a rule, kind, but there are exceptions to
this rule, and said exceptions furnish us with
liorses as fierce and unmanageable as it is possible to conceive. This makes them more difficult
to handle than the ordinary horse. It, however,
ippears that this is not an obstacle in Prof. Gleason's way, and thoroughbred cold-blooded are
illke slaves to his wonderful power.
It Is a
must be

This evening Prof. Gleason will give an exhibition of liis powers in the Bijou rink.
Letter Carriers.
The letter carriers at the Portland postiffice delivered and collected during the year
;nding June 30th, 1886, letters and papers to
the number of 5,400,643, against, in the previous year of 4,774,094, being an increase of
185,949, or about 14J per cent.
This indicates an increase of over a milion pieces, and the handling of over ten
niliions of pieces in the Portland postoffice
;he past year.

extensive

if suitable

made.

arrangements can

Offered at the
Maine State Fair.
In addition to the large regular list of premiums, for everything connected with agricultural operations, offered at the State Fair
to be held at Lewiston, Sept. 14-17, the following specials have been added:
By Bufns Prince, President $10 for the best
cow making the most inches of cream the 2d day

the fair.
By A. L. Dennison, Sec.:—$10 for best exhibit
of needle and fancy work by a girl of 20 years or
of

under.

By H. S. Osgood, Treas. $10 tor best painting
by amateur, on silk, velvet, satin or plush.
Alonzo Libby, Trustee
$10 for best herd
By
of six cows giving most milk on second and third
days of fair.
By S. G. Jerrard, Trustee:—$10 for largest

print butter made in one week from
Test commence Aug. 30th ends Sept.
Full statement required.
E. Brackett, Trustee :—$ip to boy 18
Geo.
By
years old or under making the largèst and best
exhibit of farm products, grown ou farm where
he worked the present season ; exhibit confined to
25 square feet in hall.
By Benj. Hilton, Trustee:—$10 for best pony
broken to saddle and carriage.
By H. C. Burleigh:—$10 for best pair of fat
steers of any age, by boy of 18 years old or under.
Bv G. M. Twitchell:—Pair Plymouth Bock
chicks for best lot of butter six lbs. or more,
made by farmer's daughter 15 years old or less.
Make all entries to A. L. Dennison, Secretary,
Portland.
amount of
cow.

Horse Notes.
races

Thursday, Friday

and

Skowhegan
Saturday of this

at

on

week.
The Bangor Whig says : Mr. F. L. Norcross has well established himself at Maplewood with liis string of Fearnaught trotters,
and is prepared to lower some of the records.
His fast mare Sontag has been here in training for some time. The famous stallion
Fearnaught, Jr., is among the late arrivals,

Maud, a five-year-old mare by that
and which is expected to trot very
fast this year. But the two handsome colts
of the string are the yearlings St. Valentine,
by Fearnought, Jr., and Goddess, by Achilles, dam a Fearnaught mare. Mr. Norcross
drives these colts tandem and a finer looking
as

also

horse,

team can scarcely be imagined. Both are already matched to trot next year, but St. Valentine will be entered in the two-year-old
class here tins fall,
a luce Mr. JVorcross
the track at Maplewood has assumed a
fairly settled condition. He says that since
the improvements it is one of the finest that
came

he

ever

[Burial

at

o'clock.

In Bath,
rears.

BOARDING SCHOOL for boys, reopens
Number limited to sixteen.
given to pupils wishing it.
LLOYD W. HIXON, M. D.

16th.
A September
attention

Special
auglleod3t

pups for sale cheap
11-1
Βô'J'/b CONGRESS ST.

WANTED—At
girl

girl ; references required,

nurse

taGtated
m

down, and was for nearly
I our years under medical treatment, being
given
ip to di<* by physicians. My mother urged me
ι ο take Hood's Sarsaparilla. At last I consented,
.ml I have never taken any thing which helped
□e as much as Hood's
Sarsaparilla, which retored me to health and vigor.
1 have been
aking it about four months, and am now a diferent being. I can work all day with very little
utigue. I recommend it to any one whose system
5 prostrated."
Nelia. Noble, Peoria, 111.

A Cood

Appetite

"When I bought Hood's Sarsaparilla I made a
;ood investment of one dollar in medicine for the
irst time. It has driven off rheumatism and imiroved my appetite so much that my boarding
ilstress says I must keep it locked up or she wiu
ie obliged to raise my board with
every lother
harder that takes Hood's Sarsaparilla." Thomas
Surhell. 139 Tillary Street. Brooklyn, Ν. Y.
"We all like Hood's Sarsaparilla.
it is so
.· trengthening."
Lizzie Balfouu, Auburn, R. I.

Hood's
old

Sarsaparilla
six
tor $5.

druggists.
Prepared only
j y C.by
I. HOOD S CO., Apothecaries,
Lowell,Mass.
all

$1 ;

100 Doses One Dollar.
a&wlynrm

aprl

steam

Congress

or

3-1

STOliK

OLD OKGHARO.

Inquire of J. G.

to

or

not
oe

particulars in11-1

ST., capable
also capable
11-1

The Mousain
OK MALE OB TO LET
House, situated in Kennebunk Village, York
County, Me. For particulars apply to N. H. BAK29-2
EK, 180 State street, Portland, Me.
—

F

Elizabeth,

SALE-In

one

and rhugrapes, apples and pears ; also asparagus
barb. Enquire on premise s. C. LINDALL, Town
28-4
House Corner.
kale —Stove, tin and hardware busifrom Portness in Freeport, Me. : 20 miles
land ; only store of the kind in town ; excellent location on Main Street, opposite the Post Office;
new shoe factory and a null in the course of construction, granite quarry and brick yard just
opened ; reason for selling, have other business
that requires all of my time. This is a rare chance
for a party with small capital.
Inquire at store,
or address STOVE DOALER, Box 61, Freeport,
27-2
Me.

FOR

—The place where gentlemen can get
their garments cleansed, repaired, pressed,
etc. j also gents' own cloth cut and made to order,
and satisfaction given at 2f>0 Middle street, above
FRED W.
junction of Free and Middle streets.
β-1
GRUSSTUCK. Tailor.

F

Ο l'.>D

boat;
have by proving property, and paving
FOUND
JOHN 11. SKOLFIELI), Mere Point,
ADKIET—A sail

connection with Partial Nursing.

for sale on Great
Cottage
Chebeague Island.

Photographer.

A Perfect Nutrient for INVALIDS
in either Chronic or Acute Cases.
Hundreds of physicians testify to Its great value
when even lime water and mill

i'or flue Photos
and other parCottages, AniInstantaneous
eodtl

be paid upon his return to
CIAL STREET.

Ε

and the Reform
a child's
by leavfancy
ing It at 88 WINTER STREET, will be rewarded
31-1
for all trouble.
St.,
LOWT—Between
School, by way of Portland bridge,
hood. The finder
flannel sack with

A HINT 10 SPORTSMEN.
Evuerence of iff. IV. Rich, Sec'y
Portland Board of Trade.

their technique.
Herman KotzscliReferences:
mar, W. H. Sherwood, S. B. Mills,
Win. Mason.
—

Sec'y Hoard of Trade, Portland, He
Bakers Great American Specific, the infallible
cure for all pains (internal or external), cuts,
burns, bruises, sprains, soreness ot limbs, rheumatism. neuralgia, toothache, and other household ills, is sold by all dealers. Price, 50c.
Maurice Baker & Co., rrop'rs, Portland, Me.
eodtf
j jy5

THURSTON,

Portland IVIedical Institute.

;

:
—

1

ί

Ou and after MONDAÏ, June 'JSth, ear·
with Maine Central Railroad
outward train* will leave a« follow·:

Leave
Leave
Connecting with
Boston Steamers, Post Office trains leaving ConFrankliu Wharf,
gress St. Station at
Α. Μ.
6.1b
7.45
M.

Μ.
<>.20

Λ.

Λ.

6.49

7.50
8.00
P.

M.

M.

D. H.
je30eodGw*

SWAN,
Wnterville, Me.

Artists' Materials !
lor Oil and Water Color Painting, Crayon and Pastel
Work, Charcoal and Lead Pencil Drawin?, Porcelain
ind China Decoration, Mathematical Instruments tor
iVrbhitects, Engineers and Draughtsmen, Artists' One
Brushes and Penoils, and Materials for Scene and
;re$co Painters. MR. JOHN F. GOULD, former!* with
Jyrus F. Davis, has charge of this department.

w. w.

WHIPPLE & CO.,

PAINTS AND DRTJGS,
market
augieodim
are-

277

Washington

U-l

street

«ALE—$1000; small hotel in Boston,
splendid stand near depots; furnished In
walnut throughout, flue bar ; this is a splendid
chance for a smart man to make a fortune: 50,000
people pass daily. JOHN W. S.RAYMOND & CO.,
31-1
277 Washington Street, Boston, Mass.

ΓΟΗ

NALE-Lodging House In the heart of
the city of Boston, containing 29 well furnished rooms ; Black Walnut, Ash and Painted
Sets, Tapestry and Wool Carpets, nearly new;
house in good repair; rent $02.00 per month.
You can make $100 per month on this house and
reserve 9 rooms for yourself as the other 20 rooms
will let for $2.60 per week each. This is a rare
chance; come ana see it. Price $1650, easy terms
BRITTAN & PHELPS, Successors to Pond S
31-2
Brittan, 339 Washington St., Boston.

FOB

AUENT8 WANTED.

AGENTS ACTUALLY
my wonderful new
for females: one
patent
fadv sold fifty first two hours. Address MADAM
C. 'f. LITTLE, lock box 443, Chicago, 111. ]ell-8

WANTED—LADY
clear $20 daily with
rubber

undergarments

WANTED—Willow Brook
Maine; a pleasant, genial
healthful
home;
location, magnificent scenery,
delightful walks and drives, excellent table, delicious fruits, vegetables, milk, cream, eggs, etc.

BOAKDEBN
Farm, Oxford,

with

Rooms
BOABDEBM
will furnboard, to let, at 47 Myrtle street
ish table board without
will let rooms
WANTED

—

:

seperate,

as

rooms,

or

MRS. ANNIE SEAVER.
13-2

desired.

AUCTION HALEH,

F. 0. BAJLEY & CO., AUCTIONEERS.

Library

of About 400 Books

BY

AUCTION.;
a.

retail clothing

Inquire

general agents and canvassers for every city and county in this
state for the best selling article out ; something
new; call or address 499 CONGRESS STREET,
7-1
room G.
address
man of
favorabookkeeper; city
department, or as
references given. Address H. T., 97 Winter St.
0-1

good
young
desires a position clerking in some
WANTED—Λ
assistant

ble

experienced American farmer
and wife to take care of a gentleman's farm,
must be strictly
20 acres, 10 miles f join Boston ;
temperate and be able to produce the best refer-

WANTED—An

character and ability; such a man and
Address W.
wife will get a permanent position.
L. WAINWRIGHT, No. 277 Washington street,
tl-1
Boston.
ences

as

to

IMMEDIATELY—A competent hotel head waiter. Steady employment and good wages. Address HOTEL, this
G-l
office.
An

experienced

WANTED—
vampers anil closers
160 Middle St.

slioe

on.

stitcuer

GOD-

SHAW

6-1

ING & CO.,

fixtures and

tlie

funiture,
WANTED—To
goodwill of the best paying bearding house
boarders ill health
25
the
sell

good paying
for selling. Apply

city :

in

the cause

angl0d4t

Weduesday.

F. O. BAILEY & CO.

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants

at

;

WANTED—Agents

Salesroom 18 Exchange Street.

41

HAUL &

CO.,

phone

265 Commercial St.

WAN

3-8

general housework,

washing ; short distance in tlie country ;
good wages. 1)K. GASSAWAY, 1 to 4 p, in., Cus3-1
tom House.
no

boy to

Mess,

r
H. H. liny & Moo'» Drag Mlare, J
tion of Free and middle street·:

over

JONES,

—MANUFACTURERS OF—

First Quality Custom and
Iteady
Made

Attorneys and Counsellors at Law,
have removed to

180 MIDDLE

drug store in
manufacturing
line of rail road, doing
town
WANTED—A
increasbusiness. Please

Joskph A. Locks.
feh27

an

Book, Card
—

partnership heretofore existing between
THE
the subscribers under the style
of A F HILI
&
has been
CO.,
dissolved liv mutual consent
délits and dues will be paid and collected bv A AH
κ
Mill
ALMON F.
HENRY W. KACE
LI"

Hltu

Portland, August 5,1886.

I shall continue the business at the old
No. 500 Congress Street, under the style of stand
A f'
HILL & CO.
aug6d2w
ALMON F. HILL.

Job Printer
EXC1IANGK,

97

-2

i

Exchange St., Portland,

Me.

FINE JOB PRINTING A SPECIALTY.
All orders by mall or telephone promptly at-

tended to.

novlleodtf

S. W.

BATES,
Solicitor of Patents,

associated with Will>ur F. I.urn, Counsellor at
Law and In Patent Cases,

FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILIHNU,
PORTLAND, IKE.
JelO
eod3m

WILBUR F. LU NT,

Counsellor at
jt'lQ

Law,

(LATE UNITED,STATES ATTORNEY.)
PORTLAND, ME.
eod3ni

TENNEY &

DUNHAM,

Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

Κ1Τ011ΕΛ FI RMSHIMi GOODS.

WANTED—Salesman

An honest and
work and errands.

office
WANTEDOffice.
vertiser

man

—

12 «CHANGE ST..

boarders,"- For

H1UAM.

Box 32.

partic-

to sell pure

2U-2

to the

13

Yandewatcr
27-4

STEPHEN

ANTED-Tobuy $1,000 casT oifClothiïïg
of all kinds. Highest casli price paid. Cad
address immediately. MR. S. LEVY, <J7 Middle

Job

W—

27-2
St., Portland. Me.
ANTED—The people of Portland and Biddeford to know that Madam Johnson, the
celebrated medical and business clairvoyant, of
Boston, is still at,56Free street, excepting Fridays
and Saturdays, when she may be found at Meed's
8-4
Hotel, Biddeford, Me.

ANTED.—Ladies', Gents' and children's
Cast-Off Clothing of every description, outside and under garments, over and under coats,
suits, dresses, boots, shoes, &e. Send postal. I
will call at house and pay highest cash price. This
is an American establishment. Address J. C.
23-3
MARSTON, Pgess office.
Girls Wanted.
Y PORTLAND STAR MATCH CO., West
my22dtf
Commercial St.
ΡΛΒΤΪ who took

a

is

valise from the of-

and

BERRY,

ÇhjwL &ïinJexf

No. 87 Pl«n Street.

"WE WANT
TO DO YOUR

_

Printing

5VE WILL· DO IT QUICKLY.
WK WILL DO IT CHEAPLY.
WE WILL DO IT WELL.

H. THURSTON &
PRACTICAL

no

but owner ; will do me a favor, and no ques7-1
tions asked. A. A. MITCHELL.
one

*

a l-i
summer

AMERICAN KERN SOAP CO.,

Β

—

boy for
Address l; .Ad-

on

or

AND

active

fice of A. A. Mitchell, August 5th, will return
THE
THIS PAPERf:'K^i^ W^atOea. same
of
use to any
with the contents which
Advertising
Bureau(l'j Spruce Stiwt), where
log contracte asRy be made for It IN S tw KlrVrtli
VOttlt,

—

add A. 1. line
Small samples. One agent earned S3400
several up to $2500 In 1885. P. O. Box 137 L
New York.
24-2
can

St., New York.

DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP.

AND

STOVES, TIM WARE

Tl

BEST MATERIALS AND WORKMANSHIP
may be depended upon and fair
priées guars' iitced.

d„

iUAIlhS,

address staling amount of
ing
stock and fixtures, daily receipts and terms to
LLNCOLX, care Portland Daily Press.

CLOTHING.
470 Congress
St.
»

Ika S. Locks.
dtf

WiTI. ifl.

a

on

WANTED—S
ulars,

Building,

STREET,

Three door* weivt of foimer «fllce.

a

ANTED-For this state~a travelling sales
W-commission.
laundry soaps
trade
References required.
THE

my22

LOCKE,

LOCKE &

3-1

address N.

Lancaster

unc-

Nitrous Oxide Gas and Dr. Mayo's Vegetable
Vapor administered when desired for the painles·
extraction of teeth.
jeied3m

retail
Address GROCER, This
work in

mess boys on board U. S. S.
Apply to Caterer of Steerage
3-1

on

C'ARDI.

DR. G. M. TALBOT,

5-2

orders for

for

dtf

BCHINENR

BROWN ST.

our

woman

C. W. AILKN

F. O. BAILEV.
marl4

:

collecting city offal
office after this date.
TeleWANTED—All
to be left at
2G1 and
1180. G. M. STANWOOl) &
Τ El»—A

Benj. Kingsbury.

Standard law books, historicalland miscellaneous
books, works of fiction, &c.
Catalogue ready on

9-1

Tennessee.
WANTED—Two
board.

5.19

Cars will connect with all inward trains excepting the Night Pullman.
je28dtf
E. A. NEWMAN. Gen'l Manager.

HAVING

a

prefered.
Congress St.

Office.

5.24

leased the DININO HALL on
these grounds for the fourth season and had
my Cooking Arrangement.Kulnrged, f am
now prepared to do double the work of former
years ; I feel safe In saying that I can feed all who
wish on excursion days : small parties can be accomodated any day ; auy kind a dinner served by
one day's notice ; tables supplied daily with
freslfvegetables from my eight acre garden ; also
several rooms to let by the nay or week. Address

salesman in

store; experience
WANTED—A
A. g. HILL & CO., 500

WANTED--A
grocery store.

12.43

4.40

MARANACOOK!

CO.,

Library

AGENTS AND CANVASSERS
for the best selling household article ever
made. Just out. Sells at sight. Big profits. Write
for particulars. W. S. REED TOY CO.. Leominisaug9eod2w
ter, Mass.

smart

8.20
P. M.
12.38
12.48

FOR

SITUATION W ANTED-As janitor, watchO man, porter or any other respectable work;
references and experience. 42 FRANK10-1
LIN ST.

YACHT

12.00
12.10

jly9

&

to do light work ; for
best of references given. Address P. O. Box 32,
10-1
Cape Elizabeth Depot Me.

w
WANTED

P.

PHOTOGRAPHER, 514 Congress Street.
dtf

city
years ; located in the best part
letting .rooms: elegantly furnished throughout;
this is a splendid opportunity to get a good home
and make good income. JOHN W7 S. RAYMOND

capable young man
position of trust ;

a
a

For the Special Treatment and Cure of all Chronic
WANTED-October 1st, a
Diseases that appertain to mankind, upon scientigood tenement of six or seven rooms, in
fic principles.
Western part of city. Address E.G. FOSTER,
6-1
Catarrh, Astluna, Diseases of the Throat and
M. C. R. K. Office.
Lungs, are treated and cured by Medicinal Inhalation. General Debility, Nervous Diseases, Opium
having a double baby
and Drinking habit cured. Diseases and Deformicarriage can find a purchaser by addressing
5-1
ties of the Eyes cured. Deafness and Ulcerations
W. G. F., 14 to 24 Commercial Wharf.
of the Ears cured. Cancer ; this malignant disfirst class meat and pastry
ease can now be positively cured by a mild and
cook is wanted at ST. JULIAN HOTEL.
scientific process, in all its phases ; in the first and
5-1
None need apply unless w ell recommended.
second staees of the disease external and internal,
local
medication
and
constitutional
treatment
by
AN rED—Kent for small family; no childwithout resorting to the knife. Send for indisputren ; moderate cost.
K, Press Office. 4.1
able references, lias had over 25 years experience
in'tlie treatment of cancerous.diseases.
AT ONCE-A man and his wife
l>R. D. MAC RAK is a regular graduate of
(no objections to a small family) to live oil a
the St. Louis, Missouria,Medical College, and also
farm about a dozen miles from Portland ; the man
a graduate of the Cincinnati Medical Institute, of
how to drive and take care of horse
must
know
Cincinnati, Ohio. Has held the rank of Major Keg- I
team, no other stock on the farm, and to board
imental Surgeon in the U. S. Army. Professional
is needed ; work most of the time
what
extra
help
letters promptly answered. Fee Î2.00. Parlor and
for a good, rugged, sober man ; such a one will lind
Reception Itooms at 945 middle Street, PortP. O. BOX 1435, Portland,
Address
a
place.
good
land, me. MAJOR D. MAC RAE. M. I».,
and it will be answered at once.
3-l_
Pbfuician and Murgeou.
jy22dlm*
WANTED—Cheap; either sloop or
PORTLAND RAILROAD.
cat rigged. Please give full description,
lowest cash price, and where yacht can be seen.
3-1
C03GBESS STREET STATION BOUTE. Address YACHT" this office.

connecting

Fine views made of tlie procession July 5th, and
tlie Drummers on their clam bake July 7th, for
sale at tlie studio of

per-

monthly;

WANTED—A

fixtures and good will of ;!
!
the coal business of Chas. H.
I
O'Brion, located on
Brown's Wharf.

of

FOK

__

|

Stock,

COMMERCIAL DRUMMERS
ATTENTION !

CHANCES.

ma I,Κ—$500; Dice 10 room lodging
house in|the centre of business, full of
manent lodgers the year round ; the rent is only
$33 a month and the monthly rent received from
rooms is 8100
present owner sells on
account ol bavins to leave the city. JOHN W.
S. KAY MONO & CO. 277 Washington St., Boston,
0-1
Mass.

WANTED—Anvone

FOR SALE.

TRICE

10-1

TENEMENT

No. 3 Free Street Block, Portland.
dtf
iet>9

dtf

of

men

young

general work.

or

WANTED
I

OFFICE.

WANTED—Situation

by

two

WANTED

"TECHNIGOr

PRESS

by
WANTED—Situation
steady habits in store
Address F. & 11., Press Office.

10-1

The following letter was received last seaaon.
Any one who suffers from mosquito or black fly
bites in future, deserves to.
During a recent gunning and fishing tour
through Maine wilderness, I chanced to apply a
I little Baker's Great American Specific
which I had with me to my hands and face to
sooth the sting of mosquitoes and midgets, atul
towul it to be a perfect antidote against any further attack from from these insects or from black
flies. Others of the party tried it with the same
A perfect GYMNASIUM tor Fin
and the old experienced guidesmwith us proeffect,
gers, Hands and Wrists. All Piano
nounced the Specific the best protection against
Students should use it. A great these pests that they had ever seen.
aid to ARTISTS in perfecting

aug7

Bl'HINEM

to do

d&w2mnnn

ADDRESS

6-1

blaek seal-jkin pocket-book containing about $30 in money ; the finder will
be suitably rewarded by leaving the same at this
2-1
office.
ONT—Λ

a

Sold by Druggists—25c., 50c., $1.00
valuable pamphlet entitled "Medical
8gT"A on
the Nutrition of Infants and Inva
Opinions
lids," sent free on application.
Wells, Richabdson & Co., Burlington, Vt.

—

5-3

genergood, capable girl
IB., at
FRIDAY, Aug. Id, at 10 o'clock
WANTED—A
al housework in
family of two. Call St
18 Exchange street we shall sell
ON salesroom
No. 15 MECHANIC STREET, Woodforda, Me.
the Law
of the late

150 MEALS for $1.00.

SAMUEL

WANTED.

good

It will be retained
is rejected by the stomach. In dyspepsia, and ii
all wasting diseases it has proved the most nu
tritious and palatable, and at the same time th<
most economical of Foods. For an infant may b(
made

jly20

can

ΒΟΛΗ».

demos

mare

Special facilities
of Croups, Picnics
ties, yachts, Island
mals, &c., by the
Process.
jlyl4

owner

charges.
Brnnswick, Maine.

—

FOR

Lots

By the the use of this predigested and easily as
slinllated Food, fatal results in this dreaded dis
ease can be surely prevented.

7-1

RILL, 117 Kennebec St., Portland Me.

owner

A HEALTHY PLACE.

CHOLERA INFANTUM.

10 feet

one

with buildings in good repair; well stocked with
strawberries, raspberries, blackberries, currants,

The BEST FOOD to be used in

A SURE PREVENTIVE and CURE foi

or

mile

acres

It may be used witli confidence, when the
mother is unable to nurse the child, as a sale anc
natural substitute lor mother's milk.

No other lood answers so perfectly in aucl
It causes no disturbance of digestion and
will be relished by the child.

streak boat 0

small

lap
LOST-A
long painted white salmon color Inside. The
addressing .1. F. MERUnder will be rewarded

Cape
OH SAI.E-$2500;
of the finest lodging
from Portland bridge,
vegetable and fruit F houses
FOR
in Boston, 18 rooms; present
of rich soil, well cultivated,
farm of nine
for
nine
ol the

of thelateC. S. ltitchie. Saccarappa Me. ; eight
FOR
; includes

OF

—BY—

cases.

FOUND.

LOST AKD

a

Portland and Vicinity

FOR NEW-BORN INFANTS.

on

Apply

on

sea

or

years established, everything complete
laud and stock ; the books and Invoices will be
shown; will be sold very low if applied for soon.
Call on or address MRS. Ε. H. RITCHIE, Saccar24-4
appa Me., cor. Main and Stroudwater.
SALE
Owner leaving the country will
sacrifice for $400, Boarding and Lodging
furnished
House in flourishing city near Boston ;
year
complete, and paying g200 per month clear,never
round ; always full ; low rent ; good location ;
FERW.
Address
J.
changed hands; Investigate.
13-12
GURSON, 2nd, Lynn, Mass.

The Most Successsul PREPARED FOOD

situated

let;
COTTAGES
the camp ground.
FURNISHED
the
wall and
301

to

Winter

desirClark
CURRIER, No, 137 Clark
3-2

HALE—The coaland lumber business

VIEWS

tuneral service of the late Mrs. Mary
jriffiu will take place this Wednesday afterîoon at 2 o'clock, troni No. 7 Everett street.

run

Two rooms, furnished

75 VAUGHAN
for general house work ;

to

Aug. 7, Mrs. Honora Clark, aged 72

Given Up To Die

Store to Rent.
No. 3 Central Wharf, formerly occupied
by J. S. Winslow & Co., will be leased at a
reasonable rate. Inquire of
W. K. WOOD, 10 Central Wharf
]yl4dtf

saws

furnished rooms with
fas and water at 22 Wlmot Street ; also have
and
a
fine
a
square piano at 114va
upright piano
Exchange Street, at HASTXNG'S Warerooms.
11-1

TO

will

rooms

a

LET-Two finely

Evergreen Cemetery on Thursday at

completely

boilers,

MALE—2d hand

as a physician's
years
For
rented for the same purpose.
quire at No. 286 CONGRESS ST,

NEWBURYPORT, MASS.

SAIiE— Mastiff

—

desirable furnished

or

engines,
male Skve Teriier, hair clipped
FOR
gauges, whistles, shafting, belting, pulleys,
and table,
LOUT—Dog;
felt saw, planing machine, circular
except head and shoulders. Suitable reward
anvils,
will
131 COMMEK-

F
furnished, centrally located ; for the paît eighwill
office
used
teen

EAGLE NEST,

[The

"I was

RENT—From October 1st to June 1st,
in one of the most
city ; lias sunny exposdelightful
ure and steam heat; stable on the premises.
4-1
BENJAMIN SHAW, 48Va Exchange St.

FOR
1887, a furnished house
locations in the

equipment ;
capital. For particulars, address NEWSPAPER
3-1
Lock Box 259, Saccarappa, Maine.

''"""h'"''

?roni the weakening effects of warm weather, by
lard work, or from a long Illness, you need a good
onic and blood purifier like Hood's Sarsaparilla.
i you have never tried this peculiar medicine, do
low.
It will give you strength and appetite.
■'Hood's Sarsaparilla gave me new life, and
estored me to my wonted health and strength."
.Villiam H. Clocgh, Tilton, Ν. H.

IjET—A few

without board. For particulars
let with
TObe IPG
PARK ST.. (Park St. Block). 21-4

by

—

on

CHARLES H. O'BRION,

All Run Down

5-1

A village farm for sale. 5 or 12
beautiful and healthy location;
near depots and two railnew
;
buildings nearly
oads, leading from Portland to Boston; should be
to
be
seen
appreciated. Inquire of M. II. HUSSEY,
4-2
No. Berwick, Me.
ΙΟR MALE
a
acres;

F
m.

St.

ana.

I

TO

well established In

tliis city, Aug. 9, Frances M., wife of (Jeorge

fate fforatio J! Stffcfey.™*·1

MALE—A lot of household goods to be
once.
early and get

Call
sold very low: at
FOR
first choice at 112 FREE ST.

a

_

Funeral this Wednesday forenoonat 10.30 o'clk,
it 142 Pleasant street.
In this city, Aug. 11, Frederick Ci. Berry, aged
j weeks.
[Funeral this Wednesday afternoon at 2.30
o'clock, from No. 32 Hammond street.
■ In this c'ty, August 11, Rufus Stanley, aged 65
pears, 3 months, 11 days.
[Funeral service Friday at 1.30 p. m. from his
l<xte residence.
In Boston, Aug. 9. Mrs. Clara Barnes Martin,
ianghter of 'the late Pliinehas Barnes, of Port-

FOR

"ni(!KI*lD IIP ADRIFT—ill Casco Bay a
small boat which the owner can have by callX
ing upon CAPT. HAMILTON, Steamer lsis,
7-1
Burnliams Wharf. City.

SALE—Newspaper:
without office
FORsmart
growing town, with
small
a rare chance for business

111 Augusta, Aug. 4, Eugene Kenniston of Anliover and Miss Hattie Meader of Augusta.

In

bk.YT-Lwo pleasant and convenient
Pine and
tenements second floor corner
BENJAMIN
Clark Streets: six rooms each.
6-1
SHAW, 48V3 Exchange St.
IjET—At Old Orchard, with 7 nice airy
a
rooms, furnished, for light housekeeping,
cottage within short distance of camp ground and
beach.
Inquire of MKS. H. WESCOTT, near
3-1
Whittemore s Picture Gallery.

story house,
;
11g
desirable house lots ; will he sold all together
or separately at a
bargain If applied for soon ;
terms easy. Inquire of N. !!. Ualton. 011 the
premises or of JOHN E. PALMEIt, 543 Congress
5-4
St., Portland Me.

the

on

FOR
Sts.

OK RENT

7*1

corner of

property
Pearl and Deering Streets,Woodfords, consistFORSALE-Tlie
ell and stable
also three
of two

augl 1

1

DEATHS.

water:

Drug Store, June. Congress and Free Sts.

MRS. H. C. GILMAN,
Congress street,
Portland, or MRS. A. A. DENNETT, Washington
(elOdtf
street. Old Orchard.

HALE AT A BARGAIN—The
able lot of land corner of Spruce anil

In

Page.

;

7-1

reasonable cash ofler takes it ; town of about
4,000 inhabitants, only 011e competitor; ill health
Address "COCOAINE" care
reason for selling.
29-2
Press Office.

on

MARRIACES.
this city, by llev. F. Soutliwortli, George A.
Hunt of Portland and Miss Emily Hatch of Westbrook.
In Cape Elizabeth, July 20, by Rev. H. Mains,
Frank 11. Stanorth aud Etta A. Nichols.
In Auburn, Aug. 2, Henry liose and Miss Emma
F. Swan.
In Auburn, Aug. 4, Ellery A. Bean and Elsie E.

CARLKTON. ST.

GEO. HODSDON, 551 Congress St.

CEK. AGENT,

At a wedding in Grinnell, recently the
groom was a native of Bath, Ν. Y.. the bride
of Bath, Ν. H., and the officiating clergyman,
Dr. Magoun. of Bath, Me.

No. 52

line location, in western
steam, hot and cold
particulars call at BANKS

nice

rent,
To;LET-A
part nf city heated by
for further

Y^QR MALE—Drug store, at your own price:
J? stockjand fixtures worth about $1800; first

a

drove upon.
A Bath Affair.
Marshalltown, (Iowa) Times.

Apply

MALE—One of the best business chances

be

Premiums

There will be

able.

house, situated

and half

0-1

ΓΓΟ ι,ET—Two large pleasant rooms, furnished
-1
or unfurnished:
everything convenient.
8-1
Apply at 610 CONGRESS ST.

on Leonard St., containmore or less ; terms reasona-

;

lu the city; only small capital required; sitFOR
street.
Address
uated
apply to

Samuel A. Crandall, Special Examiner of
the Pension office who for the past year has
been stationed in Calais has been transferred
to New York.

any
5th.

ing Va

grist mill, steam pumps, portable forge,
bellows, piping, etc., very cheap, by L. TAYLOR,
3-1
City.

WASHINGTON.

Special

MALE—A

story
in Town of Deering,
FOR
acres land

Blue and Cream, 15 cents pair.
Lot extra quality Black Silk Mitts for
ladies 25 cents.

Arrangements are being made for a mass
temperance meeting for Eastern Maine to be
held the last week of August or the first of
September, on a plan similar to those at Maranocook and Sebago Lake. The Northport
camp ground is the place preferred by the
management

red

large variety of material nearly new,at the Portland Smelting Works, by L. TAYLOR, Treasurer.
7-1

are

N. »·

room.

GARDNER, 40 Exchange St.

inquire

a

colors and sizes, 50 cents.
Black Silk Cloves, in real English Milaniase, heavy quality, which usually
sell at $1.50, we shall sell at 90 cents.
Lot of Children's Silk Mitts, in Pink,

close out.
FOB

WALDO.

of 6
LET—On High St., an up stairs rent hoi
fnrnace,
h

first class house:
TO
rooms, in
and cold water In sleeping and bath

SAME—Fire bricks,
bricks, grate
FOR
bars, buckstatfs. rods, iron furnace doors, and

..

Hampshire.

moved to New

to submission, give sensational exhibitions,
which to the majority of those who attend
are novel, yet the public should understand
that the world has not been at a standstill
for thirty years in the matter of educating
horses, and that there are men who have
made as great improvement in tlxat art as
has been made in others, and can handle

1st—Practicability.

1

shovel handle business at Brownville, is to
dispose of his interests there, so it is reported, the change being made on account of the
scarcity of stock. The business may be re-

exhibition.
I tried last May, by correspondence, to get
a contest with Professor Gleason, in New
York city, in answer to a loud challenge he
published to the horse-trainers of the United
States, but could not bring him to a focus.
Although he may, today, resurrect Williams'
and Magner's system of torturing horses in-

the
and
humane method of educating the colt and
horse, and in order to fully establish the
superiority of my method over all others, I
hereby challenge Professor Ο. K. Gleason to
a contest of horsemanship in or near the city
of Portland, on Friday or Saturday, Aug. 14
or 15 ; or a succession of contests in Portland,
or in Lewiston, Gardiner, Augusta, Watervitle, Bangor and Rockland, successively, ou
day and dates to be agreed upon.
1 further challenge Professor Gleason to a
niihlir». Hrivp nf t.wn vvpII known hnrsps that
are afraid of locomotives ; neither of us to
handle the horse to exceed fifteen minutes
before hitching to a vehicle, each of us to
handle before the judges and the owners of
the horses, each of us to drive with the horses
hitched to a road sulky and neither horse to
be introduced to steam or steam whistle before being driven to a locomotive on the open
street, The conditions to be as follows : I
will use nothing but a leather bridle, reins
and joint-bit to handle any horse, will not
throw, whirl, fetter, or whip to control, and
will have no assistance to handle my horse.
Gleason may use whatever he sees fit and
The
have all the assistance he requires.
subjects to be handled to be horses, with
vices such as can be obtained for the contest.
Three judges to be selected, one by Gleason,
one by myself, and those two to choose the
third. The judges to select the horses for
each of us.
With some one of the horses produced,
each of us shall lecture and explain our theory as applied to the education of the colt
and unruly horses, illustrating our method
by putting the horse through the different
evolutions necessary to explain.
The contest to take place in public or private, at the rink, base ball grounds, driving
park, in some vacant field, or private stable,
If at a place where
as may be agreed upon.
admission shall be charged, the winner shall
receive half of the receipts, the balance, after expenses are paid, to go to the S. P.
C. A.
The judges slialljlecide ajs to who is the
VV iTmcr ul"ut vuîitcSTJ aîiu ι>ιιν uvirarou in »JC
on the following points :

PISCATAQUIS.
Johnson, who runs the

Mr.

"Gen.

Pbof. W. H. Saxhorn1

1#

—

making up orders for Spring,
1887, and find too many gloves in some
numbers. In orderto even up, we shall
make a Special Sale just now while we
think of it, and sell off a lot of clean,
desirable goods at very low prices. Below we quote several of the bargains :
Cerman Lisle Cloves, finished fingers and silk embroidered back, nice
colors, to be sold at 39 cents.
Black Silk Cloves, fine quality and
perfect fitting, large sizes only 50 cts.
Colored Silk Cloves, in all desirable
We

of the bridge on the Hampden road. All
three were thrown heavily down over the
embankment two being killed and the other
badly injured. In both cases the train men
claim that the fences were out of order and
that they cannot be blamed for the accident.

Shields," both of whicli can be driven today
by any horseman, besides permanently controlling innumerable other bolters, kickers,
runaways, etc., and have abundant testimonials from leading horsemen as to its superiority over the cruel methods taught by Pro"
fessors Wilder, Pratt, Williamson and Magner, with the two latter of whom Prof. Gleason served apprenticeship, and from them
learned his method : a statement which is
sustained by a perusal of either of their
books and witnessing Professor Gleason's

A CHALLENGE.

-χ

nai.E—The
FOR
land No. 374 Spring

GLOVE DEPARTMENT.

PENOBSCOT.

V.

IN

—

The Bangor Loan and Building Association is getting well under way. The report
of the secretary and treasurer for the first
five months shows the amount of paid up
capital to to be 83,024, while from interest on
the premiums and fines there have been received $40.70, making a total of$3.06i.70. Of
this amount $2,750 has been loaned on first
mortgages of real estate. The earnings up
to the dividend of July first, paid at the rate
of four and four-fifths per cent, per annum
in dividends paid in monthly. After January first next, it is thought that six per cent,
will be paid.
It is reported that on Sunday night two
Stillwater men and their wives were riding
home from Pushaw lake in a two seated carriage when a young fellow from Orono drove
up Dehind them. He called to them to turn
out and allow him to pass and when they did
not, drew a revolver and commenced shooting at the team ahead. One of the men was
badlv wounded in the arm, so it was reported. No arrests have been made.
The IJjuigor Whig reports that a number
of animals nave been killed by trains in that
vicinity. Sunday the paper train when passing East Newport struck two colts belonging
to Mr. Frye, station agent at that place. One
of them was instantly killed. He was a full
blooded Yon Moltke, eighteen months old
for which Mr. Frye had been offered $200.
The other, a young Dirigo colt, was badly
The seclamed but may possibly recover.
ond passenger train from the west Monday
evening struck three cows which were standΛ

desirable house and
verv
Street ; the house has
twelve rooms and laundry in excellent repair ;
sunny exposure and elevated grounds; the garden
has a large variety of trees in Deartng order; size
of lot 100x200; 1 terms very easy; the furniture
and carpet can be bought If desired. BENJAMIN SHAW, 48Vi Exchange Strejt.
7-1

SPECIAL SALE

disease. He was 79 years of age, and had
long been identified with business interests
in the city.

utation for hardiness and staying qualities.
The amount of capital invested in the
growing of colts in Maine, and the welfare
of the horse from a humanitarian standpoint,
render it of the utmost importance th.it the
latest, most practical and humane method of
educating the colt and horse should be generally known. I have labored arduously for
twenty months in the State of Maine, to instruct the people in a humane and practical
method of educating their colts and horses.
I have taught my methods to over two thousand horsemen in Maine alone, have successfully educated the notoriously unruly stal-

the horse.;

acres
hay, orchard
wood land, excellent water, buildings In first class
order. For particulars apply to 8. F. STROUT,
0-1
W. Falmouth Me.

county convention, his horse became
at the Prohibition flag on the East
Side, at Augusta, and overturned the carriage. Mr. True's arm was broken near the
shoulder and his wife escaped with severe
bruises.
Major Thomas M. Andrews, of Hallowell,
died suddenly Monday forenoon, of heart

thus producing horses that are
destined to hold the foremost place in a rep-

and

farm of 45 acres loca-

the week.

4-Urx

at

MALE—Valuable
FOR
ted within eight miles of Portland ; cuts ten
tons
of 300 bearing trees, 13

frightened

roaming ;

Wonder,"

Inquire

can

..

fine row boat with cherry
also leather cushings.
1M
POKTLA.vl) PACKING CO.

SALE—A
FOR
seats and gratings :

Monday afternoon, while Mr. John True
accompanied by his wife, was on
Augusta to attend the Republi-

who has recovered from a

"Kentucky

10-1

of Clinton,
his way to

In Defence of the Horse.

lions

new

KENNEBEC.

The State of Maine is peculiarly adapted
to the growing of colts, both on account of
the cool, invigorating climate and the abundance of upland pasturage and meadows,
which not only afford nutritious grass and
hay, but compel the growing colts to exercise
every muscle of their bodies while feeding
and

MALE-Oil Hartley Avenue. Heeling, a
two story house, nicely situated, conrooms, Sebago and good well in the
eight
taining
cellar, near church, high school and horse cars;
will he sold at a good bargain. Apply 011 the
premises or address W. L. Turner, Woodfords.

IjlOR

There was much excitement in East Bucksport one day recently over the disappearance of two seven-year old boys, sons of
Amos Johnson and Warren Moore. After
an all
night's search in which over fifty people participated, the little fellows were found
about thirty-five rods from home in a small
piece of woods.
The selectmen of Orrington were notified,
recently, that some young cattle of Col.
Elisha Ilincks. were affected with some disA
ease that was supposed to be contagious.
doctor was summoned who said the cattle
were suffering from an electric shock.
They
had been pastured in Dedham, and must
have been in close proximity to lightning.
They were brought home blind, terribly
emaciated, and refusing to eat anything.
There will be an athletic tournament at
Bar Harber, (commencing Monday, August
10, consisting of foot ball, base ball, athletic
games, aquatic and horse tournaments, and

attack of the measles, will sail for
America in the Etruria, Sept. 23d.

sharp

Deeming it of vast importance that
people should learn the most practical

on

lives, was called together yesterday morning
at 9 o'clock, in the County Attorney's room
in City Building.
Testimony was given by
Mr. James R. Cleveland, father of the
Cleveland children, Mr. James G. Whitten,
father of the Whitten children, and Master

in

MISS

Inquest

she found time to write that charming story
of "Muff"—the cat who survived the great
fire of '66—and also the guide to Mt. Desert,
the best descriptive work of that famed sumThe very last pubmer resort in existence.
aDneared

The first Scotch concert which has been
held in Portland for twenty-five years, and
which is to be given under the auspices of
the St. Andrew's Society on Friday night
promises to be a lich treat for those who attend. A limited number of tickets are on
sale at Stockbridge's music store.

LET.

TO

ΡΟΚ SALE.

HANCOCK.

horses without the use of the cruel devices
devisements made of cord and called "warbridles," which were invented by men whose
brutal ingenuity led them to imagine that
such things were necessary in order to properly govern man's most serviceable animal,

The coroner's jury to investigate the cause
and circumstances of the recent accident in
the harbor by which seven persons lost their

Martin

SCOTCH CONCERT.

will be the biographical and bibliographical
notes prepared by the compiler, rendering
the volume a most valuable and convenient
hand-book for those who are interested in
the department of American literature of
which it treats.
Already a large number of
copies of the work have been ordered for
public and private libraries in almost every
section of the country. The work will be
published early in the fall.

bore up with great Christian fortitude. Her
Boston school became noted among educational institutions. During her other labors

lic notice ef Mrs.

THE

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

THE STATE.
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PRINTERS,
Exchange St., Portland,'Me.

